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Background and Context
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Introduction

In the name of immigration control and national security, the United States has undertaken a massive project to build physical barriers along segments of the border between the United States and Mexico. Unfortunately, the project also involves massive violations of human rights. Although specific details about the project are hard to come by and vary daily, the United States claims that it will install 370 miles of border wall before the end of 2008. Over a hundred miles of wall will be built along the Texas/Mexico border. The construction of the wall along the Texas/Mexico border will destroy important environmental resources, will involve the unfair and discriminatory taking of private property without a clear and fair process and will affect the means of subsistence and way of life of persons living in border communities, including the members of several indigenous groups.

In response to this looming threat, a multi-disciplinary collective of faculty and students at the University of Texas at Austin formed to analyze the human rights impact of the construction of a border wall on the Texas/Mexico border. This project is facilitated through the Rapoport Center for Human Rights and Justice at the University of Texas Law School and is supported by the University of Texas office of Thematic Initiatives and Community Engagement. The Working Group includes faculty and students from the Geography Department, the Anthropology Department, the LBJ School of Public Affairs, the Teresa Lozano Long Institute of Latin American Studies and the Immigration Clinic, Environmental Clinic and Rapoport Center at the Law School. The Working Group is collaborating with affected individual property owners, indigenous communities, environmental groups, Environmental Sciences faculty at the University of Texas at Brownsville and other academics and advocates to carry out work on this project.

The Working Group has conducted extensive research and analysis of the legal, historical, property, environmental, indigenous, community and other impacts of the proposed border wall. In addition, in early May 2008, a delegation of the Working Group travelled to the Rio Grande Valley area of the Texas/Mexico border to conduct fact finding regarding the impact of the border wall on human rights. The group viewed some of the affected areas and properties along the border and met with: property owners, including Dr. Eloisa Tamez and other residents in and near Brownsville as well as residents of the El Granjeno and Los Ebanos communities; officials at the Mexican Consulate in Brownsville, Texas; the President of the University of Texas at Brownsville and other faculty; student and community advocates involved in documenting the effects of the border wall; attorneys with Texas Rio Grande Legal Aid and faculty at the Colegio de la Frontera Norte in Matamoros, Mexico.

1 Throughout this paper and the accompanying briefing papers submitted to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, we use the terms “fence” and “wall” interchangeably to describe the 18-foot high reinforced barriers designed to halt pedestrian and vehicular passage, which are scheduled to be constructed on the Texas/Mexico border. The statutes that mandate the construction of the barriers use the term “fence,” but the term “wall” is more commonly used by communities along the Texas/Mexico border and impacted property owners and provides an apt description. Photographs of the types of structures to be built can be found at Congressional Research Service Report for Congress, Border Security: Barriers Along the U.S. International Border 42 (May 13, 2008) [hereinafter CRS Barriers Report], attached as Exhibit 3 to this briefing paper.
The Working Group submits these briefing papers to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (the “Commission”) with the request that the Commission consider the violations of human rights taking place through the construction of walls along the Texas/Mexico border. These briefing papers focus on the human rights impact of border wall construction on the Texas/Mexico border, although wall segments also have been and will be built along the border between Mexico and the states of California, New Mexico and Arizona. These briefing papers focus on the Texas/Mexico border because: 1) the Working Group enjoys a unique connection to the residents of Texas and the Texas/Mexico border region; 2) the construction of border fencing in Texas presents issues involving the public taking of private land that are not present in the other states where the majority of property along the border is federal land; and 3) the next phase of border wall construction will take place predominantly in Texas. The papers focus most heavily on the area along the Texas/Mexico border known as the Rio Grande Valley, which is located at the southernmost tip of Texas. Much of the border wall construction planned for Texas is scheduled to take place in this area, and residents of this area were the first to contact the University of Texas regarding the severe impact that the border wall will have on their human rights. The papers do nonetheless address border wall construction in other areas of Texas where important human rights issues are raised, particularly in relation to the indigenous communities that live in western Texas.

History of the Border Wall

Historically, the United States and Mexico have not been separated by a physical wall or other barrier along most of the border. Border bridges and official land crossing points have existed at irregular intervals to control and facilitate cross-border movement. These entry points often include some limited fencing or wall in their immediate vicinity, but there has been no attempt until recent years to wall the border elsewhere. This is not surprising, because the border between the United States and Mexico is approximately 2000 miles (3,100 kilometers) long, is irregular in its shape and passes through rough and difficult terrain. From the southmost tip of Texas and the Gulf of Mexico, it follows the winding course of the Rio Grande River to the border crossing at El Paso, Texas, and Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua; westward from that area it crosses vast tracts of the Sonoran and Chihuahuan Desert and the Colorado River Delta; it goes westward from there to the San Diego and Tijuana border area before reaching the Pacific Ocean.2

In 1990, the United States government began to erect physical barriers along the border but only along a short stretch in the San Diego, California area.3 In 1996, Congress passed immigration legislation known as the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (“IIRIRA”) which included in its provisions a grant of broad authority to the government to construct barriers along the border.4 This legislation also gave the government the power to take land, through condemnation proceedings if necessary, in the vicinity of the international land border when the government deems the land essential to “control and guard the boundaries and

---

3 CRS Barriers Report at 3.
4 See IIRIRA, Pub.L. 104-208, Div. C, Section 102(a)-(c).
borders of the United States." In 2005, Congress passed further legislation, known as the REAL ID Act which, among other things, authorized the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security ("DHS") to waive all legal requirements to expedite the construction of border barriers.

Despite this legislation, the United States government did not undertake efforts to build barriers outside of the San Diego area. Then, Congress passed the Secure Fence Act of 2006, which mandated that DHS construct fencing along five separate and specific stretches of the southern border, including several areas in Texas. The statute gave detailed parameters regarding the locations in which the wall was to be built, although it did not clarify the total mileage to be constructed under the law. The legislation still did not envision a border wall along the entire southwest border but did provide significant new impetus for construction of a wall along significant segments of the border.

Pursuant to the Secure Fence Act of 2006, the government constructed about 70 miles of wall along the Arizona/Mexico border in 2007. By late 2007, the government had turned its attention to the Texas/Mexico border and began plans to construct over 100 miles of wall along various stretches of that border by the end of 2008.

As DHS began the process of surveying properties along the Texas/Mexico border to determine which land the government would seek to take for construction of the fence, Congress acted again on the border fence issue. In December 2007, Congress amended the statute on construction of the border wall as part of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, FY2008. The latest legislation, in a turnabout, orders DHS to construct at least 700 miles of fencing along the southern border of the United States but does not dictate where this fencing must be built. Instead, it leaves decisions regarding locations for the fence up to DHS. The legislation does further mandate that 370 miles of the required 700 miles of fencing be constructed by the end of 2008. Importantly, the new law also requires consultation with those affected by the fence, providing that DHS "shall consult with . . . States, local governments, Indian tribes, and property owners in the United States to minimize the impact . . . for the communities and residents located near the sites [where] fencing is to be constructed." The law also requires that DHS consider alternatives to physical fencing. Despite the new authority for flexibility regarding the location of the wall and the absolute requirement of consultation, DHS has not altered its approach to the border fence in any significant way. DHS has moved forward with its plans to put up expansive segments of wall along the Texas/Mexico border and has vowed to begin physical construction in the summer of 2008.

**Border Wall Construction Process**

---

5 See id., Section 102(d); 8 United States Code 1102(b).
6 REAL ID, Pub.L. 109-13, Div. B.
7 See Secure Fence Act of 2006, Pub.L. 109-367, Section 3, attached as Exhibit 1 to this briefing paper.
8 Associated Press, 70 Miles of New Border Fencing Almost Complete (Sept. 29, 2007).
9 Pub.L. 110-161, Div. E, Section 564, attached as Exhibit 2 to this briefing paper.
10 Id. (emphasis added).
11 The Brownsville Herald, Border Wall Construction Slated to Begin by End of July (May 25, 2008).
The border construction process along the Texas/Mexico border, including the taking of land, has involved various stages and actors. Border wall construction is the responsibility of DHS and specifically the sub-component of DHS entitled U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”). DHS began seeking temporary access to property along the Texas/Mexico border at the end of 2007 for the purpose of conducting surveys and mapping. Although the access was temporary, it constituted a taking of land, because it required a temporary and partial relinquishment of land ownership rights to DHS. Some property owners voluntarily granted access to their land, although many did so without full knowledge of the consequences to their property or their rights to demand compensation from the United States government for this use of their property. Others refused to grant access voluntarily. DHS successfully sued approximately 60 of those property owners in condemnation proceedings in January and February 2008 to obtain the right to take the land for temporary access purposes. Those sued included individual property owners, city governments that own property, school districts and the University of Texas at Brownsville. Once the government obtained access to land, voluntarily or through condemnation suits, CBP worked with the United States Army Corps of Engineers to conduct land surveys.

DHS is now entering into the next phase of the process. Before it can actually construct border wall segments, it must obtain ownership of the property upon which it wishes to build. DHS, working with the United States Army Corps of Engineers, is currently making offers, mostly in the $4000-$10,000 range, for the purchase of land. If property owners do not voluntarily agree to sell portions of their land, DHS initiates condemnation lawsuits. DHS filed about 50 such lawsuits in the month of May 2008 alone. DHS need only formally take the land upon which it actually plans to install the wall, often only a segment of the entire property. However, the wall will, in many cases, also deprive the owners of effective use of other parts of their property not purchased by DHS, because it will be difficult, if not impossible, to traverse the wall and reach property on the other side.

Once DHS obtains title to lands along the Texas/Mexico border, construction of the wall can begin. The government will contract out the work for the construction of the wall and has

---

12 See, e.g., Working Group interview with Idalia Benavidez (May 2, 2008).
13 See, e.g., United States of America v. 1.04 Acres of Land and Eloisa G. Tamez, Complaint in Condemnation, Case 1:08-cv-00044, filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Texas on May 28, 2008. We obtained the number of complaints by searching the federal courts’ publicly available electronic database known as PACER for all temporary condemnation actions filed at the beginning of 2008 by the United States in the United States District Courts for the Southern and Western Districts of Texas, which are the courts with jurisdiction over the targeted area.
14 See CRS Barriers Report, at 20; Correspondence from the Forth Worth District of the United States Army Corps of Engineers to Dr. Eloisa Tamez seeking access to property to perform surveys and site evaluations (Dec. 7, 2007) (on file with the authors).
15 See Working Group interview with Idalia Benavidez (May 2, 2008); United States of America v. 0.43 Acres of Land and Estate of Pilar Cabrera, Declaration of Taking, Case 1:08-cv-194, filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Texas on May 28, 2008.
16 See, e.g., United States of America v. 0.43 Acres of Land and Estate of Pilar Cabrera, Declaration of Taking, Case 1:08-cv-194, filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Texas on May 28, 2008. We obtained the number of complaints by searching the federal courts’ publicly available electronic database known as PACER for all recent condemnation actions filed by the United States in the United States District Courts for the Southern District of Texas, which are the courts with jurisdiction over the targeted area.
already begun to invite bids. Private companies will carry out this major government project for profit.

On April 1, 2008, in the midst of significant opposition to the construction of the wall, DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff executed a waiver of 30 environmental and other laws pursuant to his authority granted by federal statute. In addition to key environmental laws such as the National Environmental Policy Act and the Endangered Species Act, Secretary Chertoff waived myriad other laws including, for example, the National Historic Preservation Act, the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and the American Indian Religious Freedom Act. The waiver announcement lists numerous specific stretches of land along the Texas border with Mexico where the environmental and other laws will now be inapplicable. This waiver thus allows construction on the Texas/Mexico border to move forward without compliance with the numerous procedural and substantive requirements that would otherwise apply to such an extensive project.

The United States government has not been transparent in its plans for the wall along the Texas/Mexico border. It has therefore been extremely difficult for the Working Group, and the public in general, to obtain concrete information regarding planned locations for the wall segments or even the total mileage that the wall will cover along the Texas/Mexico border.

First, the United States government has not even been clear and specific about the total number of miles of wall that it plans to construct. As noted above, the original Secure Fence Act of 2006 set out specific locations for fencing but did not specify the total mileage of fencing it mandated. Calculations of the total mileage involved varied but suggested that the law required upward of 700 miles of wall, and at least one government report concluded that the law required 850 miles of wall. The Secure Fence Act required construction of the wall in priority areas, amounting to over 300 miles, by the end of 2008. The Consolidated Appropriations Act, FY2008 requires at least 700 total miles of wall and mandates the construction of 370 miles of fencing by the end of 2008. Finally, DHS Secretary Chertoff’s April 2008 waiver of environmental and other laws to allow for expedited construction applies to approximately 470-490 miles of the border. It is unclear when those 490 miles of barriers are scheduled for construction. The government has alternatively promised to construct 570 or 670 total miles of

18 Department of Homeland Security, Office of the Secretary, Determination Pursuant to Section 102 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, As Amended (April 1, 2008) [hereinafter DHS Waiver Determination].
19 Id.
barrier by the end of 2008.\textsuperscript{22} Those numbers lead to further confusion, though, because they include both pedestrian fencing and vehicle barriers that are not designed to prevent pedestrians from passing through the border.\textsuperscript{23} The vehicle barriers will presumably not count toward the total mileage of reinforced fencing mandated in the statutes.

Putting aside the government-created confusion regarding the number of miles of wall to be built, the best estimate of total construction of pedestrian fencing planned for the end of 2008 is 370 miles, based on a review of various official statements.\textsuperscript{24} The remaining mileage to be constructed in 2008 corresponds to vehicle barriers. As the government asserts that it has already constructed about 170 miles of pedestrian fencing, it appears that the government plans to construct another 200 miles before the end of the year.\textsuperscript{25} The waivers signed by the Secretary of DHS designating areas of construction suggest that approximately 130 miles of that new pedestrian fence will be constructed along the Texas/Mexico border with the longest segments placed in the Rio Grande Valley in the southernmost part of Texas.\textsuperscript{26}

Second, despite the obvious importance of this information, it is also impossible to determine the exact properties and locations in which DHS plans to build the fence along the Texas/Mexico border. DHS has published no comprehensive maps of planned construction. Selected maps displaying specific segments of the planned wall were originally available on a CBP website as part of the draft environmental impact statements the government prepared before the environmental laws were waived. However, government officials repeatedly stated that those maps were outdated without providing newer maps. The maps have now been removed from the website and are no longer available.

On April 11, 2008, the Working Group filed a Freedom of Information Act request with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and with CBP seeking, among other things, copies of all maps showing planned locations for the wall along the Texas/Mexico border. More than six weeks later, we have not yet received the requested maps.

This lack of transparency itself leads to serious concerns about the United States government’s commitment to guaranteeing human rights. It also makes it more difficult to

\textsuperscript{22} See GAO Secure Border Initiative Report, at 7; DHS, Fact Sheet: U.S. Department of Homeland Security Five-Year Anniversary Progress and Priorities (March 6, 2008).

\textsuperscript{23} See id.

\textsuperscript{24} See GAO Secure Border Initiative Report, at 7; DHS, Fact Sheet: U.S. Department of Homeland Security Five-Year Anniversary Progress and Priorities (March 6, 2008); CRS Barriers Report, at 10.

\textsuperscript{25} See DHS, Fact Sheet: U.S. Department of Homeland Security Five-Year Anniversary Progress and Priorities (March 6, 2008). It is worth noting that it seems unlikely that DHS will meet these goals. To date, DHS only claims to have built 170 miles worth of pedestrian fencing. Id. About 80 miles of that construction were built before 2007 and the implementation of the Secure Fence Act. See GAO Secure Border Initiative Report, at 11. In 2007, DHS built only about 75 miles of fence. See id. It is difficult to imagine how DHS will nonetheless build 200 miles of pedestrian fencing in 2008, particularly since the Government Accountability Office has concluded that DHS will face greater challenges than it has in the past in constructing fencing in 2008 on the Texas/Mexico border. See id. at 3. Of course, the likelihood that DHS will not complete all planned miles by the end of 2008 does not ameliorate the severe impacts of the planned construction. It simply makes it more difficult to know where DHS will start construction and how much it will achieve by the end of 2008, imposing additional uncertainty and stress on affected border residents.

\textsuperscript{26} DHS Waiver Determination, Project Areas Attachment.
describe and analyze the specific human rights impact of the government’s border wall program. For purposes of the briefing papers, the Working Group relied on information about the planned locations for the border wall available from litigation documents filed against and by affected property owners, the testimony of individuals along the Texas/Mexico border who spoke with the Working Group, the original piecemeal draft environmental impact maps, the geographic locations identified in the DHS waivers of environmental and other laws, and press accounts.

Several important and troubling aspects of the planned locations for construction of the border wall in Texas have nonetheless become clear from the information available. As is described in detail in the briefing papers submitted by the Working Group, the wall is scheduled to be built through sensitive environmental areas, indigenous lands and small private properties but will not run through larger and more lucrative properties owned by businesses. Some of the affected property, such as the land owned by Eloisa Tamez, has been held by families since the 1700s when it was parceled out in land grants by the Spanish crown and has been guaranteed by successive governments and treaties, including the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The wall will be constructed on portions of the campus at the University of Texas at Brownsville, effectively dividing the campus into two segments. It will also cut through sites of importance to the lengthy and unique history of the Texas/Mexico border, such as the United States National Historic Landmark site at Fort Brown and ancient cemeteries.

The locations that DHS has selected for the fencing will have a devastating impact on the property of individuals who own land along the border. Residents along the border will lose not only the segment of their properties upon which the wall is built but will also lose access to their property on the other side of the wall. In the Rio Grande Valley, the wall will not closely follow the curving path of the river. Rather, it will be built in straighter line segments, which roughly follow the path of levees previously built to protect against flooding. As a result, large pieces of land along the river banks will be cut off by the wall. Some stretches of fence will be built a mile inland from the river. In a few cases, individual homes or even entire plots of property will end up completely on the southern side of the wall. In many areas, the land is already partially disrupted by the existing levees. However, rather than build on, immediately next to or on the river side of the existing levees, DHS plans to build another barrier away from the river side of the levees. In other words, the wall will leave the levees and additional property on the side of the wall adjacent to the river, and the wall will not be passable at will like the levees.

27 Actually, DHS will take possession of the land on which the wall is built and additional land around the wall—another 30 to 60 feet on each side. DHS, Environmental Impact Statement for Construction, Maintenance, and Operation of Tactical Infrastructure: Rio Grande Valley Sector, Texas (Draft) (2007).
28 See The Washington Post, Border Fence Would Slice Through Private Land (Feb. 16, 2008) (highlighting several examples in which the wall will make large portions of land unavailable on the Mexico side of the fence; for one property, 25 of 80 acres of farmland would be left on the south side of the wall).
29 The Brownsville Herald, Living on the wrong side of the fence (April 26, 2008) (quoting a specialist with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). Some have suggested that the United States is essentially ceding territory to Mexico. Reuters, Texan Mayors Threaten Court to Stop Border Fence (Oct. 12, 2007) (quoting the mayor of Del Rio, Texas). While this suggestion is probably not technically correct, because the official border between the two countries will remain the same regardless of the placement of the wall, it raises important questions about control and sovereignty on the land on the other side of the wall. It is likely that a no-man’s land of sorts will be created on the other side of the fence.
For many residents along the border, the inability to reach large portions of their property which abut the river will destroy their livelihood. Many of these residents use these portions of their land to graze and water livestock, to irrigate crops, to enter the river for recreation and transportation and to fulfill other economic purposes. To calm angry property owners, DHS has suggested that it might place gates or doors in the wall at some intervals. However, it has not provided any specific plan for access to property on the other side of the wall. It seems certain that gates, if they are installed, would be placed at some distance from one another, requiring residents to travel lengthy distances outside of their property to enter a gate and turn around to return to their property. Obvious questions are also raised about the nature of the gates. DHS has not explained how the gates will function or whether residents will be required to provide evidence of citizenship to travel around their communities or to enter and exit their own land.\(^{30}\)

**Ineffectiveness of the Texas/Mexico Border Wall as an Immigration Control or Anti-Terrorism Measure**

The stated goal of the border wall statutes is to protect and control the border by preventing unlawful entries by intending immigrants, terrorists or drug traffickers.\(^ {31}\) While this goal is presumably lawful, as a matter of international human rights law, the construction of a border wall is not likely to be effective in achieving the objective.\(^ {32}\)

The legislation cites the prevention of terrorism as an important goal of the border fence, and United States government officials repeatedly recite this refrain. One Border Patrol official stated that the wall along the Texas/Mexico border was necessary to prevent the arrival of weapons of mass destruction.\(^ {33}\)

However, government officials have provided no evidence that terrorists are using the Texas/Mexico border to enter the United States. It has been well-established that the 9/11 terrorists entered the country through legal immigration channels, and there have been no

\(^{30}\) See The Brownsville Herald, Living on the Wrong Side of the Fence (April 26, 2008) (including interviews with several landowners – one with property that will fall completely on the south side of the fence and one with land that will be split in half, leaving the property’s farmland on the other side of the fence— who sought unsuccessfully for months to obtain assurances from DHS that they would have access to their land after the fence is built); Letter from the Department of the Army to Ms. Rita P. Taylor (April 4, 2008) (on file with the authors) (stating that roadways through the fence would allow access to her property and attaching a map that shows the roadways but does not show how they will connect with her property); Newsweek, Brownsville’s Bad Lie (April 26, 2008) (reflecting DHS’ response to questions about access to the golf course at the University of Texas at Brownsville, which will be left on the Mexico side of the wall, as suggesting that plans had not been made for access and that “options might include an electronic gate”); The New York Times, In Texas, Weighing Life with a Border Fence (indicating that DHS has told concerned local officials that “there would be some kind of gates through the fence, but what kind and where have yet to be specified”).


\(^{32}\) The Working Group briefing paper on property rights and equal protection assesses at much greater length the failure of the border wall to meet the tests of proportionality and least restrictive measures applicable under international human rights law. Here, we simply hope to analyze briefly the likely effectiveness of the border wall approach.

credible reports that terrorists are now more inclined to sneak across land borders. If terrorists were to attempt to cross a land border illegally to enter the United States, it is more likely that they would cross into the United States from Canada, since there are fewer controls on the Canadian border. Because there is no evidence that terrorists seek to enter the United States through the Texas/Mexico border, the construction of a wall along that border will not be effective in preventing terrorism.

Nor will the construction of a wall along the Texas/Mexico border serve as an effective means of preventing or controlling unauthorized immigration. According to official reports of the United States government, prior experiments with the border wall have proven ineffective. The original segment of border wall built in the San Diego area “did not have a discernible impact on the influx of unauthorized aliens coming across the border.” Attempted crossings and apprehensions in the San Diego area decreased only after additional steps were taken, including the dispatch of additional agents and resources, which did not rely on physical barriers. Even after the implementation of increased enforcement strategies in the San Diego area, the government has found “little impact” on overall attempted crossings into the United States and apprehensions. These government reports question the effectiveness of physical barriers as long as there are gaps in the border wall, because the physical barriers simply redirect attempted border crossings to areas in which there is no wall. There are no plans to build a solid border wall, and it seems unlikely (and undesirable as a human rights matter) that a solid border wall will ever be built given the length of the border between the United States and Mexico, the rough terrain it covers and the prohibitive cost. The government has further noted that, while fences that channel immigration into more remote and rough terrain do not effectively deter immigration, they do lead to more migrant deaths. These analyses, by the United States government itself, suggest that the intermittent border wall to be built along the Texas/Mexico border will have little impact on overall unauthorized entries into the United States and will have a deadly effect on immigrants.

Physical barriers are also extremely susceptible to being breached and therefore are not reliable as a means of immigration control. Official government reports note that “in the limited areas where fencing has been erected, there have been numerous breaches of the border fencing and a number of tunnels discovered crossing underneath he fencing.”

34 National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, Staff Statement No. 1: Entry of the 9/11 Hijackers into the United States
36 See CRS Barriers Report, at 3
37 Id. at 3, 13. The government uses numbers of apprehensions near the border as a proxy for number of attempted crossings and as a means of assessing the effectiveness of immigration control programs.
38 Id. at 17.
39 Id. at 32.
40 Id. at 40 ("on average 200 migrants died each year in the early 1990s, compared with 472 migrant deaths in 2005").
41 Id. at 32;
Chertoff has acknowledged that fencing is likely to be breached and that tunnels have been built to get around it in some areas where it is already in place.\(^{42}\)

The United States government has all but recognized that a wall is an inadequate tool for stemming unauthorized border crossings. DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff has acknowledged that physical barriers are largely symbolic and are not “a cure-all.”\(^{43}\) DHS has stated that it understands control of the border to require the “ability to consistently (1) detect illegal entries into the United States; (2) identify and classify these entries to determine the level of threat involved; (3) respond to these entries; and (4) bring events to a satisfactory law enforcement resolution.”\(^{44}\) Yet, the function of a wall is simply to put a physical halt, usually temporary, to an attempted border crossing and then make the crossing more difficult or deflect it elsewhere. The physical barrier does nothing to detect illegal entries or allow for categorization of the persons entering and does not respond to any entries through apprehension or other law enforcement resolution. The interposition of a wall is a method that avoids actual contact between potential border crossers and United States government officials. By its terms, it fails to fulfill the requirements of an effective system for border control as defined by the United States government itself.

The primary failure of the wall, though, is that it focuses on the physical border in the south of the United States as the crux of immigration control. Yet, the reality of immigration and individual and government decision-making takes place in the interior of the United States, suggesting that the channeling of resources toward physical barriers along the border will be ineffective in addressing immigration issues. Over half of the undocumented immigrants in the United States arrived legally by entering at an official land border or airport port of entry.\(^{45}\) These immigrants later fell out of status or violated their status and joined the undocumented population. In fact, statistical and anecdotal information suggests that unauthorized border crossings have decreased in the past several years along the Texas/Mexico border and elsewhere.\(^{46}\) This trend suggests that factors, such as the drooping economy and interior immigration enforcement actions, have had the greatest impact and that physical barriers are unnecessary and miss the target in addressing unauthorized immigration issues.

The core of the unauthorized immigration issue is the failure of the current United States immigration system to reflect the reality of global migration, to recognize the needs of United States employers and immigrant workers and to protect the human right of immigrant families to avoid separation. Currently, the immigration system provides almost no route for hard-working immigrants to obtain lawful status. The few immigrants wishing to work or rejoin their families

---

\(^{44}\) GAO Secure Border Initiative Report, at 4 n.3.
\(^{45}\) Pew Hispanic Center, Modes of Entry for the Unauthorized Migrant Population (May 22, 2006).
\(^{46}\) The New York Times, Homeland Security Stands by its Fence (May 21, 2008); The New York Times, A Natural Treasure that May End Up Without a Country (April 7, 2008) (quoting the manager of a nature reserve in the Rio Grande Valley as stating that he had seen a notable drop-off in illegal crossings through the reserve in the last decade); see also Melissa del Bosque, The Texas Observer, Holes in the Wall: Homeland Security Won’t Say why the Border Wall is Bypassing the Wealthy and Politically Connected (quoting a security official at the University of Texas at Brownsville as clarifying that unauthorized border crossers do not enter through the university campus).
in the United States, who are fortunate enough to qualify for lawful status, must wait for decades and are forced through expensive and inefficient immigration processing. The system begs for unauthorized immigration to occur. Yet, while immigration reform has been discussed in the last several sessions of Congress, no structural change has been forthcoming. Until this system is changed, no physical border wall will allow the United States government to control and regularize immigration.

The United States government estimates that each mile of border fence will cost approximately 2 to 4 million dollars. The total estimated cost of construction for the next planned 200 miles or so of pedestrian fencing to be completed by the end of this year is approximately $890 million. At this cost, it seems reasonable to expect an effective strategy for reaching the government’s goals regarding immigration control and the prevention of terrorism. Instead, the proposed border wall is only likely to be effective in providing government officials with the political opportunity to say that they have accomplished something concrete, however ineffective.

**Widespread Opposition to the Texas/Mexico Border Wall**

The United States government’s plans to construct a border wall in Texas have generated widespread opposition. The wall will cut through an area in which communities have always viewed themselves as cross-border and transnational in nature. The ties between towns and residents north and south of the Rio Grande River are extremely strong, and residents on the border have traditionally traveled back and forth between Mexico and Texas regularly for social and economic purposes. Many families include both Mexican and United States citizens with family members living on each side of the border and visiting each other regularly. Some border residents even maintain homes in both Mexico and Texas. Others travel back and forth daily to shop and conduct business. Many residents along the Texas/Mexico border see the Rio Grande River “as a meeting point rather than a dividing line,” and they see the wall as an affront to the unique border identity and culture that has flourished in communities along both sides of the border. There is no doubt that the wall will disrupt the way of life, culture and economic viability of many communities along the border.

Border residents and politicians have been largely united in their vocal opposition to the wall. The mayor of Eagle Pass, Texas has called the border “useless, expensive and potentially damaging.” The president of the University of Texas at Brownsville, Juliet Garcia, has noted
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47 See CRS Barriers Report, at 27 (quoting the Congressional Budget Office); GAO Secure Border Initiative Report, at 12 (quoting CBP figures).
48 GAO Secure Border Initiative Report, at 12.
49 Newsweek, Brownsville’s Bad Lie.
50 Current, Muro del odio: People of the Forgotten River Grapple with the Border Wall (Feb. 27, 2008).
51 Newsweek, Brownsville’s Bad Lie.
52 See, e.g., AFP, Controversial Border Fence Hot Issue in Texas Primary (Feb. 25, 2008); Houston Chronicle, Hostile Reception for Pro-Fence Congressman in Brownsville (April 28, 2008); Los Angeles Times, A Town Against the Wall (Dec. 17, 2007) (“complaints are heard from El Paso to Brownsville, in river towns only a football field away from sister cities in Mexico, where the prevailing culture has long been bilingual and binational, and where everyone knows someone on the other side”); The Washington Times, Texas cities join suit against Mexico border fence (May 29, 2008).
that the proposed construction on the university’s campus of “an 18-foot high steel barrier between two friendly countries” would “destroy the campus climate.”

Students and public school teachers have announced their opposition to the wall and have organized well-attended protest marches.

Several lawsuits have been initiated against the United States challenging its actions in constructing the law. Eloisa Tamez, a vocal property owner in opposition to the wall and the taking of her land, initiated class action litigation against DHS, asserting that the government had failed to properly consult with individuals and communities affected by the wall, to consider alternatives to the wall or to negotiate regarding the taking of land. A coalition of mayors from border towns and cities has now joined the litigation. Another lawsuit is currently pending before the United States Supreme Court challenging the constitutionality of the legislation that gave the Secretary of DHS authority to waive environmental and other standards and the Secretary’s exercise of that waiver.

The construction of the border wall has evoked ire internationally as well, particularly among otherwise friendly governments in Latin America. Mexico is obviously the country most affected by the construction of the wall. The wall sends a message of antagonism rather than cooperation to Mexico and necessarily creates a negative impact on diplomatic relations between the two countries. In addition, numerous treaties between the United States will likely be affected by the construction of the wall. These treaties govern, for example, access to and control of the Rio Grande River and use of water as well as environmental protection along the border.

The Mexican government has made its opposition to the wall clear. The government’s official position states: “The government of Mexico reiterates its rejection of this [border wall] project, because it does not correspond to the climate of cooperation and joint responsibility that should exist between our countries, nor does it offer a solution to address effectively the problems that we share in the border area.”

The Mexican government has received support from Canada and other member states of the Organization of American States for its objections.

56 The Washington Times, Texas cities join suit against Mexico border fence (May 29, 2008).
57 Rio Grande Guardian, South Texas Environmental Groups Sue DHS over Chertoff Waivers (May 29, 2008); Defenders of Wildlife v. Chertoff, Case 07-1180, petition for writ of certiorari filed with the United States Supreme Court.
58 Even President Mikhail Gorbachev, former leader of the Soviet Union, has expressed his opinion questioning the wisdom of the wall. See YouTube, Gorbachev on the U.S./Mexico Border Wall, available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGk2iec8v7Y.
60 See Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Government of Mexico, Communiqué 167, El gobierno de México protesto ante autoridades de EUA y gestiono la inmediata remoción de un tramo del muro fronterizo que se construyo en territorio Mexicano (June 25, 2007).
to the wall. In the fall of 2006, the Mexican government presented a declaration against the wall at the Organization of American States that received the support of 27 other countries and also obtained a resolution at the Summit of the Americas—an important gathering of heads of state from the region—urging the United States to reconsider its decision to build a wall. In February 2008, representatives of the legislatures from Canada and Mexico, meeting in an inter-parliamentary session, set forth an agreement in opposition to the border wall. The Chilean legislature sent its own formal protest in support of Mexico and against the wall to the United States government.

**Human Rights Impact of the Texas/Mexico Border Wall**

The planned wall along the Texas/Mexico border not only engenders widespread opposition while remaining ineffective in fulfilling the government’s immigration control and anti-terrorism objectives, but also violates international human rights law. The Working Group has analyzed and documented, in separate briefing papers accompanying this document, a series of human rights violations taking place as a result of the construction of segments of border wall along the Texas/Mexico border. These human rights violations constitute breaches of the United States’ obligations under the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, interpreted in light of the American Convention on Human Rights and other relevant international human rights norms. The briefing papers address the following issues:

1. **Violations of the right to property and equal protection guaranteed under international human rights law.** The United States government, in its implementation of plans to construct a wall along the Texas/Mexico border, has not acted rationally in attempting to build a wall that will deprive residents along the border of the right to hold and use their properties. The government has failed to adopt proportional means of meeting its governmental goal of controlling the border, and the construction of a border wall, involving the taking of property, is not the least restrictive means of achieving governmental goals. In addition, the government has not provided justification for its

---


62 La Crónica, Interparlamentaria Mexico-Canada acuerda condena al muro fronterizo (Feb. 19, 2008).


64 The American Declaration constitutes a source of international legal obligation for the United States as a member state of the Organization of American States. See I/A Court H.R., Advisory Opinion OC-10/89 Interpretation of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man Within the Framework of Article 64 of the American Convention on Human Rights, July 14, 1989, Ser. A No 10 (1989), paras. 35-45; I/A Comm. H.R., James Terry Roach and Jay Pinkerton v. United States, Case 9647, Res. 3/87, 22 September 1987, paras. 46-49. According to the jurisprudence of the inter-American human rights system, the provisions of the American Declaration should be interpreted and applied in the context of ongoing developments in international human rights law and, specifically, in the light of the American Convention on Human Rights and other prevailing international and regional human rights instruments. See, I/A Comm. H.R. Report No 52/01, Case 12.243, Juan Raul Garza (United States), paras. 88, 89 (confirming that while the Commission does not apply the American Convention on Human Rights in relation to member states that have yet to ratify that treaty, the Convention’s provisions may well be relevant in informing an interpretation of the principles of the Declaration); I/A Comm. H.R., Report No 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), para. 127.
differential treatment of properties along the border as it has not explained why certain lucrative properties are not to be affected by border wall construction. Statistical analysis suggests that the border wall and the necessary taking of property resulting from its construction will disproportionately impact poor Latino immigrant families.\textsuperscript{65}

2. \textit{Severe degradation of the environment and violations of the government’s human rights obligation to evaluate and take into account harm to the environment when undertaking public projects.} In its construction of a border wall, the United States government is bypassing numerous domestic laws designed to protect the environment and the people who utilize and enjoy it. The negative impact of the wall on important and scarce natural resources, including the ocelot and other wildlife populations, plants and birds found along the Texas/Mexico border will be severe. The environmental degradation will cause significant harm to the residents of the Texas/Mexico border area who have traditionally held an important connection to the natural resources prevalent in the border area.\textsuperscript{66}

3. \textit{Violations of the rights of indigenous communities protected under international human rights law.} The wall will directly impact the lands of the Lipan Apache, Kickapoo and Tigua (Ysleta del Sur) indigenous communities living along the Texas/Mexico border. Yet, the United States government has proceeded forward in planning for the taking of portions of these lands without engaging in meaningful consultations with members of the affected indigenous communities.\textsuperscript{67}

The Working Group has endeavored to work expeditiously to provide the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights with this set of briefing papers, because the United States government is moving forward rapidly and aggressively with its plans to construct the border wall. Each of the human rights issues we raise requires further analysis and development, and the Working Group plans to engage in continued work on the human rights violations caused by the border wall.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Given the gravity of the human rights situation created by the construction of a border wall on the Texas/Mexico border, the Working Group respectfully requests that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights immediately take notice of the issue and initiate an investigation. We ask that the Commission publicly announce its serious concerns about the human rights violations related to the construction of the border fence during its 132nd period of sessions to be held in Washington, D.C. in July of 2008. Finally, we request that the Commission set a general hearing on the border fence issue to be held during the 133rd period of sessions of the Commission scheduled to take place in Washington, D.C. in October of 2008.

\textsuperscript{65} Ariel Dulitzky, Denise Gilman & Leah Nedderman, Violations on the Part of the United States Government of the Right to Property and Non-Discrimination Held by Residents of the Texas Rio Grande Valley; Jeff G. Wilson, et al., An Analysis of Demographic Disparities Associated with the Proposed U.S.-Mexico Border Fence in Cameron County, Texas.

\textsuperscript{66} Lindsay Eriksson & Melinda Taylor, The Environmental Impacts of the Border Wall Between Texas and Mexico.

\textsuperscript{67} Zachary Hurwitz & Michelle Guzman, Violations on the Part of the United States Government of Indigenous Rights Held by Members of the Lipan Apache, Kickapoo, and Ysleta del Sur Tigua Peoples of the Texas-Mexico Border.
An Act

To establish operational control over the international land and maritime borders of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the “Secure Fence Act of 2006”.

SEC. 2. ACHIEVING OPERATIONAL CONTROL ON THE BORDER.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall take all actions the Secretary determines necessary and appropriate to achieve and maintain operational control over the entire international land and maritime borders of the United States, to include the following—

(1) systematic surveillance of the international land and maritime borders of the United States through more effective use of personnel and technology, such as unmanned aerial vehicles, ground-based sensors, satellites, radar coverage, and cameras; and

(2) physical infrastructure enhancements to prevent unlawful entry by aliens into the United States and facilitate access to the international land and maritime borders by United States Customs and Border Protection, such as additional checkpoints, all weather access roads, and vehicle barriers.

(b) OPERATIONAL CONTROL DEFINED.—In this section, the term “operational control” means the prevention of all unlawful entries into the United States, including entries by terrorists, other unlawful aliens, instruments of terrorism, narcotics, and other contraband.

(c) REPORT.—Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act and annually thereafter, the Secretary shall submit to Congress a report on the progress made toward achieving and maintaining operational control over the entire international land and maritime borders of the United States in accordance with this section.

SEC. 3. CONSTRUCTION OF FENCING AND SECURITY IMPROVEMENTS IN BORDER AREA FROM PACIFIC OCEAN TO GULF OF MEXICO.

Section 102(b) of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (Public Law 104–208; 8 U.S.C. 1103 note) is amended—
(1) in the subsection heading by striking “NEAR SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA”; and

(2) by amending paragraph (1) to read as follows:

“(1) SECURITY FEATURES.—

“(A) REINFORCED FENCING.—In carrying out subsection (a), the Secretary of Homeland Security shall provide for least 2 layers of reinforced fencing, the installation of additional physical barriers, roads, lighting, cameras, and sensors—

“(i) extending from 10 miles west of the Tecate, California, port of entry to 10 miles east of the Tecate, California, port of entry;

“(ii) extending from 10 miles west of the Calexico, California, port of entry to 5 miles east of the Douglas, Arizona, port of entry;

“(iii) extending from 5 miles west of the Columbus, New Mexico, port of entry to 10 miles east of El Paso, Texas;

“(iv) extending from 5 miles northwest of the Del Rio, Texas, port of entry to 5 miles southeast of the Eagle Pass, Texas, port of entry; and

“(v) extending 15 miles northwest of the Laredo, Texas, port of entry to the Brownsville, Texas, port of entry.

“(B) PRIORITY AREAS.—With respect to the border described—

“(i) in subparagraph (A)(ii), the Secretary shall ensure that an interlocking surveillance camera system is installed along such area by May 30, 2007, and that fence construction is completed by May 30, 2008; and

“(ii) in subparagraph (A)(v), the Secretary shall ensure that fence construction from 15 miles northwest of the Laredo, Texas, port of entry to 15 southeast of the Laredo, Texas, port of entry is completed by December 31, 2008.

“(C) EXCEPTION.—If the topography of a specific area has an elevation grade that exceeds 10 percent, the Secretary may use other means to secure such area, including the use of surveillance and barrier tools.”.

SEC. 4. NORTHERN BORDER STUDY.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Homeland Security shall conduct a study on the feasibility of a state-of-the-art infrastructure security system along the northern international land and maritime border of the United States and shall include in the study—

(1) the necessity of implementing such a system;

(2) the feasibility of implementing such a system; and

(3) the economic impact implementing such a system will have along the northern border.

(b) REPORT.—Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall submit to the Committee on Homeland Security of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs of the Senate a report that contains the results of the study conducted under subsection (a).
SEC. 5. EVALUATION AND REPORT RELATING TO CUSTOMS AUTHORITY TO STOP CERTAIN FLEEING VEHICLES.

(a) EVALUATION.—Not later than 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall—

(1) evaluate the authority of personnel of United States Customs and Border Protection to stop vehicles that enter the United States illegally and refuse to stop when ordered to do so by such personnel, compare such Customs authority with the authority of the Coast Guard to stop vessels under section 637 of title 14, United States Code, and make an assessment as to whether such Customs authority should be expanded;

(2) review the equipment and technology available to United States Customs and Border Protection personnel to stop vehicles described in paragraph (1) and make an assessment as to whether or not better equipment or technology is available or should be developed; and

(3) evaluate the training provided to United States Customs and Border Protection personnel to stop vehicles described in paragraph (1).

(b) REPORT.—Not later than 60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall submit to the Committee on Homeland Security of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs of the Senate a report that contains the results of the evaluation conducted under subsection (a).

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Vice President of the United States and
President of the Senate.
BORDER SECURITY FENCING, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND TECHNOLOGY

For expenses for customs and border protection fencing, infrastructure, and technology, $1,225,000,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That of the amount provided under this heading, $1,053,000,000 is designated as described in section 5 (in the matter preceding division A of this consolidated Act): Provided further, That of the amount provided under this heading, $650,000,000 shall not be obligated until the Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and the House of Representatives receive and approve a plan for expenditure, prepared by the Secretary of Homeland Security and submitted within 90 days after the date of enactment of this Act, for a program to establish a security barrier along the borders of the United States of fencing and vehicle barriers, where practicable, and other forms of tactical infrastructure and technology, that includes:

1. a detailed accounting of the program's progress to date relative to system capabilities or services, system performance levels, mission benefits and outcomes, milestones, cost targets, program management capabilities, identification of the maximum investment (including lifecycle costs) required by the Secure Border Initiative network or any successor contract, and description of the methodology used to obtain these cost figures;

2. a description of how activities will further the objectives of the Secure Border Initiative, as defined in the Secure Border Initiative multi-year strategic plan, and how the plan allocates funding to the highest priority border security needs;

3. an explicit plan of action defining how all funds are to be obligated to meet future program commitments, with the planned expenditure of funds linked to the milestone-based delivery of specific capabilities, services, performance levels, mission benefits and outcomes, and program management capabilities;

4. an identification of staffing (including full-time equivalents, contractors, and detailers) requirements by activity;

5. a description of how the plan addresses security needs at the Northern Border and the ports of entry, including infrastructure, technology, design and operations requirements;

6. a report on costs incurred, the activities completed, and the progress made by the program in terms of obtaining operational control of the entire border of the United States;

7. a listing of all open Government Accountability Office and Office of Inspector General recommendations related to the program and the status
of Department of Homeland Security actions to address the recommendations, including milestones to fully address them;

(8) a certification by the Chief Procurement Officer of the Department that the program has been reviewed and approved in accordance with the investment management process of the Department, and that the process fulfills all capital planning and investment control requirements and reviews established by the Office of Management and Budget, including Circular A-11, part 7;

(9) a certification by the Chief Information Officer of the Department that the system architecture of the program is sufficiently aligned with the information systems enterprise architecture of the Department to minimize future rework, including a description of all aspects of the architectures that were and were not assessed in making the alignment determination, the date of the alignment determination, and any known areas of misalignment along with the associated risks and corrective actions to address any such areas;

(10) a certification by the Chief Procurement Officer of the Department that the plans for the program comply with the Federal acquisition rules, requirements, guidelines, and practices, and a description of the actions being taken to address areas of non-compliance, the risks associated with them along with any plans for addressing these risks, and the status of their implementation;

(11) a certification by the Chief Information Officer of the Department that the program has a risk management process that regularly and proactively identifies, evaluates, mitigates, and monitors risks throughout the system life cycle and communicates high-risk conditions to U.S. Customs and Border Protection and Department of Homeland Security investment decision makers, as well as a listing of all the program's high risks and the status of efforts to address them;

(12) a certification by the Chief Human Capital Officer of the Department that the human capital needs of the program are being strategically and proactively managed, and that current human capital capabilities are sufficient to execute the plans discussed in the report;

(13) an analysis by the Secretary for each segment, defined as no more than 15 miles, of fencing or tactical infrastructure, of the selected approach compared to other, alternative means of achieving operational control; such analysis should include cost, level of operational control, possible unintended effects on communities, and other factors critical to the decision making process;

(14) a certification by the Chief Procurement Officer of the Department of Homeland Security that procedures to prevent conflicts of interest between the prime integrator and major subcontractors are established and that the Secure Border Initiative Program Office has adequate staff and resources to effectively manage the Secure Border Initiative program, Secure Border Initiative network contract, and any related contracts, including the exercise of technical oversight, and a certification by the Chief
Information Officer of the Department of Homeland Security that an independent verification and validation agent is currently under contract for the projects funded under this heading; and (15) is reviewed by the Government Accountability Office: Provided further, That the Secretary shall report to the Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and the House of Representatives on program progress to date and specific objectives to be achieved through the award of current and remaining task orders planned for the balance of available appropriations: (1) at least 30 days prior to the award of any task order requiring an obligation of funds in excess of $100,000,000; and (2) prior to the award of a task order that would cause cumulative obligations of funds to exceed 50 percent of the total amount appropriated: Provided further, That of the funds provided under this heading, not more than $2,000,000 shall be used to reimburse the Defense Acquisition University for the costs of conducting a review of the Secure Border Initiative network contract and determining how and whether the Department is employing the best procurement practices: Provided further, That none of the funds under this heading may be obligated for any project or activity for which the Secretary has exercised waiver authority pursuant to section 102(c) of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1103 note) until 15 days have elapsed from the date of the publication of the decision in the Federal Register.

SEC. 564. IMPROVEMENT OF BARRIERS AT BORDER. (a) Section 102 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1103 note) is amended--

(1) in subsection (a), by striking `Attorney General, in consultation with the Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization,' and inserting `Secretary of Homeland Security'; and

(2) in subsection (b)--

(A) in the subsection heading, by striking `in the Border Area' and inserting `Along the Border';

(B) in paragraph (1)--

(i) in the heading, by striking `SECURITY FEATURES' and inserting `ADDITIONAL FENCING ALONG SOUTHWEST BORDER'; and

(ii) by striking subparagraphs (A) through (C) and inserting the following:

`(A) REINFORCED FENCING- In carrying out subsection (a), the Secretary of Homeland Security shall construct reinforced fencing along not less than 700 miles of the southwest border where fencing would be most practical and effective and provide for the installation of additional physical barriers, roads, lighting, cameras, and sensors to gain operational control of the southwest border.

`(B) PRIORITY AREAS- In carrying out this section, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall--
(i) identify the 370 miles, or other mileage determined by the Secretary, whose authority to determine other mileage shall expire on December 31, 2008, along the southwest border where fencing would be most practical and effective in deterring smugglers and aliens attempting to gain illegal entry into the United States; and

(ii) not later than December 31, 2008, complete construction of reinforced fencing along the miles identified under clause (i).

(C) CONSULTATION-

(i) IN GENERAL- In carrying out this section, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall consult with the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Agriculture, States, local governments, Indian tribes, and property owners in the United States to minimize the impact on the environment, culture, commerce, and quality of life for the communities and residents located near the sites at which such fencing is to be constructed.

(ii) SAVINGS PROVISION- Nothing in this subparagraph may be construed to--

(I) create or negate any right of action for a State, local government, or other person or entity affected by this subsection; or

(II) affect the eminent domain laws of the United States or of any State.

(D) LIMITATION ON REQUIREMENTS- Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), nothing in this paragraph shall require the Secretary of Homeland Security to install fencing, physical barriers, roads, lighting, cameras, and sensors in a particular location along an international border of the United States, if the Secretary determines that the use or placement of such resources is not the most appropriate means to achieve and maintain operational control over the international border at such location.'; and

(C) in paragraph (4), by striking 'to carry out this subsection not to exceed $12,000,000' and inserting 'such sums as may be necessary to carry out this subsection'.
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Summary

Congress has repeatedly shown interest in examining and expanding the barriers being deployed along the U.S. international land border. The 109th Congress passed a number of laws affecting these barriers, and oversight of these laws and of the construction process may be of interest to the 110th Congress. The United States Border Patrol (USBP) deploys fencing, which aims to impede the illegal entry of individuals, and vehicle barriers, which aim to impede the illegal entry of vehicles (but not individuals) along the border. The USBP first began erecting barriers in 1990 to deter illegal entries and drug smuggling in its San Diego sector. The ensuing 14 mile-long San Diego “primary fence” formed part of the USBP’s “Prevention Through Deterrence” strategy, which called for reducing unauthorized migration by placing agents and resources directly on the border along population centers in order to deter would-be migrants from entering the country. In 1996, Congress passed the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act which, among other things, explicitly gave the Attorney General (now the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security) broad authority to construct barriers along the border and authorized the construction of a secondary layer of fencing to buttress the completed 14 mile primary fence. Construction of the secondary fence stalled due to environmental concerns raised by the California Coastal Commission. In 2005, Congress passed the REAL ID Act that authorized the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to waive all legal requirements in order to expedite the construction of border barriers. DHS has announced it will use this waiver authority to complete the San Diego fence. The Secure Fence Act of 2006 directed DHS to construct 850 miles of additional border fencing. This requirement was subsequently modified by the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008 (P.L. 110-161), which was enacted into law on December 26, 2007. The Act requires the Secretary of Homeland Security to construct fencing along not less than 700 miles of the southwest border.

While the San Diego fence, combined with an increase in agents and other resources in the USBP’s San Diego sector, has proven effective in reducing the number of apprehensions made in that sector, there is considerable evidence that the flow of illegal immigration has adapted to this enforcement posture and has shifted to the more remote areas of the Arizona desert. Nationally, the USBP made 1.2 million apprehensions in 1992 and again in 2004, suggesting that the increased enforcement in San Diego sector has had little impact on overall apprehensions. In addition to border fencing, the USBP deploys both permanent and temporary vehicle barriers to the border. Temporary vehicle barriers are typically chained together and can be moved to different locations at the USBP’s discretion. Permanent vehicle barriers are embedded in the ground and are meant to remain in one location.

A number of policy issues concerning border barriers generally and fencing specifically may be of interest to Congress, including, but not limited, to their effectiveness, costs versus benefits, location, design, environmental impact, potential diplomatic ramifications, and the costs of acquiring the land needed for construction.
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Background

Within the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Customs and Border Protection (CBP), the U.S. Border Patrol (USBP) is charged with securing our nation’s land and maritime borders between official ports of entry (POE) to deter and interdict terrorists, weapons of mass destruction, and aliens attempting to enter the country unlawfully. In order to discharge its duties, the USBP deploys personnel, technology, and tactical infrastructure such as vehicle barriers and fencing. Fencing is erected on the border to impede the illegal entry of unauthorized aliens, while vehicle barriers are designed to impede the entry of vehicles but do not impede the entry of individuals. This report will analyze the barriers that are currently being constructed and maintained along the border by the USBP, including historical and future cost estimates and the policy issues involved. Because the current debate has largely focused on the deployment of fencing to the border, this report will focus on the policy issues surrounding the construction of border fencing. However, information concerning the kinds of vehicle barriers being deployed at the border will be provided where available.

Using the broad powers granted to the Attorney General (AG) to control and guard the U.S. border,1 the USBP began erecting a barrier known as the “primary fence” directly on the border in 1990 to deter illegal entries and drug smuggling in its San Diego sector.2 The San Diego fence formed part of the USBP’s “Prevention Through Deterrence” strategy,3 which called for reducing unauthorized migration by placing agents and resources directly on the border along population centers in order to deter would-be migrants from entering the country. The San Diego primary fence was completed in 1993, covering the first 14 miles of the border from the Pacific Ocean. The fence was constructed of 10-foot-high welded steel army surplus landing

1 8 U.S.C. §1103 (a)(5). Although the law still cites to the Attorney General, the authorities granted by this section now appear to rest with the Secretary of DHS. See The Homeland Security Act of 2002, P.L. 104-208, §§102(a), 441, 1512(d) and 1517 (references to the Attorney General or Commissioner in statute and regulations are deemed to refer to the Secretary of DHS).


mats\(^4\) with the assistance of the Corps of Engineers and the California National Guard. In addition to the 14 miles of primary fencing erected in its San Diego sector, the USBP maintains stretches of primary fencing in several other sectors along the southwest border, including Yuma, Tucson, El Centro, and El Paso.

In 1996, Congress passed the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), which, among other things, explicitly gave the Attorney General broad authority to construct barriers along the border and authorized the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to construct a secondary layer of fencing to buttress the completed 14 mile primary fence.\(^5\) Construction of the secondary fence stalled after 9.5 miles had been completed due to environmental concerns raised by the California Coastal Commission (CCC). In 2005, Congress passed the REAL ID Act, which, among other things, authorized the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to waive all legal requirements to expedite the construction of border barriers.\(^6\) In 2006, Congress passed the Secure Fence Act, which, among other things, directed DHS to construct five separate stretches of fencing along the southern border totaling 850 miles.\(^7\) This requirement was modified by provisions in Division E of H.R. 2764, the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008 (P.L. 110-161), which was enacted into law on December 26, 2007. The Secretary of Homeland Security is now required to construct reinforced fencing along not less than 700 miles of the southwest border, in locations where fencing is deemed most practical and effective.

In addition to border fencing, the USBP deploys both permanent and temporary vehicle barriers at the border. Vehicle barriers are meant to stop the entry of vehicles, but not people, into the United States. Temporary vehicle barriers are typically chained together and can be moved to different locations at the USBP’s discretion. Permanent vehicle barriers are embedded in the ground and are meant to remain in one location. The USBP is currently erecting a 150 mile stretch of vehicle barriers in conjunction with the National Park Service near Yuma, Arizona.

**The San Diego Border Primary Fence**

The USBP’s San Diego sector extends along the first 66 miles from the Pacific Ocean of the international border with Mexico, and covers approximately 7,000 square miles of territory. Located north of Tijuana and Tecate, Mexican cities with a combined population of more than two million people, the sector features no

---


\(^5\) See P.L. 104-208, Div. C. IIRIRA was passed as part of the Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act of 1997.


\(^7\) From CBP Congressional Affairs, September 25, 2006.
natural barriers to entry by unauthorized migrants and smugglers.\(^8\) As a result of this geographical reality and in response to the large numbers of unauthorized aliens crossing the border in the area, in 1990 the USBP began erecting a physical barrier to deter illegal entries and drug smuggling. The ensuing “primary” fence covered the first 14 miles of the border, starting from the Pacific Ocean, and was constructed of 10-foot-high welded steel.\(^9\)

**Operation Gatekeeper**

The primary fence, by itself, did not have a discernible impact on the influx of unauthorized aliens coming across the border in San Diego. As a result of this, Operation Gatekeeper was officially announced in the San Diego sector on October 1, 1994. The chief elements of the operation were large increases in the overall manpower of the sector, and the deployment of USBP personnel directly along the border to deter illegal entry. The strategic plan called for three tiers of agent deployment. The first tier of agents was deployed to fixed positions on the border. The agents in this first tier were charged with preventing illegal entry, apprehending those who attempted to enter, and generally observing the border. A second tier of agents was deployed north of the border in the corridors that were heavily used by illegal aliens. The second tier of agents had more freedom of movement than the first tier and were charged with containing and apprehending those aliens who made it past the first tier. The third tier of agents were typically assigned to man vehicle checkpoints further inland to apprehend the traffic that eluded the first two tiers. As the Department of Justice Inspector General report notes, “given Gatekeeper’s deterrence emphasis, many agents were assigned to first-tier, fixed positions along the border. These agents were instructed to remain in their assigned positions rather than chase alien traffic passing through adjacent areas. Prior to Gatekeeper, such stationary positions were relatively rare.”\(^10\)

Operation Gatekeeper resulted in significant increases in the manpower and other resources deployed to San Diego sector. Agents received additional night vision goggles, portable radios, and four-wheel drive vehicles, and light towers and seismic sensors were deployed.\(^11\) According to the former INS, between October 1994 and June of 1998, San Diego sector saw the following increases in resources:

- USBP agent manpower increased by 150%;
- Seismic sensors deployed increased by 171%;
- Vehicle fleet increased by 152%.
- Infrared night-vision goggles increased from 12 to 49;

---


\(^11\) DOJ-OIG Gatekeeper Report.
• Permanent lighting increased from 1 mile to 6 miles, and 100 portable lighting platforms were deployed;
• Helicopter fleet increased from 6 to 10.12

As a result of the increase in resources and the new strategy that were the main components of Operation Gatekeeper, the USBP estimated in 1998 that the entire 66 miles of border patrolled by the San Diego sector’s agents could be brought under control in five years.13

**Sandia National Laboratory Study**

According to CBP, the primary fence, in combination with various USBP enforcement initiatives along the San Diego border region (i.e., Operation Gatekeeper), proved to be successful but fiscally and environmentally costly.14 For example, as unauthorized aliens and smugglers breached the primary fence and attempted to evade detection, USBP agents were often forced to pursue the suspects through environmentally sensitive areas. It soon became apparent to immigration officials and lawmakers that the USBP needed, among other things, a “rigid” enforcement system that could integrate infrastructure (i.e., a multi-tiered fence and roads), manpower, and new technologies to further control the border region.

The concept of a three-tiered fence system was first recommended by a 1993 Sandia Laboratory study commissioned by the former Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). According to the Sandia study, the use of multiple barriers in urban areas would increase the USBP’s ability to discourage a significant number of illegal border crossers, to detect intruders early and delay them as long as possible, and to channel a reduced number of illegal border crossers to geographic locations where the USBP was better prepared to deal with them.15 The Sandia study further noted that segments of the border could not be controlled at the immediate border due to the ruggedness of the terrain, and recommended the use of highway checkpoints in those areas to contain aliens after they had entered the country illegally.16 The study concluded that aliens attempting to enter the United States from Mexico had shown remarkable resiliency in bypassing or destroying obstacles in their path, including the existing primary fence, and postulated that “[a] three-fence barrier

---

13 DOJ-OIG Gatekeeper Report.
14 See California Coastal Commission, *W 13a Staff Report and Recommendation on Consistency Determination*, CD-063-03, October 2003 [hereinafter “CCC Staff Report”], at 14-16 (stating that construction of the primary fence significantly assisted the USBP’s efforts in deterring smuggling attempts via drive-throughs using automobiles and motorcycles).
system with vehicle patrol roads between the fences and lights will provide the necessary discouragement.”

**Congressional Border Barrier Legislation**

As previously mentioned, the INS constructed the primary fencing in San Diego using the broad authority granted to the AG in order to guard and control the U.S. border by the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). In 1996, Congress expressly authorized the AG to construct barriers at the border for the first time in the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA). This legislation has subsequently been amended on several occasions.

**Section 102 of IIRIRA — Improvement of Barriers at the Border**

Section 102 of IIRIRA concerned the improvement and construction of barriers at our international borders. As originally enacted, § 102(a) appeared to give the AG broad authority to install additional physical barriers and roads “in the vicinity of the United States border to deter illegal crossings in areas of high illegal entry into the United States.” The phrase “vicinity of the United States border” was not defined in the INA or in immigration regulations. The section also did not stipulate what specific characteristics would designate an area as one of “high illegal entry.”

As originally enacted, § 102(b) mandated that the AG construct a barrier in the border area near San Diego. Specifically, §102(b) directed the AG to construct a three-tiered barrier along the 14 miles of the international land border of the U.S., starting at the Pacific Ocean and extending eastward. Section 102(b) ensured that the AG will build a barrier, pursuant to his broader authority in §102(a), near the San Diego area, although there is some debate concerning whether IIRIRA required continuous triple fencing and roads for the entire 14-mile corridor. IIRIRA § 102(b) also provided authority for the acquisition of necessary easements, required certain safety features be incorporated into the design of the fence, and authorized a

19 P.L. 104-208, §102.
20 The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008 (P.L. 110-161) amended IIRIRA § 102 to expressly refer to the Secretary of Homeland Security, rather than the Attorney General. Although IIRIRA § 102 previously referred to the Attorney General, the authorities granted by this section nonetheless appeared to rest with the Secretary of DHS following the enactment of the Homeland Security Act of 2002. See P.L. 104-208, §§102(a), 441, 1512(d) and 1517 (references to the Attorney General or Commissioner in statute and regulations are deemed to refer to the Secretary).
21 See CCC, *Staff Report*, supra note 14, at pp. 7 nt. 2 and 23 nt. 4.
The actual costs associated with constructing the San Diego fence have been considerably greater than anticipated by IIRIRA and will be discussed in more detail later in this report. The Secure Fence Act of 2006 (P.L. 109-367) amended IIRIRA §102(b) by removing the specific provisions authorizing construction of the San Diego fence (though not the provisions concerning fence safety features, easements, or appropriations) and adding provisions authorizing five stretches of two-layered reinforced fencing, totaling roughly 850 miles, along the southwest border. IIRIRA §102(b) was again amended by the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008 (P.L. 110-161). The Secretary of Homeland Security is now required to construct reinforced fencing along not less than 700 miles of the southwest border, in locations where fencing is deemed most practical and effective. The Consolidated Appropriations Act also amended IIRIRA §102(b) to authorize the appropriation of “sums as may be necessary to carry out this subsection.” Although IIRIRA §102(b) no longer contains a specific authorization for the San Diego fence, the project appears permissible under the general fence authorization contained in IIRIRA §102(a).

As originally enacted, IIRIRA §102(c) waived the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 (16 U.S.C. §§1531 et seq.) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (42 U.S.C. §§4321 et seq.), to the extent the AG determined necessary, in order to ensure expeditious construction of the barriers authorized to be constructed under §102. The waiver authority in this provision appeared to apply both to barriers that may be constructed in the vicinity of the border and to the barrier that was to be constructed near the San Diego area. The INS (and CBP after 2003) never exercised this original waiver authority, instead choosing to comply with the NEPA and the ESA. The INS published a Final Environmental Impact Study pursuant to NEPA and received a non-jeopardy Biological Opinion from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under the ESA. This waiver authority was expanded in the 109th Congress by the REAL ID Act, which will be discussed in greater detail subsequently, and DHS has exercised this expanded waiver authority in order to continue construction of the San Diego border fence, as well as physical barriers and roads along the southwest border.

Section 102(d) also provided the AG with various land acquisition authorities. In 2002, Congress authorized the AG to use INS funds to purchase land for enforcement fences and to construct the fences.

---

22 The actual costs associated with constructing the San Diego fence have been considerably greater than anticipated by IIRIRA and will be discussed in more detail later in this report.

23 For more detailed discussion of the Secure Fence Act, see infra at 29.

24 For more detailed discussion of the amendments made by the Consolidated Appropriations Act, see infra at 26-27.


26 P.L.107-273, §201(a).
Expansion of Waiver Authority under the REAL ID Act

As mentioned above, pursuant to the REAL ID Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-13, Division B), the Secretary of DHS was given broad authority to waive legal requirements that might otherwise delay the construction of the security barriers described under § 102 of IIRIRA. Specifically, the Secretary of DHS is authorized to waive all legal requirements necessary to ensure expeditious construction of these security barriers. Such waivers are effective upon publication in the Federal Register. Federal district courts are provided with exclusive jurisdiction to review claims alleging that the actions or decisions of the Secretary violate the U.S. Constitution, and district court rulings may be reviewed only by the Supreme Court.

The scope of this waiver authority is substantial. Whereas IIRIRA had previously authorized the waiver of NEPA and ESA requirements, the REAL ID Act authorizes the waiver of all legal requirements determined necessary by the Secretary for the expeditious construction of authorized barriers, and only allows judicial review for constitutional claims. This waiver authority appears to apply to all barriers that may be constructed under IIRIRA — that is, both to barriers constructed in the vicinity of the border in areas of high illegal entry and to the barrier that is to be constructed near the San Diego area. Furthermore, these claims can only be appealed to the Supreme Court (i.e., there is no intermediate appellate review), whose review is discretionary.

Some have expressed concern with the apparent breadth of the waiver provision and the limited scope of judicial review of waiver decisions. As passed into law, the REAL ID Act waiver provision begins with the arguably ambiguous “notwithstanding any other law” phrase and allows the waiver of all “legal


28 As initially introduced as H.R. 418, the REAL ID Act required the Secretary of DHS to waive all laws necessary to ensure expeditious construction of the security barriers. H.R. 418 was passed by the House as a stand-alone piece of legislation, but was subsequently attached as an amendment to House-passed H.R. 1268, the emergency supplemental appropriations bill for FY2005. During conference, language was revised in H.R. 1268, so that the Secretary was authorized, but not required, to waive all “legal requirements” (instead of “all laws”) deemed necessary to ensure construction of the security barriers. The conferees also added provisions to the REAL ID Act which made waiver decisions effective upon publication in the Federal Register, and permitted federal court review of waiver decisions only in limited circumstances. The conference version of H.R. 1268 was enacted on May 11, 2005.

29 Some courts, for instance, have found the “notwithstanding any other law” phrase not dispositive in determining the preemptive effect of a statute. See, e.g., E.P. Paup v. Director, OWCP, 999 F.2d 1341, 1348 (9th Cir. 1993); Oregon Natural Resources Council v. Thomas, 92 F.3d 792, 796 (9th Cir. 1996). But see Puerto Rico v. M/V Emily S., 132 F.3d 818 (1st Cir. 1997); Schneider v. United States, 27 F.3d 1327 (8th Cir. 1994).
requirements.” Although the term “legal requirement” is not defined, it cannot grant the Secretary the authority to unilaterally waive a person’s constitutional rights.30

The provision has been construed by Secretary Chertoff to apply to the waiver of laws in their entirety, along with regulations and requirements deriving from or relating to such laws. Congress commonly waives preexisting laws, but the new waiver provision uses language and a combination of terms not typically seen in law. Most waiver provisions have contained qualifying language that (1) exempts an action from other requirements contained in the Act that authorizes the action, (2) specifically delineates the laws to be waived, or (3) waives a grouping of similar laws. Also common are waiver provisions that contain reporting requirements or restrictions which appear to limit their breadth.31 One waiver authority that appears analogous to that contained in the REAL ID Act is § 203 of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act, as amended, which authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to waive all procedural requirements in law related to the construction of the Trans-Alaska pipeline and limits judicial review to constitutional claims.32

Although some argue that the waiver authority can extend to any law, including those seemingly unrelated to building a fence (e.g., civil rights or child labor laws), the provision is tempered by the requirement that the Secretary must determine the law (subject to the waiver) is necessary “to ensure expeditious construction” of the barriers. In other words, the Secretary may be confined to laws that, in effect, will impede the construction of the fence — not those that only tangentially relate to or do not necessarily interfere with construction. For example, because child labor laws would not prevent the Secretary from expeditiously constructing the fence, it follows that the Secretary does not have the authority to waive these protections. This interpretation is buttressed by the legislative history of the REAL ID Act, which indicates that several Members called for the waiver provision because of laws that were complicating and ultimately preventing the completion of the fence.33 The decision to waive a law, nonetheless, is solely in the Secretary’s discretion. Until such time that DHS waives an applicable law, however, it must follow all legal requirements normally imposed on federal agencies.

On September 22, 2005, a notice was issued in the Federal Register indicating that Secretary Chertoff, acting pursuant to the authority provided under the REAL ID

30 “[T]he Constitution is filled with provisions that grant Congress or the States specific power to legislate in certain areas,” Justice Black wrote for the Court, but “these granted powers are always subject to the limitations that they may not be exercised in a way that violates other specific provisions of the Constitution.” Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23, 29 (1968).

31 Some of these waiver provisions grant the President or the head of an Executive agency the authority to waive a law[s] if deemed necessary in the national interest or in the interest of national defense. See, e.g., 10 U.S.C. §1107(a); 22 U.S.C. §2375(d); 29 U.S.C. §793; 42 U.S.C. §6212(b); 42 U.S.C. §6393(a)(2); 50 U.S.C. §2426(e). Examples of waiver authority with a congressional notification element include 15 U.S.C. §719f; 22 U.S.C. §2378; 22 U.S.C. §2371; and 41 U.S.C. §413.


Act, had exercised waiver authority over various legal requirements in order to ensure the expeditious construction of the San Diego border fence.\textsuperscript{34} A listing of laws waived by the Secretary can be found in Appendix F. A notice was also published on January 19, 2007, indicating that the Secretary was waiving various legal requirements in order to ensure the expeditious construction of physical barriers and roads in the vicinity of U.S. border area known as the Barry M. Goldwater Range (BMGR), in southwestern Arizona.\textsuperscript{35} A listing of the federal laws waived by the Secretary pursuant to this notice can be found in Appendix G.

On October 5, 2007, Defenders of Wildlife and the Sierra Club brought suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia seeking a temporary restraining order enjoining DHS from border fence and road-building activities in the San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area, located in the vicinity of the U.S. border in southeastern Arizona.\textsuperscript{36} On October 10, 2007, the presiding district court judge issued a temporary restraining order (TRO) halting fence construction activities in the Conservation Area, finding the relevant federal agencies had failed to carry out an environmental assessment as legally required. On October 26, 2007, a notice was published in the Federal Register indicating that the Secretary of Homeland Security had exercised waiver authority over various legal requirements in order to ensure the expeditious construction of physical barriers or roads through the San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area (including any and all lands covered by the TRO),\textsuperscript{37} thereby enabling the DHS to resume fence construction. A listing of the federal laws waived by the Secretary pursuant to this notice can be found in Appendix H. Defenders of Wildlife and the Sierra Club subsequently filed an amended complaint on November 1, 2007, challenging the constitutionality of DHS’s waiver authority.\textsuperscript{38} On December 18, 2007, the district court issued an opinion rejecting plaintiffs’


\textsuperscript{38} Plaintiffs’ amended complaint can be viewed at [http://www.defenders.org/resources/publications/programs_and_policy/in_the_courts/san_pedro_border_wall_amended_complaint.pdf].
constitutional challenge and granting DHS’s motion to dismiss the case. Consequently, the plaintiffs have filed a petition for a writ of certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court, which is still pending.

On April 3, 2008, DHS published two separate notices in the Federal Register indicating that the Secretary of Homeland Security had exercised his waiver authority over a panoply of legal requirements regarding the construction of the border fence. The first notice announced the exercise of the waiver authority to ensure the construction of border fencing in Hidalgo County, Texas. A list of the waived laws can be found in Appendix I. The other notice waived laws to expedite the construction of fencing on certain lands along the border located in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. Appendix J enumerates the laws waived by the Secretary for this purpose.

The Secure Fence Act

The Secure Fence Act (P.L. 109-367) was signed into law on October 26, 2006. The Act directed DHS to construct two-layered reinforced fencing and additional physical barriers, roads, lighting, cameras, and sensors along five stretches of the southwest border. CBP has estimated that these stretches of fencing total roughly 850 miles of the southern border. The five stretches of the border that DHS was required to fence were the 20 miles around Tecate, CA; from Calexico, CA to Douglas, AZ; from Columbus, NM to El Paso, TX; from Del Rio, TX to Eagle Pass, TX; and from Laredo, TX to Brownsville, TX. The Act designated the roughly 370 mile portion of the fence between Calexico, CA, and Douglas, AZ, a priority area and directed DHS to ensure that “an interlocking surveillance camera system” is installed along this area by May 30, 2007, and that the fence is completed in this area by May 30, 2008. The Act also designated a 30-mile stretch around Laredo, TX, as a priority area and directed DHS to complete this fencing by December 31, 2008.

The requirements enacted by the Secure Fence Act were modified in the 110th Congress by the Consolidated Appropriations Act, FY2008 (P.L. 110-161), which was enacted on December 26, 2007. The Act makes a number of modifications to §102 of IIRIRA, significantly increasing the Secretary of Homeland Security’s discretion as to where to construct fencing along the southwest border. Whereas the Secretary was previously required to install roughly 850 miles of reinforced fencing along five stretches of the southwest border, a more general requirement has now been imposed on the Secretary to construct reinforced fencing:

along not less than 700 miles of the southwest border where fencing would be most practical and effective and provide for the installation of additional physical barriers, roads, lighting, cameras, and sensors to gain operational control of the southwest border.

---

40 From CBP Congressional Affairs, September 25, 2006.
41 P.L. 110-161, Div. E, § 564. Unlike under prior law, the Consolidated Appropriations
The Act further specifies that the Secretary of Homeland Security is not required to install:

fencing, physical barriers, roads, lighting, cameras, and sensors in a particular location along an international border of the United States, if the Secretary determines that the use or placement of such resources is not the most appropriate means to achieve and maintain operational control over the international border at such location.42

The Act also amends the provisions of IIRIRA §102 concerning fence construction in priority areas, by requiring the Secretary of Homeland Security to identify either 370 miles or “other mileage” along the southwest border where fencing would be most practical and effective, and to complete construction of fencing in identified areas by December 31, 2008. This language replaces the prior language of IIRIRA §102 concerning priority areas, which had been added by the Secure Fence Act.

The Consolidated Appropriations Act does not modify the existing waiver provision or limitation on judicial review contained in IIRIRA §102, but does impose new consultation requirements on the Secretary of Homeland Security when carrying out duties under this section, and conditions appropriations under the Act upon compliance with these requirements. Specifically, the Secretary is required to consult with the Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture, state and local governments, Indian tribes, and property owners “to minimize the impact on the environment, culture, commerce, and quality of life” in areas near where fencing is to be constructed. The Act specifies that this consultation requirement does not create or negate any right to legal action by an affected person or entity.

The San Diego Sandia Fence

In 1996, construction began on the secondary fence that had been recommended by the Sandia study with congressional approval. The new fence was to parallel the fourteen miles of primary fence already constructed on land patrolled by the Imperial Beach Station of the San Diego sector, and included permanent lighting as well as an access road in between the two layers of fencing. Of the 14 miles of fencing authorized to be constructed by IIRIRA, nine miles of the triple fence had been completed by the end of FY2005. Two sections, including the final three mile stretch of fence that leads to the Pacific Ocean, have not been finished.

The California Coastal Commission

In order to finish the fence, the USBP proposed to fill a deep canyon known as “Smuggler’s Gulch” with over two million cubic yards of dirt. The triple-fence

41 (...continued)
Act, as enacted, does not specify that reinforced fencing be “at least 2 layers.” See P.L. 104-208, Div. C, § 102(b), as amended by P.L. 109-367, § 3.
42 Ibid.
would then be extended across the filled gulch. California’s Coastal Commission (CCC), however, objected to and essentially halted the completion of the fence in February 2004, because it determined that CBP had not demonstrated, among other things, that the project was consistent “to the maximum extent practicable” with the policies of the California Coastal Management Program — a state program approved under the federal Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) (16 U.S.C. §§1451-1464).43 The CZMA requires federal agency activity within or outside the coastal zone that affects any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone to be carried out in a manner that is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the policies of an approved state management program.44 If a federal court finds a federal activity to be inconsistent with an approved state program and the Secretary of DHS (Secretary) determines that compliance is unlikely to be achieved through mediation, the President may exempt from compliance the activity if the President determines that the activity is in the “paramount interest of the United States.” 45

According to the CCC, CBP did not believe that it could make further environmental concessions and still comply with IIRIRA. The CCC held that Congress did not specify a particular design in the IIRIRA, and that CBP failed to present a convincing argument that the less environmentally damaging alternative projects it rejected would have prevented compliance with the IIRIRA. Specifically, the CCC was concerned with the potential for significant adverse effects on (1) the Tijuana River National Estuarine Research and Reserve; (2) state and federally listed threatened and endangered species; (3) lands set aside for protection within California’s Multiple Species Conservation Program; and, (4) other aspects of the environment. In response to the CCC’s findings, Congress expanded the waiver authority in the REAL ID Act, described in more detail below, in order to allow DHS to waive the CZMA, among other things.

**Current Status of the San Diego Triple Fence**

As previously discussed, DHS announced in September 2005 that it was applying its waiver authority established by the REAL ID Act to facilitate the completion of the San Diego fence.46 The military has now begun the process of upgrading and rebuilding the San Diego border fence. Congress appropriated $31 million in FY2007 for construction of the remaining 4.5 miles of the San Diego

---

43 See CCC, *Staff Report*, at 5-7. After California’s Coastal Management Plan was approved by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration pursuant to the CZMA in 1977, apparently all federal activities affecting coastal zone resources in California became subject to the CCC’s regulatory purview.

44 16 U.S.C. §1456(c).


46 DHS Notice, *supra* note 35.
fence.\textsuperscript{47} DHS has begun construction on the final 4.5 miles of the San Diego fence, beginning the process of filling in the area known as Smuggler’s Gulch.\textsuperscript{48}

### The San Diego Fence and USBP Apprehensions

Apprehension statistics have long been used as a performance measure by the USBP. However, the number of apprehensions may be a misleading statistic for several reasons, including the data’s focus on events rather than people\textsuperscript{49} and the fact that there are no reliable estimates for how many aliens successfully evade capture. This makes it difficult to establish a firm correlation between the number of apprehensions in a given sector and the number of people attempting to enter through that sector. While caution should be taken when attempting to draw conclusions about the efficacy of policy initiatives based solely on apprehensions statistics, they remain the most reliable way to codify trends in illegal migration along the border.

The San Diego fence spans two border patrol stations within the San Diego sector: Imperial Beach station and Chula Vista station. As previously noted, the primary fence was constructed in those two stations beginning in FY1990; the secondary fence was constructed beginning in FY1996. Figure 1 shows the stark decrease in apprehensions at the Imperial Beach station from FY1992 to FY2004. The majority of the decrease occurred in the four year period from FY1995 through FY1998 and coincided with Operation Gatekeeper, which as previously noted combined the construction of fencing along the border with an increase in agents and other resources deployed directly along the border. For the period from FY1998 to FY2004, apprehensions at the Imperial Beach station averaged about 14,000 each year.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Apprehensions at Imperial Beach Station, FY1992-FY2004.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{47} H.Rept. 109-699, p. 130.

\textsuperscript{48} Interview with CBP Congressional Affairs, January 26, 2006.

\textsuperscript{49} If the same person is apprehended multiple times attempting to enter the country in one year, each apprehension will be counted separately by the USBP in generating their apprehension statistics. This means that apprehension statistics may overstate the number of aliens apprehended each year.
Figure 2 shows the apprehensions at the Chula Vista station over the same period of time. The trend in apprehensions at Chula Vista is somewhat similar to Imperial Beach, with overall apprehensions dropping significantly from FY1992 to FY2002. Apprehensions increased slightly from FY2002 to FY2004, but remain far below their early 1990s levels. Interestingly, the rate of decline in Chula Vista in the mid-1990s lagged behind the rate of decline in Imperial Beach station during this period. This suggests that as enforcement ramped up in Imperial Beach station, unauthorized migration shifted westward to Chula Vista. From FY1992 to FY1998, for example, apprehensions decreased by 92% in Imperial Beach, but only by 54% in Chula Vista. From FY1998 through FY2001, apprehensions leveled off in Imperial Beach, averaging around 16,000 a year, but continued to decline at Chula Vista, from 72,648 in FY1998 to 3,080 in FY2002. Overall, the trend indicates the following: as enforcement measures, in this case including fencing, were deployed — first focusing on Imperial Beach, and later extending to Chula Vista — the flow of unauthorized migration pushed eastward. The drop in apprehensions occurred first in Imperial Beach, and then later pushed eastward to Chula Vista.

**Figure 3** shows the aggregate apprehensions made at the other San Diego sector stations, excluding Imperial Beach and Chula Vista. Those stations are El Cajon, Campo, San Clemente, Temecula, and Brown Field. **Figure 3** shows that at the time apprehensions were beginning to decline in Imperial Beach (starting in FY1995) and Chula Vista (starting in FY1996), apprehensions at other San Diego sector stations almost doubled. This suggests that as enforcement efforts increased in the two westernmost stations, including the installation of fencing and the deployment of additional agents, the flow of illegal migration pushed eastward to the other stations in the San Diego sector. While apprehensions declined in the non-fenced stations of the San Diego sector from FY1997 to FY2001, the rate of decline was not as steep as the rate of decline at the stations where fencing was deployed. Overall, the decline in apprehensions in the rest of the San Diego sector has lagged behind the decreases in Imperial Beach and Chula Vista: from FY1992 to FY2004, apprehensions in the other San Diego sector stations decreased by 42%, compared to decreases of 95% in Imperial Beach and 94% in Chula Vista. In FY2003 and FY2004, apprehensions increased slightly in the rest of San Diego sector, possibly in response to the increasing USBP focus on the Tucson sector in Arizona. From more information on overall apprehension trends, please refer to CRS Report RL32562, *Border Security: The Role of the U.S. Border Patrol*, by Blas Nuñez-Neto.
installation of border fencing, in combination with an increase in agent manpower and technological assets, has had a significant effect on the apprehensions made in the San Diego sector. This in turn suggests that fewer unauthorized aliens are attempting to cross the border in the San Diego sector as a result of the increased enforcement measures, including fencing, manpower, and other resources, that were deployed to that sector.

**Figure 3. Apprehensions at San Diego Sector Stations, Excluding Imperial Beach and Chula Vista**

![Graph showing apprehensions at San Diego Sector Stations](image)

**Source:** CRS analysis of CBP data.

**Figure 4** shows overall San Diego sector apprehensions, breaking out the Imperial Beach and Chula Vista stations, and compares them to the apprehensions made at the Tucson sector between FY1992 and FY2004. The data used to create this graph can be seen presented in table form in Appendix E. **Figure 4** shows that in FY1992, Imperial Beach and Chula Vista accounted for 64% of all apprehensions made in the San Diego sector; by FY2004 the two stations accounted for only 14% of all apprehensions made in the sector. However, as apprehensions declined in Imperial Beach and Chula Vista stations and San Diego sector as a whole over the late 1990s and early 2000s, apprehensions in the Tucson sector in Arizona increased significantly over this period. Over the 12-year period between 1992 and 2004, overall apprehensions in the San Diego sector declined by 76%. However, as apprehensions were decreasing in the San Diego sector, they were increasing in other sectors further east. This increase was most notable within the Tucson sector in Arizona, where apprehensions increased six-fold (591%) between FY1992 and FY2004. As **Figure 4** shows, overall apprehensions in the San Diego and Tucson sectors combined have averaged roughly 620,000 yearly since FY1992, with the San
Diego sector accounting for the lion’s share during the early 1990s and the Tucson sector accounting for the majority in the early 2000s. This provides further indication that the construction of the fence, combined with the increases in manpower in the San Diego sector, changed the patterns of migration for unauthorized aliens attempting to enter the country illegally from Mexico.

Figure 4. Apprehensions at San Diego Sector Stations and Tucson Sector

As Figures 1-4 show, the increased deployment of agents, infrastructure, technology, and other resources within the San Diego sector has resulted in a significant decline in the number of apprehensions made in that sector. Nationally, apprehensions made by the USBP grew steadily through the late 1990s, only to decline in the early 2000s. However, in 1992 the USBP apprehended 1.2 million unauthorized aliens; in 2004, the USBP also apprehended 1.2 million unauthorized aliens.\(^5\) While the increased enforcement in the San Diego sector has resulted in a shift in migration patterns for unauthorized aliens, it does not appear to have decreased the overall number of apprehensions made each year by USBP agents. As previously noted, apprehensions statistics can be somewhat misleading, but they nevertheless remain the best way to codify trends in unauthorized migration along the border.

\(^5\) CRS analysis of CBP data.
border. However, it is impossible to ascertain solely by looking at apprehensions statistics how many unauthorized aliens are attempting to enter the country illegally, because it is unclear how many individuals evade being captured by the USBP each year.

**Border Barrier Construction**

The USBP has been constructing and maintaining barriers along the international land border since 1991. These barriers have historically been limited to selected urban areas as part of the USBP’s overall strategy of rerouting illegal migration away from urban areas towards geographically isolated areas where their agents have a tactical advantage over border crossers. Two main types of border fencing have been constructed: primary fencing located directly on the border along several urban areas; and Sandia fencing, also known as secondary or triple fencing, in San Diego. Additionally, the USBP has begun installing permanent vehicle barriers in various segments of the border. Vehicle barriers are designed to impede the entry of vehicles while allowing individuals and animals to cross the border freely. As such, they have a lower environmental footprint than border fencing.

**Steps Prior to Construction**

Several considerations come into play whenever the USBP contemplates construction along the border. There are a number of steps that must be taken before the construction process can begin. These steps include, but are not limited to, determining what the environmental impact of the construction will be; acquiring the land needed for the fence; acquiring the materials that will be used for the fence; and securing the assistance of the Corps of Engineers and the National Guard for the construction process. The role the Corps of Engineers plays in assisting the USBP with the entire process of constructing border fencing, including acquiring materials, will be discussed subsequently in the construction process section. This section will cover the issues associated with environmental assessments and land acquisition.

**Environmental Impact Assessments.** Land along the southwest border supports a number of animals and plants and provides habitat to many protected species. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, for example, reported that a total of 18 federally protected species have the potential to be found along certain sections of the California border. In Arizona, at least 39 federally endangered, threatened, or candidate species can be found living along its border. More than 85% of the lands directly along the Arizona border are federal lands, much of it set aside to protect wilderness and wildlife. For example, the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, the Cabeza Prieta National Wildlife Refuge, and the Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge can all be found adjacent to the border. The southwest border region is

---

52 EIS, San Diego Border Fence.

considered a fragile environment, susceptible to harm from even the slightest changes to the ecosystem.\textsuperscript{54}

Many are concerned with the geographic footprint and subsequent environmental impacts of both illegal immigration and USBP activities. Until the early 1990s, the USBP’s enforcement activities along the border were nominal and the environmental consequences of illegal crossings went largely unnoticed. As illicit trafficking escalated, however, so did the USBP’s activities and enforcement footprint, including the construction of fencing and other barriers. Although the San Diego fence reportedly reduced the number of aliens attempting to drive across the open border (and consequently the enforcement footprint to stop such activities), it did little to block the flow of foot traffic.\textsuperscript{55} Illegal aliens often damage habitat by cutting vegetation for shelter and fire, causing wildfires, increasing erosion through repeated use of trails, and discarding trash.\textsuperscript{56} Environmentalists claim that the USBP’s enforcement activities, including the pursuit of illegal aliens, use of off-road vehicles and construction of roads and fences, compound the degradation.\textsuperscript{57} The REAL ID Act will allow the DHS Secretary to waive any legal requirements needed to expedite the construction of border fencing. Until such time that DHS waives an applicable law, however, it must follow all legal requirements normally imposed on federal agencies, including, for example, NEPA documentary requirements.

**Land Acquisition.** The construction of a fence along the border necessarily requires the government to acquire some type of interest in the land. The San Diego border fence, for example, is to extend approximately 150-feet north of the international boundary.\textsuperscript{58} Current immigration law authorizes the Secretary of DHS to contract for and buy any interest in land adjacent to or in the vicinity of the international land border when the Secretary deems the land essential to control and guard the border against any violation of immigration law.\textsuperscript{59} It also authorizes the Secretary to accept any interest in land along the border as a gift and to commence condemnation proceedings if a reasonable purchase price can not be agreed upon. With respect to the San Diego border fence, the law requires the Secretary to promptly acquire such easements as necessary to implement the statute.\textsuperscript{60} If DHS exercises its eminent domain powers, it must provide just compensation as required

---

\textsuperscript{54} Eilene Zimmerman, SFGate.com, *Border protections imperil environment — Last wilderness area south of San Diego could be damaged*, February 27, 2006, at [http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/c/a/2006/02/27/MNG2GHFBFL1.DTL&type=printable].

\textsuperscript{55} EIS, San Diego Border Fence, at 1-10.

\textsuperscript{56} Id. at 1-11.


\textsuperscript{59} 8 U.S.C. §1103(b).

\textsuperscript{60} 8 U.S.C. §1101 note (b)(2).
by the Constitution. In the case of the San Diego fence, construction of the final 4.5 miles continues to be held up as DHS acquires the necessary land.

DHS is authorized to acquire new interests in lands under the INA. However, the federal government may already own some land along the border pursuant to presidential proclamations made long ago. In 1907, President Roosevelt reserved from entry and set apart as a public reservation all public lands within 60-feet of the international boundary between the United States and Mexico within the State of California and the Territories of Arizona and New Mexico. Known as the “Roosevelt Reservation,” this land withdrawal was found “necessary for the public welfare ... as a protection against the smuggling of goods.” The proclamation excepted from the reservation all lands, which, as of its date, were (1) embraced in any legal entry; (2) covered by any lawful filing, selection or rights of way duly recorded in the proper U.S. Land Office; (3) validly settled pursuant to law; or (4) within any withdrawal or reservation for any use or purpose inconsistent with its purposes. A similar reservation was made by President Taft in 1912, for all public lands laying within 60-feet of the boundary line between the United States and Canada. This proclamation states that the customs and immigration laws of the United States could be better enforced and the public welfare thereby advanced by the retention in the federal government of complete control of the use and occupation of lands abutting the international boundary lines. The proclamation also provides exceptions similar to those described in the Roosevelt Reservation.

**Border Fence Construction Process and Funding**

CBP has, in the past, constructed the majority of border fencing under a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the ECSO (Engineering and Construction Support Office) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps). ECSO manages several components of the construction process for CBP, including planning and acquisition of real estate; drafting the environmental protection plan; designing the project and formulating the engineering costs; overseeing the construction process; and enforcing the appropriate warranties. On most of the tactical infrastructure projects, National Guard units and military units from the Department of Defense (DOD) Joint Task Force North provide the labor. DOD uses these projects as part of their training regimen, leveraging their ability to deploy tactical infrastructure and thereby providing zero labor costs to CBP. The funding for land acquisition and

---

61 Stat. 2136. The reservation also extends sixty-feet from the margin of any river that forms the international boundary. This language, however, does not apply to lands that abut the Rio Grande River in Texas since there are no federal “public lands” in Texas. Title to most of the western territories was obtained by the United States from foreign powers through purchase and treaty. Generally, the terms of acquisition provided for recognition of the few existing private property rights, but granted title over the vast non-private lands to the United States. Texas was an exception; it was admitted by annexation in 1845, and retained title to all its public lands. See United States v. Denver, 656 P.2d 1, 5 n.2 (Co. 1982).

62 37 Stat. 1741.
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fence materials comes out of the CBP construction account within the DHS appropriation. Specific funding for fence construction is rarely identified in the conference reports, though it typically has been identified within the DHS (and previously the former INS) Congressional Budget Justifications. Table 1 shows the overall amount appropriated for the USBP construction account, and the specific amounts identified for tactical infrastructure within that account, since FY1996. Appropriations for fencing and other border barriers has increased markedly over the past five years, from $6 million in FY2002 to $647 million in FY2007. The FY2008 appropriation, according to CBP, would include $196 million for fence construction.

### Table 1. Border Patrol Tactical Infrastructure Appropriations
(millions of dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Construction Account (total)</th>
<th>Tactical Infrastructure Construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1,225&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>196&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1,500&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>647&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: For FY2006, the amounts appropriated for construction and tactical infrastructure were identified from the FY2007 DHS Congressional Budget Justifications. For FY2004-FY2005, the amounts appropriated for construction and tactical infrastructure were identified from the FY2006 DHS Congressional Budget Justifications. FY2003 construction and tactical infrastructure funding was identified from the FY2005 DHS Congressional Budget Justifications. FY1996-FY2002 tactical infrastructure funding was identified in the FY2003 INS Congressional Budget Justifications; funding for FY1998-FY2000 includes San Diego fencing as well as fencing, light, and road projects in El Centro, Tucson, El Paso, and Marfa. FY2001 and FY2002 construction funding identified from the

---
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64 FY2006 is an exception. Within the conference report, $35 million was identified for the Southwest Border Fence and $35 million was identified for the construction of vehicle barriers and other border infrastructure in Tucson sector. H.Rept. 109-241.
From e-mail correspondence with CBP, July 27, 2007.

From e-mail correspondence with CBP, July 19, 2007.

SBInet is the technological and infrastructure component of the Secure Border Initiative (SBI), a multifaceted approach to securing the border. In its FY2007 budget submission, DHS asserted that it had “developed a three-pillar approach under the SBI that will focus on controlling the border, building a robust interior enforcement program, and establishing a Temporary Worker Program.” *DHS FY2007 Justification*, p. CBP S&E 4.

The FY2008 total enacted appropriation of for SBInet was $1,225 million; this total included an emergency appropriation of $1,053 million. However this may be somewhat misleading because the FY2008 request for the account, which had been fully funded by both the House and Senate Committees on Appropriation, was $1,000 million. The amount of additional funding (above the request) provided in FY2008 was thus $225 million and not $1,053 million.

*DHS FY2009 Justification*, p. CBP BSFIT 11.
barriers, which are scheduled to be completed by the end of calendar year 2008 with funding appropriated in FY2007 and FY2008. Most of the fencing that will be constructed in 2008 will be contracted out; the Corps and the National Guard will be involved mainly in the project to finish the San Diego fence.70

Under the MOA, once CBP purchases the materials and acquires the land, the Corps of Engineers undertakes the engineering studies and provides the manpower and machinery that are used to install the fencing. The actual manpower is typically provided by the State National Guard (the California National Guard, for example, constructed much of the San Diego fence), although occasionally the military, and sometimes the USBP, are involved in the construction.71 The Corps of Engineers funding comes from the Department of Defense Drug Interdiction and Counter-Drug Activities Account. Table 2 shows the funding for the “Southwest Border Fence” sub-account within this DOD Account, from FY1997 to FY2006. As previously noted, however, much of the new fence construction currently taking place is being done by private contractors.

Table 2. DOD Funding for the Southwest Border Fence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>DOD Funding (millions of dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: N/A means not available. No funding was identified for border fencing in the FY2007 DOD Conference report, H.Rept. 109-676. The House Committee had recommended $8 million for this activity in H.Rept. 109-504, while the Senate Committee had not recommended any funding for it in

70 From conversations with CBP Congressional Affairs, March 13, 2008.

71 From interviews with CBP, November 30, 2005 and September 13, 2006, and the Corps of Engineers, November 29, 2005.
Types of Fences and Barriers

The USBP currently uses three main types of barriers along the border: primary fencing immediately on the international border, Sandia fencing behind the primary fencing, and vehicle barriers meant to stop vehicles, but not people on foot, from traversing the border. While other forms of primary fencing, such as bollard fencing\(^\text{72}\) and picket fencing\(^\text{73}\) have been constructed in limited areas\(^\text{74}\), historically the agency has largely focused on using the landing mat fencing as a primary fence and the Sandia fence as a secondary fence.

Landing Mat Fencing. Landing mat fencing is composed of army surplus carbon steel landing mats which were used to create landing strips during the Vietnam War. The landing mats form panels 12 feet long, 20 inches wide, and 1/4 inch thick, which are welded to steel pipes buried 8 feet deep every 6 feet along the fence. Each mile of fencing requires the use of 3,080 panels\(^\text{75}\). There are about 5 miles of surplus landing mat fencing remaining as of 2006\(^\text{76}\). According to the USBP, sites that feature landing mat fencing include the following USBP stations: Campo, CA; Yuma, AZ; Nogales, AZ; Naco, AZ; Douglas, AZ, and El Paso, TX\(^\text{77}\).

In a 1999 study which was commissioned by the INS and performed under a Memorandum of Understanding, the Corps of Engineers predicted that construction costs for the landing mat fencing would range from $388,005 to $431,117 per mile\(^\text{78}\).

\(^{72}\) Bollard fencing is comprised of vertical installations of solid concrete, metal spheres, or large posts, embedded into the ground at small enough intervals as to be impassable. Bollard fencing is difficult to compromise but expensive to install. See Appendix A for a depiction of bollard fencing.

\(^{73}\) Picket fencing is comprised of metal stakes set sufficiently close together as to be impassable. See Appendix A for a depiction of picket fencing.

\(^{74}\) Roughly 13 miles of these alternate forms of fencing have been constructed to date, according to an interview with CBP Congressional Affairs on September 13, 2006.


\(^{76}\) Interview with CBP Congressional Affairs, September 13, 2006.

\(^{77}\) Telephone conversation with CBP, November 30, 2005.

\(^{78}\) The Corps of Engineers used 1997 dollars in their study. For the purposes of this report, the numbers predicted by the Corps were adjusted to 2005 dollars using the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) deflator, available at [http://www1.jsc.nasa.gov/bu2/inflateGDP.html]. This website appears to be no longer operating; however, GDP deflator tables are also published by the Bureau of Economic Adjustment (BEA) at the Department of Commerce and are (continued...)
This estimate includes the cost of materials, despite the fact that the landing mat fencing constructed to date has been comprised of army-surplus panels acquired by CBP at no cost. As previously noted, however, only about 5 miles of surplus landing mat fencing material remains available. Maintenance costs per year could vary widely depending on the number of breaches the fence undergoes. Low levels of damage to the fence would result in low annual repair costs, while a large number of breaches could result in stretches of fencing needing to be replaced. Per mile, the Corps of Engineers estimated that yearly maintenance costs would probably range from $1,742 to $17,753.\(^79\) The Corps of Engineers noted that the net present value\(^80\) of the fence after 25 years of operation would range from $5.4 million and $8.3 million per mile depending on the amount of damage sustained by the fencing each year.

**Sandia Secondary Fence.** The secondary fence proposed by the Sandia study has only been constructed over roughly 9.5 miles of the 14 miles in the original plan due to environmental concerns voiced by the California Coastal Commission. As previously discussed, P.L. 109-13 included language that will allow waiver of all legal requirements determined necessary by the Secretary of DHS for the expeditious construction of authorized barriers and only allows judicial review for constitutional claims. On September 14, 2005, DHS announced it is applying its new waiver authority to complete the San Diego fence.\(^81\) DHS is currently estimating that it will cost an additional $66 million to finish the San Diego fence, bringing overall costs for this 14 mile-long project to $127 million. Additionally, DHS notes that it will use a mix of DOD resources and private contractors to finish the fence, and that the cost of using contractors is included in the request.\(^82\)

The Sandia fence, as it has been constructed in the San Diego sector, is a secondary fence constructed behind the primary fence. Enough space is left between

\(^78\) (...)continued

\(^79\) Corps of Engineers Study, p. 21.

\(^80\) Net present value is a term used by the Corps of Engineers in their life cycle costs analyses for construction projects. It amortizes the future costs of a project and shows what the entire costs of the project will be. In this case, these numbers represent 25 year predictions and have been adjusted from 1997 dollars to 2005 dollars using a GDP Deflato

\(^81\) DHS published a *Federal Register* notice on September 22, 2005, declaring the waiver of, in their entirety, (1) the National Environmental Protection Act (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.); (2) the Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.); (3) the Coastal Zone Management Act (16 U.S.C. 1451 et seq.); (4) the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. §§1251 et seq.); (5) the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. §§470 et seq.); (6) the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§703 et seq.); (7) the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. §§7401 et seq.); and (8) the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. §§551 et seq.).

\(^82\) DHS FY2007 Justifications, p. CBP Construction 18.
the two fences to accommodate an access road. The secondary fence is an angled two-piece fence. The fence is vertical up to ten feet high, and then extends out at an angle towards the climber. This prevents climbing by using gravity and the weight of the climber against them. The Corps of Engineers estimated that Sandia fencing costs per mile would range from $785,679 to $872,977 for construction and $953 to $7,628 per mile yearly for maintenance. Additionally, the Corps of Engineers study notes that the Sandia fence would possibly need to be replaced in the fifth year of operation and in every fourth year thereafter if man-made damage to the fence was “severe and ongoing.” For this reason, in the study the Corps of Engineers noted that the net present value of the fence after 25 years of operation, per mile, would range from $11.1 million to $61.6 million.\textsuperscript{83}

Other Border Barriers: Vehicle Barriers

The USBP utilizes various different types of barriers to impede vehicles from crossing into the United States from Mexico. Some of these barriers are temporary and can be moved to different locations when needed, others are permanent barriers. The main purpose of vehicle barriers is to prevent smugglers from easily driving their vehicles across the border.

Permanent Vehicle Barriers. Permanent vehicle barriers, as their name suggests, are not designed to be moved but rather are permanent installations. Permanent vehicle barriers are typically steel posts, or bollards, that are excavated 5 feet deep and inserted into a poured concrete base. The posts alternate in above-ground height in order to dissuade individuals from forming a ramp over the barrier. They are spaced so as to allow foot and animal traffic but not vehicular traffic. The USBP recently began building permanent vehicle barriers in the Yuma sector, with a substantial stretch slated to be built along the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument. When linked with the 30 miles of vehicle barriers built by the National Park Service, a USBP spokesman reportedly noted that the total 123 mile length of the project “will form the largest continuous physical barrier along the border in the nation.”\textsuperscript{84}

In the FY2007 DHS Congressional Budget Justifications, DHS notes that the Yuma vehicle barrier project would take until at least 2010 (and possibly longer) to complete if CBP continued to use the Corps of Engineers and other military personnel to construct the barriers. Instead, CBP proposes hiring commercial contractors to build 39 miles of vehicle barriers in the Yuma sector, or almost half of the project’s 93 mile total.\textsuperscript{85} CBP is projecting that the project will be completed

\textsuperscript{83} The numbers used by the Corps of Engineers were cited in 1997 dollars. They have been adjusted to 2005 dollars using the GDP deflator cited above. The actual costs per mile in the Corps of Engineers Study were: $691,680 to $768,533 for construction, and $839 to $6,715 for maintenance. Net Present Value after 25 years in 1997 dollars ranged from $9.73 million to $54.23 million. Corps of Engineer Study, pp. 3 and 23.


\textsuperscript{85} DHS FY2007 Justifications, pg. CBP Construction-7. CBP project length does not (continued...)
by FY2011, and that the overall project costs will be $116 million. This means that, overall, the project will cost roughly $1.25 million per mile. The National Park Service has spent $11.1 million to construct 18 miles of permanent vehicle barriers in Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, and has obligated, but not yet spent, an additional $6.6 million in FY2005 funding to complete the remaining 13 miles of the project.

Temporary Vehicle Barriers. Temporary vehicle barriers are typically built from welded metal, such as railroad track, but can also be constructed from telephone poles or pipe. These barriers are built so that they cannot be rolled or moved manually; they can only be moved with a forklift or a front-end loader. They are usually built at USBP stations and transported to areas of high vehicle entry, where they are placed and chained together. The main advantage of the temporary vehicle barriers is their ability to be redeployed to different areas to address changes in smuggling patterns. The main disadvantage of these barriers is that they are easier to compromise than permanent vehicle barriers.

Current Status

In FY2007, DHS unveiled a new program, called SBInet, that will deploy a mix of personnel, technology, infrastructure, and response assets in order to “provide maximum tactical advantage in each unique border environment.” While SBInet has been billed as a nationwide initiative, its initial rollout has been confined to the southwest border. As part of SBInet, DHS awarded a contract to Boeing to serve as the project’s lead technology integrator.

The SBInet program has included the construction of barriers as part of its approach to securing the border. Boeing, in conjunction with the Sandia National Laboratory, created a Fence Lab program to test the efficacy of 8 different fence designs. In FY2007, CBP constructed a total of 76 miles of border fencing bringing the overall fencing at the border to 154 miles. In FY2008 through the end of the calendar year, CBP is planning to construct an additional 216 miles of fencing;
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85 (...continued)
include the 30 miles of vehicle barriers maintained by the National Park Service.

86 DHS FY2007 Justifications, pg. CBP Construction-18. It is unclear why the project is predicted to take less time with contractors, and yet the overall completion date for the construction is predicted to be 2011.

87 From the National Park Service, February 9, 2006. The National Park Service notes that 30 miles of permanent vehicle barriers are being built at the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, and one mile is being built in the Coronado National Monument.


89 SBInet forms part of the Secure Border Initiative, which DHS has billed as a multifaceted approach to securing the border. DHS FY2007 Justifications, pg. CBP S&E-4.

this would bring the overall fencing at the border to 370 miles by the end of calendar year 2008. Through early April, 2008, CBP had constructed an additional 18 miles of fencing, bringing the total milage of fencing constructed at the border to 172. The fencing that has been constructed thus far as part of SBInet has been primary fencing, and a few different designs have been used, including bollard fencing. While the National Guard was involved in some of the construction in FY2007, much of it was undertaken by contractors. In 2008, the majority of the fence construction will be done by contractors.

In FY2007, CBP constructed 110 miles of vehicle barriers. Through early April in 2008, CBP had constructed an additional 32 miles of vehicle barriers, bringing the total vehicle barrier milage to 142. CBP plans to build 158 additional miles of vehicle barriers by the end of calendar year 2008; this would bring the overall total milage of vehicle barriers at the border to 300.

In testimony before the Appropriations Committee, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) noted that CBP’s goal for fencing and vehicle barrier deployment in 2008 “will be challenging because of factors that include difficulties acquiring rights to border land and an inability to estimate costs for installation.”

### Legislation in the 110th Congress

The issue of border security continues to be of interest to the 110th Congress. The following sections describe a representative selection of the legislation enacted or considered by Congress concerning barriers at the border.

#### Enacted Legislation

As previously noted, the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 (P.L. 110-161) made significant changes to the Secure Fence Act. The Act gives DHS discretion as to where fencing should be erected along the border, requires that 700 miles of reinforced fencing be constructed, and designates 370 miles as a priority area that must be constructed by December 31, 2008. In addition, the Act provides a total of $1,225 million for SBInet. This represents an increase of $225 million over the Administration’s request, and the amounts recommended by the House and Senate-

---


92 From CBP Congressional Affairs, March 13, 2008,
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passed versions of the bill. Of the $1,225 million provided by P.L. 110-161, $1,053 million is designated as emergency funding, and $172 million is comprised of regular appropriations. 96 The $1,225 million is apportioned as follows: $1,088 million for development and deployment ($1,053 million in emergency funding, and $35 million in regular appropriations); $73 million for operation and maintenance; and $64 million for program management. Funding for the construction of the border fence is included in the development and deployment activity in the BSFIT account. However, it is important to note that other items, such as the deployment of cameras and sensors to the border, are also funded under this activity. Currently available authoritative documentation does not provide funding details below the activity level. Therefore, the portion of this funding that would be specifically directed to the border fence cannot be precisely determined. However, according to CBP Congressional Affairs, the President’s $1,000 million FY2008 request for BSFIT included $196 million in fence-related funding. 97 P.L.110-161 also withholds $650 million of the funding provided for SBInet until an expenditure plan is received and approved by the House and Senate Appropriations Committees.

**Proposed Legislation**

In addition to the Consolidated Appropriations Act, a number of bills have been introduced in the 110th Congress that included provisions relating to the construction of border fencing. Although the following analysis is not intended to provide a comprehensive list of every bill introduced that had fencing provisions, it does provide an overview of the main types of fence-related bills that have been introduced and their overarching themes.

Prior to enactment of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, a number of other bills were introduced in the 110th Congress that would expand or underlined the Secretary of Homeland Security’s authority to construct fencing at the border. H.R. 4192, H.R. 3638, and H.R. 2954 would direct the President to construct the fencing authorized by the Secure Fence Act. S. 2348 would authorize $3 billion in emergency funding for a variety of border security purposes, including the construction of 700 miles of fencing. S. 2294 and S. 1984 would call for the construction of 700 miles of fencing and 300 miles of vehicle barriers within two years of enactment. S. 1269 would call for the construction of double layer fencing along the border from the Pacific Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. S. 330 would call for replacing existing fencing in Tucson and Yuma sectors with double layer fencing and constructing a total of 370 miles of fencing and 500 miles of vehicle barriers along the border.

The issue of barriers at the border has also been of interest to the 110th Congress as a component of the larger immigration debate. During May and June 2007, the Senate considered a number of comprehensive immigration reform measures (S.

96 The FY2008 appropriation for DHS included some funding that was designated as emergency spending in addition to the regularly appropriated funding. For more information about this, please refer to CRS Report RL34004, *Homeland Security Department: FY2008 Appropriations*, Coordinated by Jennifer E. Lake and Blas Nuñez-Neto.

97 From e-mail correspondence with CBP, July 27, 2007.
though cloture was unable to be achieved on any of these proposals. Both S.Amdt. 1150, as amended, and S. 1639, as introduced, included language concerning fencing at the border that was similar to that which was ultimately enacted as part of the Consolidated Appropriations Act for FY2008. 98

Some comprehensive immigration reform proposals considered also included provisions requiring that the construction of border barriers serve as a trigger mechanism for broader immigration reform to occur. S.Amdt. 1150, as introduced, would require the construction of 370 miles of fencing and 200 miles of vehicle barriers before some provisions relating to legalization, adjustment of status, and temporary workers could take effect. In addition, S.Amdt. 1150 would amend §102 of IIRIRA to expressly authorize the construction of the San Diego fence. During the initial Senate floor debate for S.Amdt. 1150, S.Amdt. 1172 was adopted by unanimous consent and amended the trigger mechanisms to require 300 miles of vehicle barriers. S. 1639, as introduced, included similar language to S.Amdt. 1150, as amended, concerning barriers at the border. S. 1639 would require DHS to construct 370 miles of fencing and 300 miles of vehicle barriers as part of the trigger mechanisms required before some provisions relating to legalization, adjustment of status, and temporary workers could take effect. S. 1369 would also expressly authorize the completion of the San Diego fence.

A number of bills that have been introduced in the second session of the 110th Congress would amend the changes to the Secure Fence Act that were enacted by the Consolidated Appropriations Act of FY2008. H.R. 5568 would insert the word “physical” before all previously enacted occurrences of the word “fencing” (e.g., in the Secure Fence Act and §102 of IIRIRA). S. 2712 would require that the 700 miles of reinforced fencing authorized by the Consolidated Appropriations Act be completed by December 31, 2010. H.R. 5124 would require that the fencing constructed under the Act’s authorization be double layer, at least 14 feet tall, and be completed within six months of the bill’s enactment. In addition, the bill would prohibit DHS from counting fencing in existence prior to January 1, 2008, toward the 700-mile total. H.R. 4987 would replace the 700-mile requirement enacted by the Consolidated Appropriations Act and replace it with language, similar to that in the original Secure Fence Act, requiring five specific stretches of fencing to be constructed. H.R. 4960 would repeal the consultation requirement enacted by the Consolidated Appropriations Act.

Lastly, several introduced bills include other fencing provisions not directly related to the construction of fencing. H.R. 5728 would establish a Border Improvement Trust Fund and allow taxpayers to designate $5 ($10 for joint filers) from their annual income tax returns for this fund. The fund could be used to pay for costs associated with constructing and maintaining fencing and barriers at the border. S. 2709 would impose a minimum sentence of five years for any alien convicted of damaging fencing or infrastructure (including cameras and sensors) at the border.

98 See S.Amdt. 1168 (adopted by unanimous consent and modifying S.Amdt. 1150 to S. 1348); S. 1639, § 103.
Legislation in the 109th Congress

The 109th Congress enacted three pieces of legislation concerning border fencing, and considered several more. The REAL ID Act (P.L. 109-13), as previously noted, expanded DHS’ waiver authority to expedite the construction of border fencing. The Secure Fence Act of 2006 (P.L. 109-367) directed DHS to construct five stretches of border fencing totaling roughly 850 miles.99 The FY2007 DHS Appropriations Act (P.L. 109-295) provided $1.2 billion for the installation of fencing, infrastructure, and technology along the border; $31 million of this total was designated for the completion of the San Diego fence.100 In addition to these Acts, a number of bills with fencing related provisions were passed by the House and the Senate. H.R. 4437, which would have directed DHS to construct five stretches of fencing along the border, was passed by the House on December 16, 2005. S. 2611, which called for 370 miles of fencing to be constructed, was passed by the Senate on May 25, 2006. S.Amdt. 4788 was added to the Department of Defense Appropriation bill, H.R. 5631, on August 2, 2006, and would have appropriated $1.8 billion to the National Guard for the construction of border fencing. H.R. 5631 was passed by the Senate on September 7, 2006; however, this fencing provision was stripped from the bill during conference.

P.L. 109-295, the FY2007 DHS Appropriations Act, provided $1.2 billion in funding for border fencing, infrastructure, and technology; combined with the supplemental appropriation provided by P.L. 109-234, the conferees noted that DHS would have $1.5 billion for border infrastructure construction in FY2007.101 The conferees directed DHS to submit an expenditure plan for this funding within 60 days of the bill’s enactment, and withheld $950 million of the funding until the plan is received and approved by the House and Senate Committees. However, the Act did not place any restrictions on how DHS is to apportion this appropriation between fencing, infrastructure, and technology.

In addition to the bills discussed above, there were a number of bills in the 109th Congress that would have expanded the current fencing and other forms of barriers at the international land border. Some of these bills would have required fencing to be constructed along the entire southwest border, others would have identified particular stretches of land which would receive fencing, and still others would have called for studies to determine whether fencing is a cost-effective way of securing the border.102

100 H.Rept. 109-699, p. 130.
Issues For Congress

Congress may consider a number of policy issues concerning the construction of barriers along the border, including, but not limited to, their effectiveness, overall costs compared with benefits, possible diplomatic ramifications, unintended consequences, and the locations in which they are to be constructed. Although these issues apply to all potential barriers at the border, due to the focus on border fencing in the current congressional debate, this section will focus its analysis on the potential policy issues surrounding the construction of fencing at the border.

Effectiveness

Proponents of border fences point to the substantial reduction in apprehensions along the San Diego sector as tangible proof that fences succeed in reducing cross-border smuggling and migration where they are constructed. Opponents attribute part of the decrease in apprehensions to the increase in manpower and resources in the sector and, pointing to the increase in apprehensions in less-populated sectors, contend that the fence only succeeds in re-routing unauthorized migration and not in stopping it. The USBP, for its part, states that border fencing is a force multiplier because it allows its agents to focus enforcement actions in other areas. The USBP has also stated that the fencing constructed in urban areas has helped reroute unauthorized migration to less populated areas where its agents have a tactical advantage over border crossers. As previously noted, the number of USBP apprehensions in 2004 were almost identical to the number of apprehensions in 1992; the main difference is that San Diego accounted for the majority of apprehensions in 1992, whereas in 2004 Tucson and Yuma sectors accounted for the majority of apprehensions.

A possible issue for Congress concerns the overall effectiveness of border fencing, especially if it is not constructed across the entire border in question. In the limited urban areas where border fencing has been constructed, it has typically reduced apprehensions. However, there is also strong indication that the fencing, combined with added enforcement, has re-routed illegal immigrants to other less fortified areas of the border. Additionally, in the limited areas where fencing has been erected, there have been numerous breaches of the border fencing and a number of tunnels discovered crossing underneath the fencing. It stands to reason that even if border fencing is constructed over a significant portion of the land border, the incidences of fence breaches and underground tunnels would increase. Possible policy options to address these issues could include mandating that border fencing be highly tamper-resistant or directing CBP to invest in tunnel-detection technologies.


Costs

Because border fencing is a relatively new and limited phenomenon along the U.S.-Mexico border, there is a dearth of information concerning its overall costs and benefits. The Corps of Engineers study predicted that the costs of constructing a double layer fence consisting of primary fencing and Sandia fencing would range from $1.2 million to $1.3 million a mile, excluding the costs of land acquisition. The Corps of Engineers also predicted that the 25-year life cycle cost of the fence would range from $16.4 million to $70 million per mile depending on the amount of damage sustained by the fencing.\(^\text{105}\) If significant portions of the border were to be fenced, reducing the areas along which individuals could cross the border, it may stand to reason that the fencing will be subjected to more breaches and other attempts to compromise than the fencing that has already been constructed. This may mean that the costs of maintaining border fencing that is widely deployed in the future will be higher than they have been thus far for the limited deployment. The Corps estimates do not include the costs of acquiring the land or most labor costs, since construction would be done by DOD; these could well turn out to be significant expenses if private contractors are used to construct the fencing as per DHS’ FY2007 Congressional Budget Justifications. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has estimated that border fencing would cost $3 million a mile to construct and that maintenance would total roughly 15% of the overall project costs per year.\(^\text{106}\) However, the CBO does not elaborate on what is included in those estimates. DHS predicts that the San Diego fence will have a total cost of $127 million for its 14-mile length when it is completed — roughly $9 million a mile. Construction of the first 9.5 miles of fencing cost $31 million, or roughly $3 million a mile, while construction of the last 4.5 miles of fencing is projected to cost $96 million, or roughly $21 million a mile.\(^\text{107}\) However these costs may be somewhat misleading due to the following factors: construction of the fence was delayed for an extended period of time; the remaining construction involves filling a relatively large gulch which may be more complex than the average stretch of border; and DHS is

\(^{105}\) As previously noted on pages 19-21, these numbers reflect Corps figures for the construction and 25-year life cycle costs associated with erecting primary landing mat and secondary Sandia fencing along the border. The Corps study used 1997 dollars, which have been adjusted by CRS using a GDP deflator to 2005 dollars. The actual predictions made by the Corps for constructing and maintaining primary fencing, in 1997 dollars, were $341,584 to $379,538 per mile for construction costs, and $1,534 to $15,629 per mile per year in maintenance costs. The 25-year life-cycle costs for constructing and maintaining landing mat fencing were predicted to range between $4.73 and $7.34 million per mile in 1997 dollars. The actual predictions made by the Corps for constructing and maintaining Sandia fencing, in 1997 dollars, were: $691,680 to $768,533 per mile for construction, and $839 to $6,715 per mile for maintenance. The 25-year life cycle costs for constructing and maintaining Sandia fencing were predicted to range between $9.73 million to $54.23 million per mile in 1997 dollars. Corps of Engineer Study, p. 3 and pp. 21-23.


\(^{107}\) From the DHS FY2006 and FY2007 Congressional Budget Justifications.
proposing to use private contractors to expedite the construction process which may increase the labor costs and thus may increase the overall project costs.

Some have argued that building fences on the border is too expensive and would consume funding that would be better spent on hiring additional agents or deploying additional technologies to the border.108 Others maintain that the costs of fencing are negligible compared to the costs of illegal immigration, and that fencing has been proven effective at decreasing illegal immigration in those areas where it has been deployed.109 The USBP has testified that “for border control, for border security, we need that appropriate mix. It’s not about fences. It’s not about Border Patrol agents. It’s not about technology. It’s about all of those things.”110 At issue for Congress is how best to allocate scarce border security resources while safeguarding homeland security. Does border fencing represent the best investment of border security funding, and what is the appropriate mix of border security resources? How much will maintaining border fencing cost in the future, and which agency will be responsible for this maintenance? Will using private contractors to expedite the construction of border fencing increase or decrease the costs?

**Fence Design**

Congress mandated the design of the border fence in San Diego in IIRIRA. Many different fence designs could be deployed to the border, and each have their relative strengths and weaknesses. Concrete panels, for example, are among the more cost-effective solutions but USBP agents cannot see through this type of fencing; the USBP testified about their preference for fencing that can be seen through, so as to identify the activity occurring on the Mexican side of the border and thus preserve their tactical advantage over potential border crossers, and to better avoid potential rockings111 or other violent incidents. Sandia fencing has been effective in San Diego and can be seen through, but is among the more expensive fencing options. Bollard fencing has been effective in its limited deployment and can also be seen through, but is also expensive to install and to maintain. Chain link

---


111 Rockings refer to the phenomenon of individuals on the Mexican side of the border hurling stones and other items over the fence at USBP agents and vehicles. In the Yuma sector, for example, agents patrolling along the fence are deployed in armored vehicles known as “war-wagons” to protect themselves from rockings and other forms of assault, which are common in that area. Information obtained during a CRS site visit to Yuma sector in August 2005.
fencing is relatively economical, but more easily compromised.\textsuperscript{112} If fencing is to be constructed along the border, an issue concerns what kinds of fencing should be constructed in order to maximize its deterrent effect and its utility to the USBP while minimizing the costs associated with its construction and maintenance.

### Fence Location

The USBP has testified that border fencing is most effective for its operational purposes when deployed along urban areas.\textsuperscript{113} In these areas, individuals crossing the border have a short distance to cover before disappearing into neighborhoods; once they have entered neighborhoods it is much more difficult for USBP agents to identify and apprehend unauthorized aliens. Also, from populated areas it is relatively easy for unauthorized aliens to find transportation into the interior. For these reasons, all of the border fencing constructed by the USBP to date has been built in urban areas abutting the border, such as San Diego, Nogales, and El Paso. In rural areas, the USBP testified that it has a tactical advantage over border crossers because they must travel longer distances before reaching populated areas. According to CBP, fencing is manpower intensive because agents must continually check the fence for breaches and for illegal activity. This does not represent a problem in urban areas, because the USBP stations are typically located near the border in those areas. In some of the more rural areas of the border, where the nearest towns and USBP stations may be many miles away from the border, this would mean that agents would need to spend much of their working day commuting from the nearest USBP station to the fence location.\textsuperscript{114} Additionally, because the border fencing constructed to date has been built along urban areas it has been relatively easy to house the individuals involved in its construction. If border fencing is extended into the more remote areas of the border, the costs of its construction may increase due to the need to bring the individuals and goods needed to build the fence to these areas for extended periods of time. Lastly, some areas of the border are prone to severe weather effects, such as flash flooding, that could compromise any permanent structures constructed there.

A very practical issue concerns what areas of the border should be fenced. Should fencing be restricted to urban or semi-urban areas in order to give the USBP a tactical advantage over border crossers, or should fencing be constructed along any geographical area of the border that features large numbers of unauthorized immigration? In rural areas, should fencing be limited to areas of high illegal entry in order to impede individuals from crossing the border, or should fencing be constructed as a deterrent in any area, even those featuring low levels of illegal entry? Should fencing be deployed in sectors where the distance between the nearest USBP station and the fence requires agents to spend most of their day commuting? Should fencing be deployed to the northern border as well as the southwest border? Will building fencing along more remote or environmentally harsher areas of the border increase the construction costs?

\textsuperscript{112} Fencing the Border hearing, July 20, 2006.
\textsuperscript{113} Fencing the Border hearing, July 20, 2006.
\textsuperscript{114} Interview with CBP Congressional Affairs, September 13, 2006.
Land Acquisition

There are a number of issues associated with the acquisition of the land that would be required for border fencing. Much of the land along the California and Arizona border is owned by the federal government; however most of the land along the Texas border is owned by private individuals. What will the costs of acquiring the land to construct border fencing be, and have these costs been factored into estimates of border fencing costs? Will eminent domain be used to confiscate land from individuals who do not wish to have fencing built on their lands?

The reservations made by Presidents Roosevelt and Taft may have kept substantial parcels of land within the federal domain, depending mostly on the amount of public lands at the time and valid existing claims. CRS was not able to determine how many valid claims and land patents exist, if any, or the number of private developments that may be encroaching on the reservations. Nonetheless, it appears that only those who qualify under an exception or were provided land by statute have valid fee title claims within the reserved strip. If lands were mistakenly granted, sold, or transferred to private parties, these conveyances could be void because, as a general rule, rights can not be acquired in lands actually embraced in a legally valid withdrawal. Compensation under the Fifth Amendment for private landowners may not be owed if private claims are not legitimate. Because the proclamations do not cite any supporting authority, some question the President’s implied or inherent constitutional powers to issue them. Others may argue that they conflict with the exclusive mandate given Congress by the Property Clause of the Constitution to regulate and dispose of federal property. An issue for Congress may include whether these proclamations are, in fact, valid, and if so what actions are appropriate to take in the instances where individuals own land within the reservation’s boundaries. Assuming the proclamations are valid, the reservations may provide the first 60 feet of necessary space for fence construction in many areas. However, the two layer fencing constructed to date includes 150 feet of land between its layers. An issue for Congress may involve whether to confine border fencing to

115 Charles F. Wheatley, Study of Withdrawals and Reservations of Public Domain Lands, at Vol. III, at A-7 (1969); see also Steel v. Smelting Co., 106 U.S. 447, 453 (1882) (observing that the patent, like the deed of an individual, is inoperative if the government never owned the property, or had previously conveyed it, or had reserved it from sale); United States v. Fennell, 381 F. Supp. 2d 1300 (D. N.M. 2005). Cf. United States v. California, 332 U.S. 19, 39 (1947) (finding the federal government’s paramount rights in the three-mile belt along the California coast were not lost by reason of the conduct of its agents or the acquiescence of such agents in California’s claim of title).

116 See United States v. Midwest Oil, 236 U.S. 459, 471 (1915) (upholding the President’s authority to make land withdrawals on the basis of implied acquiescence in such withdrawals by Congress), repealed by 43 U.S.C. §1714. The President’s constitutional inherent withdrawal power derived from three theories — residual Executive power, stewardship, and constitutional necessity. See Wheatley, Study of Withdrawals, at Vol I, at 134. In Midwest Oil, the Court noted that by 1910, the President had implemented at least 252 executive orders making reservations for useful, though non-statutory purposes. Id. at 471.

117 U.S. CONST. Art. IV, §3, cl.2.
the 60-feet easement reserved by the proclamations, or whether to acquire the additional 90 feet of land that would be needed to construct Sandia-style fencing.

A corollary issue may involve the authority of DHS to construct border fencing along tribal lands. The Arizona desert along the Tohono O’odham reservation has become one of the most heavily trafficked border areas in the country, and the USBP has been restricted in its operations in the reservation due to tribal concerns. The Tohono O’odham have reportedly vowed to fight the construction of fencing on tribe-owned land, citing environmental and cultural concerns. Under current law, the Secretary of the Interior may grant rights-of-way over and across tribal land, provided the Secretary receives prior written consent of the tribe. If the tribe does not consent, DHS may look to its new waiver authority to construct a fence across tribal lands. It is unclear, however, whether the expanded waiver that was given to the Secretary of DHS would allow (or was intended to allow) the Department to override the statutory authority given to another federal agency. Ultimately, federal government holds all Indian lands in trust, and Congress may take such lands for public purposes, as long as it provides just compensation as required by the Fifth Amendment.

**Diplomatic Ramifications**

The governments of Mexico and Canada have both voiced concern about the United States constructing barriers along the international border. Mexican President Vicente Fox has come out strongly against the construction of border barriers on numerous occasions, stating his belief that these projects isolate the two nations, create frustration and misunderstandings, and do not solve the underlying problems that lead individuals to enter the United States illegally. Mexican Press Secretary Rubén Aguilar stated his government’s belief that “history has also taught us that a wall is never the solution to problems and that all walls eventually get torn down.” The Mexican government has reportedly forwarded numerous diplomatic notes to the White House registering its complaints against the possible expansion of border fencing. The Canadian government has also reportedly voiced concern over legislative proposals that would require a study of fencing options along the northern border, citing the difficulties of fencing the norther border and the fact that

---

118 The USBP has been prohibited from building permanent camera installations and from paving access roads leading to and along the border. Information obtained during a CRS site-visit to the Tohono O’odham reservation, August 2005.


the U.S. government has never discussed such a plan with Canadian authorities. 123 Deputy Assistant Secretary for Immigration and Customs Enforcement John P. Clark reportedly stated during Congressional testimony that the proposed expansion of border fencing “harkens back to the Chinese wall and the Berlin Wall, not the message we want to send to the Mexican government, the Canadian government, and the rest of the world.” 124 There are a number of possible issues for Congress to consider involving the potential diplomatic ramifications of constructing barriers along the border: Do the gains in border security outweigh the risk of alienating Mexico and Canada? Should the Mexican or Canadian government’s opinions or wishes be taken into account when border fencing is concerned? Given the need to coordinate intelligence and law enforcement activities at the border, should maintaining cordial working relationships with Mexico and Canada take precedence over sealing the border with physical barriers?

Environmental Considerations

A great deal of debate has been around the environmental impacts of border fencing. The addition of fences along the southwest border, according to some, could harm sensitive environments, adversely affect critical habitat for protected species, and block migratory patterns for animals. Indeed, these concerns were among the many voiced by the CCC in its objection to the completion of the San Diego border fence. After immigration officials, the CCC, and the environmental community could not agree on a fence design, Congress passed waiver language in the REAL ID Act that allows the Secretary of DHS to waive all “legal requirements” necessary to ensure expeditious construction of the barriers and roads in the vicinity of the U.S. border. The Secretary used this provision to waive a number of primarily environmental laws (see Appendix A) in order to complete the San Diego border fence. DHS maintains, however, that it will follow “best management practices” throughout construction and will be “mindful of the environmental impacts” that might occur. 125 Nonetheless, the Secretary’s broad waiver authority has many worried about potential fence projects along other areas of the southwest border. Some argue that a fence along the Arizona border could be especially destructive to endangered jaguar and Sonoran desert pronghorn populations that usually roam this area because it would fragment native habitat and ultimately reduce gene pools. 126 Officials from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, however, have said that it is too early to speculate about the potential impact of a border fence on wildlife

---


125 Eilene Zimmerman, SFGate.com, Border protections imperil environment — Last wilderness area south of San Diego could be damaged, February 27, 2006, available at [http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/c/a/2006/02/27/MNG2GHFBFL1.DTL&type=printable].

126 Id; Defenders of Wildlife, On the Line, pp. 16-19.
migration. Other note that unauthorized migration negatively impacts the environment, and believe that the construction of fencing could actually have a beneficial impact for protected lands if it reduces the number of unauthorized migrants traversing through environmentally sensitive lands.

As Congress debates immigration reform and the addition of new border fences, Members will undoubtedly be called upon to balance national security interests with environmental protections. Because there does not appear to be a clear consensus on the environmental impacts of border fencing, there is some interest in a study of the issue. The effects of the San Diego border fence, for example, may help scientists better understand and predict potential environmental consequences elsewhere. Should fencing be expanded along the southwest border, Congress may be interested in environmentally sensitive alternatives to normal fencing and whether they can effectively limit illegitimate cross-border traffic. Some argue that vehicle barriers may be less intrusive because they allow unimpeded wildlife movement but can limit damaging vehicular traffic. Congress may also call on the Secretary to cooperate or coordinate certain activities with the environmental community, since the Secretary could waive many environmental requirements.

Legal Considerations

The building of barriers along the international border has raised a number of legal issues. Most stem from requirements posed by environmental laws. Before the passage of the REAL ID Act waiver provision, for example, the Sierra Club and other environmental groups challenged, under the National Environmental Policy Act, the federal government’s plan to complete the San Diego border fence. The lawsuit alleged, among other things, that the government’s final environmental impact statement did not address the entire 14-mile border infrastructure system and inadequately addressed the parts that were evaluated. After Secretary Chertoff exercised the waiver authority, the court dismissed the environmentalists’ lawsuit in December 2005.


128 Indeed, §129 of S. 2611, passed by the Senate in the 109th Congress, called on the Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, Defense, and Commerce, and the Administrator of the EPA to assess the environmental impacts, including the impact on zoning, global climate change, ozone depletion, biodiversity loss, and transboundary pollution, of physical barriers along the southern international land and maritime borders.


130 See generally, Defenders of Wildlife, On the Line.

With respect to the Secretary’s use of the waiver authority, the provision allows legal redress only for constitutional violations and limits review to the district courts of the United States (though the Supreme Court retains discretionary appellate review over district court decisions). In essence, an individual could not sue DHS for bypassing the environmental impact statement requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (a law it has waived) because that would be a statutory violation, but an individual could sue for the taking of property without “just compensation” as provided by the Fifth Amendment. Should a district court make a ruling, that decision can only be appealed if the petitioner files a petition for a writ of certiorari to the Supreme Court and the Court, in its discretion, chooses to grant certiorari. In other words, there is no intermediate appellate court review guaranteed as of right to a petitioner. Appeal directly from a district court to the Supreme Court rarely appears in law. Still, when Congress determines a particular class of cases to be of great public import, it is not unprecedented for it to require prompt review in the highest court of the land. As previously discussed, the Sierra Club and Defenders of Wildlife brought suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia in late 2007, challenging the constitutionality of the waiver authority provided to the Secretary of Homeland Security by the REAL ID Act, but the court rejected plaintiffs’ constitutional challenge and dismissed the claim. Consequently, the plaintiffs have filed a petition for a writ of certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court, which is still pending.

**Unintended Consequences**

Considerable evidence shows that the USBP’s historical strategy of “Prevention through Deterrence,” whereby agents and resources including border fencing and other barriers have been concentrated along urban areas and areas traditionally featuring high levels of illegal entry, has succeeded in changing the flow of illegal migration. While San Diego, CA, and El Paso, TX, were historically the two sectors that featured the most apprehensions and the highest levels of illegal immigration, since the mid-1990s and the advent of Operations Gatekeeper and Hold the Line in those sectors, the more remote geographical areas of the Arizona border have become the hot-spots for illegal migration into the United States. One unintended consequence of this enforcement posture and the shift in migration patterns has been an increase in the number of migrant deaths each year; on average 200 migrants died each year in the early 1990s, compared with 472 migrant deaths in 2005. Another unintended consequence of this enforcement posture may have been a relative increase, compared with the national average, in crime along the border in these more remote regions. While crime rates in San Diego and El Paso have declined over the past 15 years, the reduction in crime rates along the more rural areas of the border have lagged behind the national trends. Another unintended consequence of the border fencing has been the proliferation of tunnels dug underneath the border. In San Diego, where the double-layer Sandia fencing has been constructed, smugglers

---


133 See *supra* at 10.
have dug numerous tunnels underneath the border fence. One such tunnel was almost a kilometer long and was built from reinforced concrete — evidence of a rather sophisticated smuggling operation.

A possible issue for Congress to consider as it debates expanding the existing border fencing is what the unintended consequences of this expansion could be. Given the re-routing of migration flows that have already occurred, are DHS and the relevant border communities prepared to handle the increased flow of illegal migration to non-reinforced areas? Is DHS prepared to deal with an increase in the phenomenon of cross-border tunnels and other attempts to defeat the purpose of the fencing? What will the impact on crime rates be along the unreinforced areas of the border? Will USBP agents be required to spend some of their patrolling time guarding the fence?
Appendix A. Examples of USBP Border Fencing

Appendix B. The San Diego Fence

Appendix C. Permanent Vehicle Barrier Schematic

Appendix D. Permanent Vehicle Barriers

Source: CBP Congressional Affairs.
### Appendix E. Data from Figure 4
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other San Diego Sector Stations</td>
<td>204,456</td>
<td>210,129</td>
<td>155,386</td>
<td>262,505</td>
<td>297,423</td>
<td>189,321</td>
<td>160,781</td>
<td>140,640</td>
<td>113,866</td>
<td>85,815</td>
<td>87,195</td>
<td>96,752</td>
<td>119,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chula Vista Station</td>
<td>158,952</td>
<td>156,273</td>
<td>107,872</td>
<td>141,096</td>
<td>111,413</td>
<td>67,804</td>
<td>72,648</td>
<td>27,085</td>
<td>19,453</td>
<td>9,627</td>
<td>3,080</td>
<td>4,545</td>
<td>9,923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Beach Station</td>
<td>202,173</td>
<td>165,287</td>
<td>186,894</td>
<td>120,630</td>
<td>74,979</td>
<td>27,865</td>
<td>15,832</td>
<td>15,974</td>
<td>19,815</td>
<td>15,480</td>
<td>11,405</td>
<td>10,218</td>
<td>9,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson</td>
<td>71,036</td>
<td>92,639</td>
<td>139,473</td>
<td>227,529</td>
<td>305,348</td>
<td>272,397</td>
<td>387,406</td>
<td>470,449</td>
<td>616,346</td>
<td>449,675</td>
<td>333,648</td>
<td>347,263</td>
<td>490,827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* CRS Presentation of CBP data.
Appendix F. Legal Requirements Waived by DHS for the Construction of the San Diego Border Fence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws Waived</th>
<th>General Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)</td>
<td>Under NEPA, an environmental impact statement must be prepared for “every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.” If an agency is uncertain whether an action’s impacts on the environment will be significant, it usually prepares an environmental assessment (EA). An EA is carried out to clarify issues and determine the extent of an action’s environmental effects. NEPA also has public notice and comment requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endangered Species Act (ESA)</td>
<td>Section 7 of the ESA mandates that each federal agency consult with the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) or National Marine Fishery Services (NMFS), depending on the listed species involved, to ensure that its actions are “not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species, or result in the destruction or adverse modification of” designated critical habitat. Once consulted, FWS or NMFS must, if listed endangered species might be affected, prepare a biological opinion to determine the actual impact of the proposed action. Mitigation measures could be required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costal Zone Management Act (CZMA)</td>
<td>The CZMA requires federal agency activity within or outside the coastal zone that affects any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone to be carried out in a manner that is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the policies of an approved state management program. The federal agency must submit a consistency determination to the applicable state agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act)</td>
<td>Section 404 of the Clean Water Act establishes a program to regulate the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including wetlands. Section 404 requires a permit before dredged or fill material may be discharged into waters of the United States, unless the activity is exempt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)</td>
<td>In accordance with the NHPA and its implementing regulations, 36 CFR Part 800, sites determined to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places must be protected, either through avoidance or other mitigative action, from direct and indirect impacts. The NHPA also has procedural requirements, including public notice and comment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MTBA)</td>
<td>Section 2 of the MTBA sets out the types of prohibited conduct and states: “Unless and except as permitted by regulations ... it shall be unlawful at any time, by any means, or in any manner, to pursue, hunt, take, capture, kill, attempt to do these acts, [or] possess ... any migratory bird, [or] any part, nest, or eggs of any such bird....” Violations of the MTBA may result in civil or criminal penalties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 703 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Air Act (CAA)</td>
<td>The Clean Air Act requires the Environmental Protection Agency to establish minimum national standards for air quality, known as National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), and assigns primary responsibility to the states to assure compliance with the standards. Areas not meeting the standards, referred to as “nonattainment areas,” are required to implement specified air pollution control measures. Federal actions located in NAAQS nonattainment areas must comply with the federal general air conformity rule set forth by the CAA and codified in 40 CFR Part 51. The general conformity rule requires federal agencies to ensure that actions undertaken in nonattainment or maintenance areas are consistent with the applicable state plan. The states administer the CAA through a comprehensive permitting program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Procedure Act (APA)</td>
<td>The APA establishes the general procedures that an agency must follow when promulgating a legislative rule. An agency must publish a notice of proposed rulemaking in the Federal Register, afford interested persons an opportunity to participate in the proceeding through the submission of written comments or, at the discretion of the agency, by oral presentation, and when consideration of the matter is completed, incorporate in the rules adopted “a concise general statement of their basis and purpose.” A final rule must be published in the Federal Register “not less than 30 days before its effective date.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 U.S.C. §§ 551 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix G. Legal Requirements Waived by DHS for the Construction of Physical Barriers and Roads in the Vicinity of the Barry M. Goldwater Range in Southwest Arizona

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws Waived</th>
<th>General Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endangered Species Act (ESA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act) 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilderness Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131 et seq.</td>
<td>The Wilderness Act established a National Wilderness Preservation System on federal lands “where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain.” Within designated wilderness areas, section 4(c) of the Act generally prohibits structures or installations, motor vehicle or other forms of mechanical transport, and temporary roads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 668dd-668ee.</td>
<td>The National Wildlife Refuge System (NWRS) was primarily established to ensure the conservation of fish, wildlife, and plants. Designated areas may be used for other purposes (e.g., hunting, timber harvest, and grazing) only to the extent that such activities are compatible with the purposes for which the refuge was created. The refuges are managed by the Fish and Wildlife Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Lands Withdrawal Act of 1999 (P.L. 106-65, 113 Stat. 885 (Oct. 5, 1999).</td>
<td>The Military Lands Withdrawal Act of 1999 withdrew the lands within the Barry M. Goldwater Range and generally reserved such lands to the Secretaries of the Air Force and the Navy for military purposes. The Secretaries of the Air Force, Navy, and Interior were required to establish an integrated natural resource plan (INRP) which, among other things, provided that “all gates, fences, and barriers constructed on such lands...be designed and erected to allow wildlife access, to the extent practicable and consistent with military security, safety, and sound wildlife management use.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikes Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 670 <em>et seq.</em></td>
<td>The Sikes Act requires the Secretary of Defense to carry out a program providing for the conservation and rehabilitation of natural resources on military installations (e.g., public lands withdrawn or reserved for use by a military department), pursuant to an INRP prepared in cooperation with the Secretary of the Interior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Procedure Act (APA) 5 U.S.C. §§ 551 <em>et seq.</em></td>
<td>See <strong>Appendix F</strong> for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix H. Legal Requirements Waived by DHS for the Construction of Physical Barriers and Roads in the Vicinity of the San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area in Southeast Arizona

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws Waived</th>
<th>General Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endangered Species Act (ESA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act) 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Air Act (CAA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 470aa et seq.</td>
<td>The Archeological Resources Protection Act generally prohibits the damage, removal, excavation, or alteration of any archeological resource located on public lands or Indian lands, except pursuant to a permit issued by the appropriate federal land manager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq.</td>
<td>The Safe Drinking Water Act provides federal authority for the establishment of standards and treatment requirements for public water supplies, control of the underground injection of wastes, and protection of sources of drinking water. Federal agencies involved in certain activities that may contaminate drinking water are subject to all federal, state, and local requirements concerning the protection of water systems to the same extent as any person is subject to such requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Control Act (NCA)</td>
<td>Pursuant to the Noise Control Act, the federal government has established standards for maximum sound levels generated from a variety of products. In addition, section 4 of the NCA requires federal agencies, subject to presidential exemption, to comply with federal, state, interstate, and local requirements respecting control and abatement of environmental noise to the same extent that any person is subject to such requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 U.S.C. §§ 4901 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), as amended by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901 et seq.</td>
<td>Through the SWDA, as amended by RCRA, entities that transport or produce solid or hazardous waste are required to comply with regulations concerning the management, production, and storage of waste. Moreover, each federal agency engaged in any activity resulting, or which may result, in the disposal or management of solid waste or hazardous waste is subject to all federal, state, and local requirements concerning such waste to the same extent as any person is subject to such requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 et seq.</td>
<td>CERCLA established broad federal authority to respond to the release or threatened release of hazardous substances. Among other things, it established requirements for closed and abandoned hazardous waste sites, and provided for liability of persons responsible for the release of hazardous waste at these locations. Federal agencies and instrumentalities are subject to these requirements to the same extent as nongovernmental entities, including with respect to liability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701 et seq.</td>
<td>The Federal Land Policy and Management Act establishes guidelines for the management and protection of federal public lands, as administered by the Secretary of the Interior through the Bureau of Land Management (in coordination with the Secretary of Agriculture with respect to lands in the National Forest System), and imposes procedural requirements for land transfers and exchanges. In developing land use plans, the Secretary is required to consider protection of areas of critical environmental concern and compliance with federal and state pollution control laws. The Secretary of the Interior, with respect to the public lands, and, the Secretary of Agriculture, with respect to lands within the National Forest System, are authorized to grant rights-of-way through such lands to other federal agencies, subject to terms and conditions imposed by the Secretary authorizing the right-of-way.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA)  
16 U.S.C. §§ 661 et seq.  

The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act generally provides that whenever the waters of any stream or other body of water are proposed to be modified by a federal agency, the agency must first consult with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior, and the head of the agency exercising administration over the wildlife resources of the state where the construction will occur, with a view to the conservation of wildlife resources.

Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act (AHPA)  
16 U.S.C. §§ 469 et seq.  

The purpose of the Archeological and Historical Preservation Act is to provide for the preservation of historical and archeological data which might otherwise be irreparably lost or destroyed as the result of, among other things, any alteration of terrain caused by a federal construction project. If a federal agency becomes aware that its activities in connection with a construction project may cause irreparable loss or destruction of significant scientific, prehistorical, historical, or archeological data, the agency must notify the Secretary of the Interior. If the Secretary deems such data to be significant and in danger of being irrevocably lost or destroyed, he is authorized to take action to protect and recover it.

Antiquities Act  
16 U.S.C. §§ 431 et seq.  

The Antiquities Act authorizes the President to declare as national monuments historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, and other objects of historic or scientific interest. This land is then withdrawn from any other use. The Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, and the Army may issue permits to qualified scientific or educational institutions for the excavation of archaeological sites and gathering of objects of antiquity on lands under their respective jurisdictions. Penalties are provided for damaging resources protected under the Act.

Historic Sites, Buildings, and Antiquities Act (HSBAA)  

The Historic Sites, Buildings, and Antiquities Act declares it the national policy to preserve histories, sites, buildings, and objects of national significance. The Secretary of the Interior, through the National Park Service, is charged with implementing the policy of the HSBAA, including through the acquisition, maintenance, administration of historic sites. Persons who violate any rules or regulations promulgated under the HSBAA may be subject to a fine.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws Waived</th>
<th>General Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona-Idaho Conservation Act of 1988</td>
<td>The Arizona-Idaho Conservation Act established the San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area, consisting of public lands surrounding the San Pedro River in Cochise County, Arizona. The Secretary of the Interior is responsible for managing the area in a manner that conserves and protects its wildlife and other resources. The Secretary may only permit uses of the conservation area that are determined to further the primary purposes for which the conservation area was established. Except in limited circumstances, motorized vehicles are permitted only on designated roads. Persons who violate the Act or its implementing regulations are subject to a fine and/or imprisonment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 460xx <em>et seq.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild and Scenic Rivers Act</td>
<td>The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act establishes a National Wild and Scenic Rivers System (System) protecting rivers and adjacent lands with important scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar values. Components of the System are to be administered in a manner that protects and enhances the free-flowing and undeveloped nature of areas covered by the Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmland Protection Policy Act (FPPA)</td>
<td>The Farmland Protection Policy Act requires the Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with other federal entities, to develop criteria for identifying the effects of federal programs on the conversion of farmland to nonagricultural uses. Federal agencies are thereafter required to use this criteria to identify farmland that is converted by federal programs and take into account the adverse effects of such programs on the preservation of farmland. Agencies must consider alternative actions, as appropriate, that could lessen such adverse effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 U.S.C. §§ 4201 <em>et seq.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Procedure Act (APA)</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix I. Legal Requirements Waived by DHS for the Construction of Physical Barriers and Roads in Hidalgo County, Texas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws Waived</th>
<th>General Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endangered Species Act (ESA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act) 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Air Act (CAA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 470aa et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 300l et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Control Act (NCA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 4901 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), as amended by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 661 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act (AHPA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 469 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiquities Act 16 U.S.C. §§ 431 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Procedure Act (APA) 5 U.S.C. §§ 551 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA)</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 1451 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act</td>
<td>See Appendix G for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 668dd-668ee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956</td>
<td>The Fish and Wildlife Act establishes a comprehensive national fish, shellfish, and wildlife resources policy. The law requires the Secretary of Interior to develop measures for “maximum sustainable production of fish,” make economic studies of the industry and recommend measures to insure the stability of fisheries, take steps “required for the development, management, advancement, conservation and protection of the fisheries resources,” and take steps “required for the development, management, advancement, conservation, and protection of fish and wildlife resources” through research, acquisition of land or water, development of existing facilities, and other means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 742a et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899</td>
<td>The Rivers and Harbors Act makes it a misdemeanor to discharge refuse into the navigable waters of the United States without a permit. It also makes it a misdemeanor to excavate, fill, or alter the course, condition, or capacity of any port, harbor, channel, or other area within the reach of the Act without a permit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 U.S.C. § 403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle Protection Act</td>
<td>The Eagle Protection Act provides for the protection of the bald eagle and the golden eagle by prohibiting the taking, possession, and commerce of such birds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 668 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)</td>
<td>The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act requires federal agencies and institutions receiving federal funding to return Native American cultural items and human remains to their respective people. If federal officials anticipate that activities on federal and tribal land might have an effect on American Indian burial, or their activities inadvertently discover such burials, they must consult with American Indian tribal officials as part of their compliance duties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA)</td>
<td>The American Indian Religious Freedom Act ensures American Indian groups access to religious sites by directing federal agencies to consult with American Indian spiritual leaders to determine appropriate procedures to protect access and other religious rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 U.S.C. § 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977 31 U.S.C. §§ 6303-6305</td>
<td>The Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act governs the use of “non-standard” agreements, such as grants or cooperative agreements offered by federal agencies. This Act imposes standards mandating the use of procurement contracts in some situations while allowing the use of non-standard agreements in other situations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix J. Legal Requirements Waived by DHS for the Construction of Physical Barriers and Roads at Various Project Areas Located in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws Waived</th>
<th>General Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endangered Species Act (ESA)</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act)</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Clean Water Act)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MTBA)</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 703 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Air Act (CAA)</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA)</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 470aa et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Control Act (NCA)</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 U.S.C. §§ 4901 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), as amended by the Resource Conservation</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Recovery Act (RCRA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CERCLA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 661 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiquities Act 16 U.S.C. §§ 431 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Procedure Act (APA) 5 U.S.C. §§ 551 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) 16 U.S.C. §§ 1451 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix F for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle Protection Act 16 U.S.C. §§ 668 et seq.</td>
<td>See Appendix I for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otay Mountain Wilderness Act of 1999 P.L. 106-145</td>
<td>The Otay Mountain Wilderness Act designates certain public lands in California as “wilderness” to be protected under the Wilderness Act. Any lands acquired by the United States within the designated area shall become part of the “wilderness area” and subject to the protections of the Wilderness Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 102(29) and 103 of Title I of the California Desert Protection Act P.L. 103-433, 50 Stat. 1827</td>
<td>The California Desert Protection Act designates certain lands within the Inyo National Forest as “wilderness” to be protected under the Wilderness Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws Waived</td>
<td>General Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Park Service General Authorities Act</td>
<td>The National Park Service General Authorities Act is the organic statute for the National Parks Service. The Act calls for the preservation of certain lands and empowers the National Parks Service to issue regulations and manage these lands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 1a-1 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sections 401(7), 403, and 404 of the National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978</td>
<td>The National Parks and Recreation Act designates the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument in Arizona as &quot;wilderness&quot; to be administered under the Wilderness Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L. 95-625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sections 301(a)-(f) of the Arizona Desert Wilderness Act</td>
<td>The Arizona Desert Wilderness Act designates certain lands in the Havasu National Wildlife Refuge, Imperial National Wildlife Refuge, Kofa National Wildlife Refuge, and Cabeza Prieta National Wildlife Refuge (all in Arizona) as components of the National Wilderness Preservation System to be administered under the Wilderness Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L. 101-628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Forest Management Act of 1976</td>
<td>The National Forest Management Act is the organic statute for the National Parks Service. It empowers the Secretary of the Interior to administer the national park system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 1600 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Use and Sustained Yield Act of 1960</td>
<td>The Multiple Use and Sustained Yield Act declares that national forests are for outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed, and fish and wildlife purposes. It seeks to ensure that the national forest are managed in furtherance of these purposes and in a sustainable manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 U.S.C. §§ 528-531</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA)</td>
<td>See Appendix H for description of requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 U.S.C. §§ 1701 et seq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECURE BORDER INITIATIVE

Observations on Selected Aspects of SBInet Program Implementation

Statement of Richard M. Stana, Director
Homeland Security and Justice Issues
What GAO Found

DHS has made some progress to implement Project 28—the first segment of SBI\textit{net} technology across the southwest border, but it has fallen behind its planned schedule. The SBI\textit{net} contractor delivered the components (i.e., radars, sensors and cameras) to the Project 28 site in Tucson, Arizona on schedule. However, Project 28 is incomplete more than 4 months after it was to become operational—at which point Border Patrol agents were to begin using SBI\textit{net} technology to support their activities. According to DHS, the delays are primarily due to software integration problems. In September 2007, DHS officials said that the Project 28 contractor was making progress in correcting the problems, but DHS was unable to specify a date when the system would be operational. Due to the slippage in completing Project 28, DHS is revising the SBI\textit{net} implementation schedule for follow-on technology projects, but still plans to deploy technology along 387 miles of the southwest border by December 31, 2008. DHS is also taking steps to strengthen its contract management for Project 28.

SBI\textit{net} infrastructure deployment along the southwest border is on schedule, but meeting CBP’s goal to have 370 miles of pedestrian fence and 200 miles of vehicle barriers in place by December 31, 2008, may be challenging and more costly than planned. CBP met its intermediate goal to deploy 70 miles of new fencing in fiscal year 2007 and the average cost per mile was $2.9 million. The SBI\textit{net} PMO estimates that deployment costs for remaining fencing will be similar to those thus far. In the past, DHS has minimized infrastructure construction labor costs by using Border Patrol agents and Department of Defense military personnel. However, CBP officials report that they plan to use commercial labor for future fencing projects. The additional cost of commercial labor and potential unforeseen increases in contract costs suggest future deployment could be more costly than planned. DHS officials also reported other challenging factors they will continue to face for infrastructure deployment, including community resistance, environmental considerations, and difficulties in acquiring rights to land along the border.

The impact of SBI\textit{net} on CBP’s workforce needs and operating procedures remains unclear because the SBI\textit{net} technology is not fully identified or deployed. CBP officials expect the number of Border Patrol agents required to meet mission needs to change from current projections, but until the system is fully deployed, the direction and magnitude of the change is unknown. For the Tucson sector, where Project 28 is being deployed, Border Patrol officials are developing a plan on how to integrate SBI\textit{net} into their operating procedures.

The SBI PMO tripled in size during fiscal year 2007, but fell short of its staffing goal of 270 employees. Agency officials expressed concerns that staffing shortfalls could affect the agency’s capacity to provide adequate contractor oversight. In addition, the SBI\textit{net} PMO has not yet completed long-term human capital planning.
Chairman Sanchez, Mr. Souder, Chairman Carney, Mr. Rogers and Members of the Subcommittees:

I am pleased to be here today to discuss observations on selected aspects of the Secure Border Initiative's SBI\textit{net} program implementation.

Securing the nation’s borders from illegal entry of aliens and contraband, including terrorists and weapons of mass destruction, continues to be a major concern. Much of the United States’ 6,000 miles of international borders with Canada and Mexico remains vulnerable to illegal entry. Although the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) apprehends hundreds of thousands of people entering the country illegally each year, several hundreds of thousands of individuals also enter the United States illegally and undetected. In November 2005, DHS announced the launch of the Secure Border Initiative (SBI), a multiyear, multibillion dollar program aimed at securing U.S. borders and reducing illegal immigration. Elements of SBI will be carried out by several organizations within DHS. One element of SBI is SBI\textit{net}. Under SBI\textit{net}, the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is responsible for developing a comprehensive border protection system.

You requested that we monitor the SBI\textit{net} program and provide periodic updates on the status of the program. My testimony today is the first in a series of interim reports on SBI\textit{net} implementation and focuses on the following issues:

- SBI\textit{net}’s technology implementation;
- SBI\textit{net}’s infrastructure implementation;
- the extent to which CBP has determined the impact of SBI\textit{net} technology and infrastructure on its workforce needs and operating procedures; and
- how the CBP SBI Program Management Office (PMO)\textsuperscript{1} has defined its human capital goals and the progress it has made to achieve these goals.

\textsuperscript{1}The SBI\textit{net} PMO is part of the CBP SBI PMO. The SBI\textit{net} PMO is responsible for overseeing all SBI\textit{net} activities; for acquisition and implementation, including establishing and meeting program goals, objectives, and schedules; for overseeing contractor performance; and for coordinating among DHS agencies.
To address these issues, we analyzed DHS documents, including program schedules and status reports, and workforce data. We interviewed DHS and CBP headquarters and field officials, including representatives of the SBI\textit{net} PMO, Border Patrol, CBP Air and Marine, and the DHS Science and Technology Directorate. We also visited the Tucson and Yuma, Arizona Border Patrol sectors\textsuperscript{2}—two sites where SBI\textit{net} deployment was underway at the time of our review. We performed our work from April 2007 through October 2007 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. (App. I provides a detailed discussion of our scope and methodology.)

We also have work underway to review other components of the SBI\textit{net} program. Specifically, we are conducting work for the House Committee on Homeland Security to assess the development and deployment of SBI\textit{net}’s command, control, and communications systems, and surveillance and detection systems and expect to issue a report next year. In addition, we are reviewing DHS’s use of performance-based services acquisition, an acquisition method structured around the results to be achieved instead of the manner by which the service should be performed. We expect to issue a report on this effort in January 2008.

DHS has made some progress to implement the first segment of SBI\textit{net} technology, Project 28—a $20 million project to secure 28 miles along the southwest border, but it has fallen behind its planned schedule. Boeing—the prime contractor that DHS selected to acquire, deploy, and sustain systems of new surveillance and communications technology across U.S. borders—delivered and deployed the system components (i.e., radars, sensors, computers) to the Project 28 site in the Tucson sector on schedule. However, Project 28 is incomplete more than 4 months after it was to become operational—at which point Border Patrol agents were to begin using SBI\textit{net} technology to support their activities, and CBP was to begin its operational test and evaluation phase. According to CBP and Boeing officials, the delays are primarily attributed to software integration problems—such as long delays in radar information being displayed in command centers. In September 2007, CBP officials told us that Boeing was making progress in correcting the system integration problems, but CBP was unable to provide us with a specific date on when Boeing would begin using SBI\textit{net} technology.

\textsuperscript{2}The U.S. Border Patrol has 20 sectors responsible for detecting, interdicting, and apprehending those who attempt illegal entry or smuggle people—including terrorists or contraband, including weapons of mass destruction—across U.S. borders between official ports of entry.
complete the necessary corrections to make Project 28 operational. CBP reports that it is in the early stages of planning for additional SBI\textit{net} technology projects along the southwest border; however, Boeing’s delay in completing Project 28 has led CBP to extend timelines for deploying some technology projects scheduled for calendar years 2007 and 2008. CBP reports that it has taken steps to strengthen its contract management for this project.

Deploying SBI\textit{net}’s infrastructure along the southwest border is on schedule, but meeting the SBI\textit{net} program’s goal to have 370 miles of pedestrian fence and 200 miles of vehicle barriers in place by December 31, 2008, may prove challenging and more costly than planned. CBP met its intermediate goal to deploy 70 miles of new fencing in fiscal year 2007 and the average cost per mile was $2.9 million. The SBI\textit{net} PMO estimates that deployment costs for remaining fencing will be similar to those thus far. In the past, DHS has minimized infrastructure construction labor costs by using Border Patrol agents and Department of Defense (DOD) military personnel. However, CBP officials report that they plan to use commercial labor for future fencing projects. The additional cost of commercial labor and potential unforeseen increases in contract costs suggest future deployment could be more costly than planned. Also, while deployment of tactical infrastructure is on schedule, CBP officials reported that meeting deadlines has been challenging because of factors the officials will continue to face, including conducting outreach necessary to address border-community resistance, identifying and completing steps necessary to comply with environmental regulations, and addressing difficulties in acquiring rights to border lands.

The impact of SBI\textit{net} on the Border Patrol’s workforce’s needs and operating procedures remains unclear because the SBI\textit{net} technology is not fully identified or deployed. CBP officials expect the number of Border Patrol agents required to meet mission needs to change from the current projections, but until the system is fully deployed, the direction and magnitude of the change is unknown. In addition, for the Tucson sector, where Project 28 is being deployed, the Border Patrol is developing a plan on how to integrate SBI\textit{net} into its operating procedures. Moreover, the delays in deploying Project 28 will require revising the SBI\textit{net}’s training curriculum, and trainers and operators will be retrained.

The SBI PMO tripled in size in fiscal year 2007 but fell short of its staffing goal of 270 employees. Agency officials expressed concerns that staffing shortfalls could affect the agency’s capacity to provide adequate contractor oversight. In addition, the SBI PMO has not yet completed its long-term human capital planning.
In their oral comments on a draft of this statement, DHS generally agreed with our findings and provided clarifying information that we incorporated as appropriate.

Background

The SBI\textit{net} program is responsible for identifying and deploying an appropriate mix of technology (e.g., sensors, cameras, radars, communications systems, and mounted laptop computers for agent vehicles), tactical infrastructure (e.g., fencing, vehicle barriers, roads), rapid response capability (e.g., ability to quickly relocate operational assets and personnel) and personnel (e.g., program staff and Border Patrol agents) that will enable CBP agents and officers to gain effective control\textsuperscript{3} of U.S. borders. SBI\textit{net} technology is also intended to include the development and deployment of a common operating picture (COP) that provides uniform data through a command center environment to Border Patrol agents in the field and all DHS agencies and to be interoperable with stakeholders external to DHS, such as local law enforcement. The initial focus of SBI\textit{net} is on the southwest border areas between ports of entry\textsuperscript{4} that CBP has designated as having the highest need for enhanced border security because of serious vulnerabilities. Through SBI\textit{net}, CBP plans to complete a minimum of 387 miles of technology deployment across the southwest border by December 31, 2008. Figure 1 shows the location of select SBI\textit{net} projects underway on the southwest border.

\textsuperscript{3}DHS defines effective control of U.S. borders as the ability to consistently: (1) detect illegal entries into the United States; (2) identify and classify these entries to determine the level of threat involved; (3) respond to these entries; and (4) bring events to a satisfactory law enforcement resolution.

\textsuperscript{4}At a port of entry location, CBP officers secure the flow of people and cargo into and out of the country, while facilitating legitimate travel and trade.
Figure 1: Select SBInet Projects Under Way on the Southwest Border

Project 37
Location: approximately 37-mile stretch of border near Yuma

Project 28
Location: approximately 28-mile stretch of border near Sasabe

Source: GAO analysis; Map Resources (map).
In September 2006, CBP awarded a prime contract to the Boeing Company for 3 years, with three additional 1-year options. As the prime contractor, Boeing is responsible for acquiring, deploying, and sustaining selected SBI\textit{net} technology and tactical infrastructure projects. In this way, Boeing has extensive involvement in the SBI\textit{net} program requirements development, design, production, integration, testing, and maintenance and support of SBI\textit{net} projects. Moreover, Boeing is responsible for selecting and managing a team of subcontractors that provide individual components for Boeing to integrate into the SBI\textit{net} system.\(^5\) The SBI\textit{net} contract is largely performance-based—that is, CBP has set requirements for SBI\textit{net} and Boeing and CBP coordinate and collaborate to develop solutions to meet these requirements—and designed to maximize the use of commercial off-the-shelf technology.\(^6\) CBP’s SBI\textit{net} PMO oversees and manages the Boeing-led SBI\textit{net} contractor team. The SBI\textit{net} PMO workforce includes a mix of government and contractor support staff. The SBI\textit{net} PMO reports to the CBP SBI Program Executive Director.

CBP is executing part of SBI\textit{net} activities through a series of task orders to Boeing for individual projects. As of September 30, 2007, CBP had awarded five task orders to Boeing for SBI\textit{net} projects. These include task orders for (1) Project 28, Boeing’s pilot project and initial implementation of SBI\textit{net} technology to achieve control of 28 miles of the border in the Tucson sector; (2) Project 37, for construction approximately 32 miles of vehicle barriers and pedestrian fencing in the Yuma sector along the Barry M. Goldwater Range (BMGR);\(^7\) (3) Program Management, for engineering, facilities and infrastructure, test and evaluation, and general program management services; (4) Fence Lab, a project to evaluate the performance and cost of deploying different types of fences and vehicle barriers; and (5) a design task order for developing the plans for several technology projects to be located in the Tucson, Yuma, and El Paso sectors.

\(^5\)Boeing employs several companies as subcontractors on the SBI\textit{net} project. These companies provide Boeing with a variety of services. For example, Boeing has used a subcontractor to install laptops into CBP vehicles, while it has used another to develop and deploy mobile sensor towers.

\(^6\)Commercial off-the-shelf is a term for software or hardware, generally technology or computer products, that are available for sale, lease, or license to the general public.

\(^7\)Project 37 consists of three phases, which when complete are to provide control over 37 miles of border in the Yuma sector. The first two phases focus on deployment of tactical infrastructure. The third phase will focus on technology systems.
In addition to deploying technology across the southwest border, the SBInet PMO plans to deploy 370 miles of single-layer pedestrian fencing and 200 miles of vehicle barriers by December 31, 2008. Whereas pedestrian fencing is designed to prevent people on foot from crossing the border, vehicle barriers are other physical barriers meant to stop the entry of vehicles. The SBInet PMO is utilizing the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to contract for fencing and supporting infrastructure (such as lights and roads), complete required environmental assessments, and acquire necessary real estate.8

DHS has estimated that the total cost for completing the deployment for the southwest border—the initial focus of SBInet deployment—will be $7.6 billion from fiscal years 2007 through 2011. DHS has not yet reported the estimated life cycle cost for this program, which is the total cost to the government for a program over its full life, consisting of research and development, operations, maintenance, and disposal costs.9 For fiscal year 2007, Congress appropriated about $1.2 billion for SBInet, about which 40 percent DHS had committed or obligated as of September 30, 2007. For fiscal year 2008, DHS has requested an additional $1 billion.10

DHS has made some progress to implement Project 28—the first segment of technology on the southwest border, but it has fallen behind its planned schedule. Project 28 is the first opportunity for Boeing to demonstrate that its technology system can meet SBInet performance requirements in a real-life environment.11 Boeing’s inability thus far to resolve system integration issues has left Project 28 incomplete more than 4 months after its planned June 13 milestone to become operational—at which point, Border Patrol agents were to begin using SBInet technology to support

---

**SBInet Technology Deployment Delays May Increase Schedule Risks**

DHS has estimated that the total cost for completing the deployment for the southwest border—the initial focus of SBInet deployment—will be $7.6 billion from fiscal years 2007 through 2011. DHS has not yet reported the estimated life cycle cost for this program, which is the total cost to the government for a program over its full life, consisting of research and development, operations, maintenance, and disposal costs.8 For fiscal year 2007, Congress appropriated about $1.2 billion for SBInet, about which 40 percent DHS had committed or obligated as of September 30, 2007. For fiscal year 2008, DHS has requested an additional $1 billion.9

DHS has made some progress to implement Project 28—the first segment of technology on the southwest border, but it has fallen behind its planned schedule. Project 28 is the first opportunity for Boeing to demonstrate that its technology system can meet SBInet performance requirements in a real-life environment.10 Boeing’s inability thus far to resolve system integration issues has left Project 28 incomplete more than 4 months after its planned June 13 milestone to become operational—at which point, Border Patrol agents were to begin using SBInet technology to support

---

8The SBInet PMO contracted with Boeing Company to construct 32 miles of fencing in the BMGR. Deployment of this fencing has been completed, and the SBInet PMO plans to use USACE to contract for all remaining pedestrian fencing and vehicle barriers to be deployed through December 31, 2008.


10DHS and DOD appropriations bills for fiscal year 2008 that include additional funding for border security are awaiting final action in Congress.

11CBP has established performance requirements for SBInet technology. These include requirements for (1) probability of detection; (2) correctly identifying threats; (3) apprehension; (4) system availability; and (5) false alarm rate.
their activities, and CBP was to begin its operational test and evaluation phase. Boeing delivered and deployed the individual technology components of Project 28 on schedule. Nevertheless, CBP and Boeing officials reported that Boeing has been unable to effectively integrate the information collected from several of the newly deployed technology components, such as sensor towers, cameras, radars, and unattended ground sensors. Among several technical problems reported were that it was taking too long for radar information to display in command centers and newly deployed radars were being activated by rain, making the system unusable. In August 2007, CBP officially notified Boeing that it would not accept Project 28 until these and other problems were corrected. In September 2007, CBP officials told us that Boeing was making progress in correcting the system integration problems; however, CBP was unable to provide us with a specific date when Boeing would complete the corrections necessary to make Project 28 operational. See figures 2 and 3 below for photographs of SBI

![Figure 2: Project 28 Mobile Sensor Tower Deployed in Tucson Sector](image)

Project 28 components include: 9 mobile radar/sensor towers; 4 underground sensors, 70 small hand-held satellite phones for agents to communicate throughout the Tucson sector; and 50 CBP agent vehicles with secure-mounted laptop computers and communications capabilities.

Source: GAO.
The SBI\textit{net} PMO reported that is in the early stages of planning for additional SBI\textit{net} technology projects along the southwest border; however, Boeing’s delay in completing Project 28 has led the PMO to change the timeline for deploying some of these projects. In August 2007, SBI\textit{net} PMO officials told us they were revising the SBI\textit{net} implementation plan to delay interim project milestones for the first phase of SBI\textit{net} technology projects, scheduled for calendar years 2007 and 2008.\footnote{The SBI\textit{net} PMO plans to deploy SBI\textit{net} projects in three phases. Phase one projects are scheduled between April 2007 and December 2008; phase two projects are scheduled between May 2008 and early 2010; and phase three projects are scheduled to begin in May 2009.} For example, SBI\textit{net} PMO officials said they were delaying the start dates for two projects\footnote{The two projects are Project 37 BMGR phase three technology deployment, and the Texas Mobile System, technology deployment for about 70 miles of border in the El Paso sector.} that were to be modeled on the design used for Project 28 until after Project 28 is operational and can provide lessons learned for planning and deploying additional SBI\textit{net} technology along the southwest border. According to the SBI\textit{net} master schedule dated May 31, 2007, these projects were to become operational in December 2007 and May 2008. Despite these delays, SBI\textit{net} PMO officials said they still expected to complete all of the first phase of technology projects by the end of calendar year 2008. As of October 15, 2007, the SBI\textit{net} PMO had not provided us with a revised deployment schedule for this first phase.
CBP reports that it is taking steps to strengthen its contract management for Project 28. For example, citing numerous milestone slippages by Boeing during Project 28 implementation, in August 2007, CBP sought and reached an agreement with Boeing to give it greater influence in milestone setting and planning corrective actions on the Project 28 task order. While CBP had selected a firm-fixed-price contract to limit cost overruns on Project 28, CBP officials told us that the firm-fixed-price contract CBP used for Project 28 had limited the government’s role in directing Boeing in its decision making process. For example, CBP and contractor officials told us they expressed concern about the timeline for completing Project 28, but CBP chose not to modify the contract because doing so would have made CBP responsible for costs beyond the $20 million fixed-price contract.

In mid-August 2007, CBP organized a meeting with Boeing representatives to discuss ways to improve the collaborative process, the submission of milestones, and Boeing’s plan to correct Project 28 problems. Following this meeting, CBP and Boeing initiated a Change Control Board. In mid-September representatives from Boeing’s SBI team and its subcontractors continued to participate on this board and vote on key issues for solving Project 28 problems. Although CBP participates on this committee as a non-voting member, a senior SBI official said the government’s experience on the Change Control Board had been positive thus far. For example, the official told us that the Change Control Board had helped improve coordination and integration with Boeing and for suggesting changes to the subcontractor companies working on Project 28.

---

15 A firm-fixed-price contract provides for a price that is not subject to any adjustment on the basis of the contractor’s cost experience in performing the contract. This contract type places maximum risk upon the contractor and full responsibility for all costs and resulting profit or loss.

16 In April 2007, CBP and Boeing reached an agreement to modify the terms of the Project 28 contract, increasing it to about $20.66 million. CBP modified the contract to add several project design requirements that the existing task order did not address.

17 The Change Control Board is a voting body that represents the interests of program and project management by ensuring that a structured process is used to consider proposed changes and incorporate them into a specified release of a product.
Deploying SBInet’s tactical infrastructure along the southwest border is on schedule, but meeting the SBInet program’s goal to have 370 miles of pedestrian fence and 200 miles of vehicle barriers in place by December 31, 2008, may be challenging and more costly than planned. CBP set an intermediate goal to deploy 70 miles of new pedestrian fencing by the close of fiscal year 2007 and, having deployed 73 miles by this date, achieved its goal. Table 1 summarizes CBP’s progress and plans for tactical infrastructure deployment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure type</th>
<th>Miles in place before SBInet</th>
<th>Miles deployed through SBInet</th>
<th>Total miles in place</th>
<th>Target for 12/31/08</th>
<th>Miles remaining to meet 12/31/08 target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian fencing</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle barriers</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of CBP data.

Costs for the 73 miles of fencing constructed in fiscal year 2007 averaged $2.9 million per mile and ranged from $700,000 in San Luis, Arizona, to $4.8 million per mile in Sasabe, Arizona. CBP also deployed 11 miles of vehicle barriers and, although CBP has not yet been able to provide us with the cost of these vehicle barriers, it projects that the average per mile cost for the first 75 miles of barriers it deploys will be $1.5 million. Figure 4 presents examples of fencing deployed.
CBP estimates costs for the deployment of fencing in the future will be similar to those thus far. However, according to CBP officials, costs vary due to the type of terrain, materials used, land acquisition, who performs the construction, and the need to meet an expedited schedule. Although CBP estimates that the average cost of remaining fencing will be $2.8 million per mile, actual future costs may be higher due to factors such as the greater cost of commercial labor, higher than expected property acquisition costs, and unforeseen costs associated with working in remote areas. To minimize one of the many factors that add to cost, in the past DHS has used Border Patrol agents and DOD military personnel. However, CBP officials reported that they plan to use commercial labor for future infrastructure projects to meet their deadlines. Of the 73 miles of fencing completed to date, 31 were completed by DOD military personnel and 42 were constructed through commercial contracts. While the non-commercial projects cost an average of $1.2 million per mile, the commercial projects averaged over three times more—$4 million.

18CBP’s estimates of non-commercial fencing projects do not include labor costs associated with using government personnel.

19According to the Congressional Research Service (CRS), DHS predicts that the San Diego fence will have a total cost of $127 million for its 14-mile length when it is completed—roughly $9 million a mile. Construction of the first 9.5 miles of fencing cost $31 million, or roughly $3 million a mile, while construction of the last 4.5 miles of fencing is projected to cost $96 million, or roughly $21 million a mile. DHS is proposing to hire private contractors to expedite the construction of the remaining 4.5 miles of fencing; according to CRS this fact, and the complexity of the construction, may account for part of the difference in cost.
According to CBP officials, CBP plans to utilize exclusively commercial contracts to complete the remaining 219 miles of fencing. If contract costs for deployment of remaining miles are consistent with those to deploy tactical infrastructure to date and average $4 million per mile, the total contract cost will be $890 million, considerably more than CBP’s initial estimate of $650 million.

Although deployment of tactical infrastructure is on schedule, CBP officials reported that meeting deadlines has been challenging because factors they will continue to face include conducting outreach necessary to address border community resistance, devoting time to identify and complete steps necessary to comply with environmental regulations, and addressing difficulties in acquiring rights to border lands. As of July 2007 CBP anticipated community resistance to deployment for 130 of its 370 miles of fencing. According to community leaders, communities resist fencing deployment for reasons including the adverse effect they anticipate it will have on cross-border commerce and community unity. In addition to consuming time, complying with environmental regulations, and acquiring rights to border land can also drive up costs. Although CBP officials state that they are proactively addressing these challenges, these factors will continue to pose a risk to meeting deployment targets.

In an effort to identify low cost and easily deployable fencing solutions, CBP funded a project called Fence Lab. CBP plans to try to contain costs by utilizing the results of Fence Lab in the future. Fence Lab tested nine fence/barrier prototypes and evaluated them based on performance criteria such as their ability to disable a vehicle traveling at 40 miles per hour (see fig. 5), allowing animals to migrate through them, and their cost-effectiveness. Based on the results from the lab, SBI\textit{net} has developed three types of vehicle barriers and one pedestrian fence that meet CBP operational requirements (see fig. 6). The pedestrian fence can be installed onto two of these vehicle barriers to create a hybrid pedestrian fence and vehicle barrier. CBP plans to include these solutions in a

---

2Although the REAL ID Act of 2005 gives DHS the authority to waive all legal requirements necessary to ensure expeditious construction of certain specified barriers and roads along the southern border (Pub. L. No. 109-13, div. B, § 102, 119 Stat. 302, 306), DHS officials told us that they only use this authority after they have pursued alternatives.
“toolkit” of approved fences and barriers, and plans to deploy solutions from this toolkit for all remaining vehicle barriers and for 202 of 225 miles of remaining fencing. Further, CBP officials anticipate that deploying these solutions will reduce costs because cost-effectiveness was a criterion for their inclusion in the toolkit. SBInet officials also told us that widely deploying a select set of vehicle barriers and fences will lower costs through enabling it to make bulk purchases of construction and maintenance materials.

Figure 5: Fence Lab crash testing conducted in May 2007

Source: CBP

21 As the SBInet PMO uses testing and evaluation to identify tactical infrastructure and technology components that effectively secure the border, the SBInet PMO is approving them for inclusion in a master “toolkit” of approved solutions. In addition to vehicle barriers and fences, the toolkit will include technology components such as radars and satellite phones as well as a list of approved vendors. In the future, the SBInet PMO plans to choose among its toolkit components to craft border security solutions.
SBInet Impact on Border Patrol’s Workforce Needs and Operating Procedures Remains Unclear

While SBInet Program officials expect SBInet to greatly reduce the time spent by CBP enforcement personnel in performing detection activities, a full evaluation of SBInet’s impact on the Border Patrol’s workforce needs has not been completed. The Border Patrol currently uses a mix of resources including personnel, technology, infrastructure, and rapid response capabilities to incrementally achieve its strategic goal of establishing and maintaining operational control of the border. Each year through its Operational Requirements Based Budget Program (ORBBP), the Border Patrol sectors outline the amount of resources needed to

22 SBI PMO expects SBInet to provide the capability to predict, deter, detect, identify, classify, track, respond to, and resolve border incursion; and the operational enhancements of SBInet will provide efficiencies by reducing the time agents spend performing detection and characterization activities.

23 CBP defines operational control as the ability to detect, respond, and interdict border penetrations in areas deemed as high priority for threat potential or other national security objectives.
achieve a desired level of border control. Border Patrol officials state this annual planning process allows the organization to measure the impact of each type of resource on the required number of Border Patrol agents. A full evaluation of SBI\textit{net}'s impact on the Border Patrol's workforce needs is not yet included in the ORBBP process; however, the Border Patrol plans to incorporate information from Project 28 a few months after it is operational.

According to agency officials, CBP is on track to meet its hiring goal of 6,000 new Border Patrol agents by December 2008, but after SBI\textit{net} is deployed, CBP officials expect the number of Border Patrol agents required to meet mission needs to change from current projections, although the direction and magnitude of the change is unknown. In addition, in June 2007, we expressed concern that deploying these new agents to the southwest sectors coupled with the planned transfer of more experienced agents to the northern border will create a disproportionate ratio of new agents to supervisors within those sectors—jeopardizing the supervisors’ availability to acclimate new agents. Tucson Sector officials stated CBP is planning to hire from 650 to 700 supervisors next year. To accommodate the additional agents, the Border Patrol has taken initial steps to provide additional work space through constructing temporary and permanent facilities, at a projected cost of about $550 million from fiscal year 2007 to 2011.

The SBI\textit{net} PMO expects SBI\textit{net} to support day-to-day border enforcement operations; however, analysis of the impact of SBI\textit{net} technology on the Border Patrol’s operational procedures cannot be completed at this time because agents have not been able to fully use the system as intended. Leveraging technology is part of the National Border Patrol Strategy which identifies the objectives, tools, and initiatives the Border Patrol uses to maintain operational control of the borders. The Tucson sector, where Project 28 is being deployed, is developing a plan on how to integrate SBI\textit{net} into its operating procedures. Border Patrol officials stated they intend to re-evaluate this strategy, as SBI\textit{net} technology is identified and deployed, and as control of the border is achieved.

\footnote{The Border Patrol defines five levels of border security ranging from “controlled”—the highest sustainable level of control to “remote/low activity”—the lowest level of control.}
According to agency officials, 22 trainers and 333 operators were trained on the current Project 28 system, but because of deployment delays and changes to the COP software, the SBI\textit{net} training curriculum is to be revised by Boeing and the government. Training is continuing during this revision process with 24 operators being trained each week. According to CBP officials, Border Patrol agents are receiving “hands on” training during evening and weekend shifts at the COP workstations to familiarize themselves with the recent changes made to the Project 28 system. However, training is to be stopped once a stabilized version of the COP can be used and both trainers and operators are to be retrained using the revised curriculum. Costs associated with revising the training material and retraining the agents are to be covered by Boeing as part of the Project 28 task order; however, the government may incur indirect costs associated with taking agents offline for retraining.

The SBI PMO tripled in size in fiscal year 2007 but fell short of its staffing goal of 270 employees.\textsuperscript{26} As of September 30, 2007, the SBI PMO had 247 employees onboard, with 113 government employees and 134 contractor support staff. SBI PMO officials also reported that as of October 19, 2007, they had 76 additional staff awaiting background investigations. In addition, these officials said that a Human Capital Management Plan has been drafted, but as of October 22, 2007, the plan had not been approved. In February 2007, we reported that SBI\textit{net} officials had planned to finalize a human capital strategy that was to include details on staffing and expertise needed for the program.\textsuperscript{27} At that time, SBI and SBI\textit{net} officials expressed concern about difficulties in finding an adequate number of staff with the required expertise to support planned activities about staffing that shortfalls could limit government oversight efforts. Strategic human capital planning is a key component used to define the critical skills and competencies that will be needed to achieve programmatic goals and outlines ways the organization can fill gaps in knowledge, skills, and abilities.\textsuperscript{28} Until SBI\textit{net} fully implements a comprehensive human capital planning system, SBI PMO officials will be unable to ensure that the agency has sufficient personnel to accomplish its mission.


\textsuperscript{27}GAO-07-309.

strategy, it will continue to risk not having staff with the right skills and abilities to successfully execute the program.

Concluding Observations

Project 28 and other early technology and infrastructure projects are the first steps on a long journey towards SBI net implementation that will ultimately require an investment of billions of taxpayer dollars. Some of these early projects have encountered unforeseen problems that could affect DHS’s ability to meet projected completion dates, expected costs, and performance goals. These issues underscore the need for both DHS and Boeing, as the prime contractor, to continue to work cooperatively to correct the problems remaining with Project 28 and to ensure that the SBI net PMO has adequate staff to effectively plan and oversee future projects. These issues also underscore Congress’s need to stay closely attuned to DHS’s progress in the SBI net program to make sure that performance, schedule, and cost estimates are achieved and the nation’s border security needs are fully addressed.

This concludes my prepared testimony. I would be happy to respond to any questions that members of the Subcommittees may have.
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Appendix I: Scope and Methodology

To determine the progress that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has made in implementing the Secure Border Initiative (SBI) SBI\textit{net}'s technology deployment projects, we analyzed DHS documentation, including program schedules, project task orders, status reports, and expenditures. We also interviewed DHS and the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) headquarters and field officials, including representatives of the SBI\textit{net} Program Management Office (PMO), Border Patrol, CBP Air and Marine, and the DHS Science and Technology Directorate, as well as SBI\textit{net} contractors. We visited the Tucson Border Patrol sector—the site where SBI\textit{net} technology deployment was underway at the time of our review.

To determine the progress that Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has made in infrastructure project implementation, we analyzed DHS documentation, including schedules, contracts, status reports, and expenditures. In addition, we interviewed DHS and CBP headquarters and field officials, including representatives of the SBI\textit{net} PMO, and Border Patrol. We also interviewed officials from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Department of the Interior. We visited the Tucson and Yuma, Arizona Border Patrol sectors—two sites where tactical infrastructure projects were underway at the time of our review. We did not review the justification for infrastructure project cost estimates or independently verify the source or validity of the cost information.

To determine the extent to which CBP has determined the impact of SBI\textit{net} technology and infrastructure on its workforce needs and operating procedures, we reviewed documentation of the agency’s decision to hire an additional 6,000 agents and the progress hiring these agents. We also interviewed headquarters and field officials to track if and how CBP (1) is hiring and training its target number of personnel, (2) it is planning to train new agents on SBI\textit{net} technology, and (3) it will incorporate the new system into its operational procedures, and any implementation challenges it reports facing in conducting this effort.

To determine how the SBI\textit{net} PMO defined its human capital goals and progress it has made in achieving these goals, we reviewed the office’s documentation on its hiring efforts related to SBI\textit{net}, related timelines, and compared this information with agency goals. We determined that the workforce data were sufficiently reliable for purposes of this report. We also interviewed SBI and SBI\textit{net} officials to identify challenges in meeting the goals and steps taken by the agency to address those challenges.
We performed our work from April 2007 through October 2007 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
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Introduction

The Secure Border Fence Act of 2006 and the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 direct the construction of 700 miles of reinforced fencing on the Southwest border of the United States. Approximately 70 miles of this fencing is slated to be constructed in the Texas Rio Grande Valley.

The lands being taken by the U.S. government for the purpose of building the fence include public and privately held lands. Several private properties that are currently being accessed by the U.S. government for the purpose of surveying and construction are owned by citizens with deep historical claims to their land. Dr. Eloisa Tamez, a life-long resident of El Calaboz, Texas is one such property owner. Dr. Tamez, self identified as Lipan Apache, is the owner of a small piece of property that has been in her family since 1774. The proposed wall will bisect her land, leaving the majority of her property on the south side of the barrier.

The case of Idalia Benavidez and her family is another example. For five generations, the Benavidez family has lived on a seven-acre plot of farmland near the U.S.–Mexico border west of Brownsville, Texas. They have harvested cotton and squash and raised goats and pigs. They have helped build the levee that is located across the rear of the property. In April, federal officials arrived asking to purchase a rectangular slice of their property abutting the levee for $4,100 to make way for the border fence. The Benavidez family refused. Idalia Benavidez told the Working Group that one of the government employees told her, "I don't want to scare you but whether you agree or not, the government's going to build the fence." If the 18-foot-high barrier is built on their property, it will cut off the Benavidez cows and goats from a pasture south of the fence's proposed path. Many other private property owners are being affected in similar ways.

In the process of planning and constructing the border fence on the Texas/Mexico border, and particularly in the Rio Grande Valley, the United States government is violating residents’ right to property. Additionally, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and Customs and Border Protection in particular, are conducting the border fence planning and construction process in ways that violate the principles of equal protection and non-discrimination as understood by international human rights law.

---

1 The public lands are property of the State of Texas, different cities, counties and school districts, among others.
2 The Working Group has interviewed and consulted with Dr. Eloisa Tamez.
3 The Working Group interviewed Idalia Benavidez. See also Arian Campo-Flores and Andrew Murr, Brownsville’s Bad Lie, Newsweek, May 05, 2008.
This briefing paper examines these violations. Its central arguments are:

- The United States government is violating residents’ right to property.\(^4\)
- The placement (location) of the border fence is discriminatory.
- The placement (location) of the border fence is arbitrary.
- The burden is on the United States government to demonstrate that the construction of a border fence is a reasonable and necessary measure to protect the State’s national security objectives and that there are no other less restrictive measures available, but the government has not carried its burden.

**Domestic Law on the Border Fence**

Two pieces of legislation are central to U.S. policy concerning the border fence:

- **P.L. 109-367, the Secure Fence Act of 2006**
- **P.L. 110-161, the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008**

**P.L. 109-367, the Secure Fence Act of 2006**, was signed into law on October 26, 2006. The act directed DHS to construct two-layered reinforced fencing and additional physical barriers, roads, cameras, sensors, and lighting along five stretches of the southwest border.

According to the act, the Texas portion of the border fence would be located: from 5 miles west of the Columbus, New Mexico, port of entry to 10 miles east of El Paso, Texas; from 5 miles northwest of the Del Rio, Texas, port of entry to 5 miles southeast of the Eagle Pass, Texas, port of entry; and from 15 miles northwest of the Laredo, Texas, port of entry to the Brownsville, Texas, port of entry.

**P.L. 110-161, the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008**, was enacted on December 26, 2007 (fourteen months after the Secure Fence Act of 2006). Most importantly, the act significantly increased the Secretary of Homeland Security’s discretion as to where to construct fencing. Whereas the Secretary was previously required to build the fence in specific areas, the new legislation includes a more general requirement to construct barriers: “along not less than 700 miles of the southwest border where fencing would be most practical and effective and provide for the installation of additional physical barriers, roads, lighting, cameras, and sensors to gain operational control of the southwest border\(^5\).” The act also amends the provisions concerning fence construction in priority areas, by requiring the Secretary of Homeland Security to identify either 370 miles or “other mileage” along the southwest border where fencing would be most practical and effective, and to complete construction of fencing in those identified areas by December 31, 2008. Another important change enacted by this legislation is that the Secretary is

---

\(^{4}\) Current U.S. immigration law authorizes the Secretary of DHS to contract for and buy any interest in land adjacent to or in the vicinity of the international border when the Secretary deems the land essential to control and guard the border against any violations of immigration law. It also authorizes the Secretary to commence condemnation proceedings if a reasonable purchase price cannot be agreed upon. See Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act, section 102.

\(^{5}\) P.L. 110-161.
not required to install: “fencing, physical barriers, roads, lighting, cameras, and sensors in a particular location...if the Secretary determines that the use or placement of such resources is not the most appropriate means to achieve and maintain operational control over the international border at such location.” Despite the important modifications and new requirements for consultation and consideration of alternatives included in this legislation, DHS does not appear to have changed its plans for wall locations significantly from those designated in the Secure Fence Act of 2006.

**International Law as it Applies to the Border Fence - The Right to Property and the Principle of Equal Protection and Non-Discrimination**

Article II of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of the Man (“American Declaration”) says that: “All persons are equal before the law and have the rights and duties established in this Declaration, without distinction as to race, sex, language, creed or any other factor.”

Article V of the American Declaration states: “Every person has the right to the protection of the law against abusive attacks upon his honor, his reputation, and his private and family life.”

Article IX of the American Declaration states: “Every person has the right to the inviolability of his home.”

Article XXIII of the American Declaration states: “Every person has a right to own such private property as meets the essential needs of decent living and helps to maintain the dignity of the individual and of the home.”

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights (“the Inter-American Court” or IACtHR) has said that the right to property must be understood in the context of a democratic society. In that context, the State, in order to guarantee other rights of vital relevance can limit or restrict or even expropriate since the right to private property is not an absolute right\(^6\).

However, the Inter-American system has put strict limitations on a State’s ability to affect a person’s right to property.

The Inter-American Court has held, on several occasions, that, in accordance with Article 21 of the American Convention on Human Rights (“American Convention”)\(^7\), a State may restrict the use and enjoyment of the right to property only where the restrictions on

---


\(^7\) The Inter-American Commission on Human rights (“the Commission” or IACHR) has clarified that, in interpreting and applying the Declaration, it is necessary to consider its provisions in the context of the international and inter-American human rights systems more broadly and in the light of developments in the field of international human rights law. This includes, in particular, the American Convention on Human Rights which, in many instances, may be considered to represent an authoritative expression of the fundamental principles set forth in the American Declaration. IACHR, Garza v. United States, Case 12.275, Annual Report of the IACHR 2000, paras. 88 and 89.
the right are: a) previously established by law; b) necessary; c) proportional, and d) with the aim of achieving a legitimate objective in a democratic society.\textsuperscript{8}

The Inter-American Court has recognized its power to review the public utility or social interests invoked to restrict the right of property or to expropriate property. According to the Court, States must use the least restrictive means when the rights and duties contained in the Convention are affected\textsuperscript{9}.

The tribunal has explained that when restricting rights, including the right to property, States must ensure that the measures are necessary, in the sense that they are absolutely essential to achieve the purpose sought and that, among all possible measures, there is no less burdensome one in relation to the right involved, that would be as suitable to achieve the proposed objective\textsuperscript{10}. The Court requires that the restriction must be proportionate to the interest that justifies it and must be appropriate for accomplishing this legitimate purpose, interfering as little as possible with the effective exercise of the right\textsuperscript{11}. Particularly, if various options are available to achieve an objective, the one which least restricts the right protected must be selected\textsuperscript{12}.

The Inter-American Court has further held that the requirement of proportionality in a democratic society must be respected not only in the law that frames the restrictions but also by the administrative and judicial authorities in the application of the law. States should ensure that reasons for the application of restrictive measures are provided\textsuperscript{13}.

In addition, in accordance with case law from the Inter-American system, “there is an inseparable connection between the obligation to respect and guarantee human rights and the principle of equality and non-discrimination. States are obliged to respect and guarantee the full and free exercise of rights and freedoms without any discrimination.”\textsuperscript{14} Restrictions and limitations on the right to property must also respect the principle of equality and non-discrimination.


\textsuperscript{9} See IACtHR, Case of Salvador-Chiriboga, supra note 6, para. 73.


\textsuperscript{14} See IACtHR, Advisory Opinion OC-18/03 of September 17, 2003, Requested by the United Mexican States; Juridical Condition and Rights of the Undocumented Migrants, para. 85.
The principle of equal and effective protection of the law and of non-discrimination is enshrined in multiple international instruments.\textsuperscript{15} As stated by the Inter-American Court: “the fact that the principle of equality and non-discrimination is regulated in so many international instruments is evidence that there is a universal obligation to respect and guarantee the human rights arising from that general basic principle.”\textsuperscript{16} As stated by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, the \textit{jus cogens} nature of non-discrimination implies that, owing to its preemptory nature, all States must observe this fundamental rule, whether or not they have ratified the conventions establishing the principle of equality and non-discrimination.

International law allows States to make reasonable distinctions between groups or individuals in order to pursue legitimate aims in the interest of the State or society—including national security objectives such as border security. However to be permissible, the distinctions must fall within narrow parameters.

With regards to the possibility of the State to make distinctions between individuals and groups, the Inter-American Court has found that “the term distinction will be used to indicate what is admissible, because it is reasonable, proportionate and objective.”\textsuperscript{17} The term “discrimination” will be used to refer to any exclusion, restriction or privilege that is not objective and reasonable, and which adversely affects human rights.\textsuperscript{18}

The principle of proportionality is thus included as a requirement to establish the validity of restrictions on the right to property as well as to decide whether a measure is discriminatory. In regards to proportionality in the discrimination context, the Inter-American human rights organs apply a standard very similar to the one applied in assessing restrictions on the right to property and other rights in general. The Inter-American Commission has established that, if various options are available to achieve an objective, the one that least restricts the right protected must be selected.\textsuperscript{19} Similarly, in order to justify permissible distinctions, the State must demonstrate that its objectives cannot be satisfied any other way than through discriminatory means.\textsuperscript{20}

International law provides additional guidance for considering the human rights implications of the construction of the fence and its effect on the property rights of border residents. The International Court of Justice (ICJ) considered issues relevant to the Texas/Mexico border-wall when it ruled on the construction of a wall by Israel in the occupied Palestinian territory.\textsuperscript{21} In this case, although the Israeli government had broad

\textsuperscript{15} As noted by the Inter-American Court, some of these instruments include: OAS Charter, Article 3(1); American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, Article 2; American Convention on Human Rights, Articles 1 and 24; Charter of the United Nations, Article 1(3).
\textsuperscript{16} See IACtHR, Advisory Opinion OC-18/03, supra note 14, para. 86.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid. para 84.
\textsuperscript{18} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{19} As stated by the Inter-American Commission in its submission in the proceedings on Advisory Opinion OC-18/03, supra note 14, para. 47.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{21} ICJ Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion of 9 July 2004.
authority to confiscate land, villages complained that they had been unfairly deprived of their land through such seizures. The ICJ ruled that the wall and the route chosen for the wall and its associated security regime "gravely infringe a number of rights of Palestinians residing in the territory" and "the infringements resulting from that route cannot be justified by military exigencies or by the requirements of national security or public order."

The ICJ decision is crucial in the sense that it held that grave property violation cannot stand even in the face of military justifications or national security goals and their connection to the construction of the wall. In order to reach its conclusion, the ICJ took into account the provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), to which the U.S. is a party, among other instruments. Crucially, the ICJ observed that, in regard to the restrictions provided for under Article 12, paragraph 3 of the ICCPR relating to the right of freedom of movement, it is not sufficient that such restrictions be directed to the ends authorized; they must also be necessary for the attainment of those ends, conform to the principle of proportionality and be the least intrusive instrument amongst those which might achieve the desired result. The ICJ concluded that these conditions were not met in regards to the wall constructed in the occupied Palestinian territories.

This briefing paper will demonstrate that although the U.S. government has the right to subordinate the use of private property for reasons of public utility and social interest—including national security and the control of immigration—, it has not done so in a way that comports with international human rights law. By planning for the construction of a border wall across land owned by persons living along the Texas/Mexico border, the U.S. government is violating the right to property and the right to non-discrimination. The restrictions on the right to property imposed in this case are not proportional to the State’s objectives; those restrictions defy the principle of necessity because they are arbitrary, discriminatory, and disproportional given that other less restrictive measures are available. Each of these points is explored below.

**Arbitrary Distinctions with Regard to the Location of the Fence**

The United States has made arbitrary distinctions with regard to the location of the border fence. It has done so in two ways:

- Legislation that mandates the fence has made arbitrary distinctions with regard to fence location and length and;
- DHS has executed the planning and construction of the fence using methods that make arbitrary distinctions between properties.

**The Legislation Makes Arbitrary Distinctions**

Congress has determined that the border fence will consist of intermittent barriers along the Texas/Mexico border. The use of intermittent fencing raises serious questions not...
only about the effectiveness of the proposed barriers, but also about the arbitrary nature of their placement.

The differences between the Secure Fence Act of 2006 and the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 suggest that the decision-making process leading to the planned locations for construction of the border fence has been arbitrary and non-objective. The Secure Fence Act of 2006 placed requirements on DHS as to the segments of the Texas/Mexico border that should be fenced, although it left many gaps along the border and did not specify the exact location of the fence along those segments. Current legislation, as passed in the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008, removed these requirements and gave DHS complete freedom in determining the location of the intermittent fencing barriers. While the newer legislation allowed for more flexibility in determining wall construction sites and required greater consultation and consideration of alternatives, DHS has forged forward with plans to construct physical fencing, rather than implement alternatives such as heightened Border Patrol presence or increased technology in most of the areas designated in the original Secure Fence Act.

These changes in the legislation reflect the arbitrary nature of the decision-making process that will determine the fate of hundreds of property owners in South Texas. First, the lack of specificity with regards to fence location in the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 raises serious questions as to the rationale behind the locations specified in the Secure Fence Act of 2006. Second, the differences between the two laws also call into question the rationale behind the current fencing locations adopted by DHS, which appear to closely follow those dictated in the Secure Fence Act despite Congress’ decision not to mandate fencing in those specific areas. Third, the changes between the first and second bills undermine the legitimacy of the border fence project by demonstrating the arbitrary nature of the Congressional decision-making process itself.

The Secure Fence Act of 2006 does not indicate why or how the locations specified in the legislation were chosen. Sufficient information and data do not exist to justify the building of the border fence in these areas or establish the logical basis for its location. Legislative records from 2006, the year in which the border fence was debated in both the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate, demonstrate the arbitrary nature of the location of the border fence.

25 For example, the Secure Fence Act of 2006, while requiring the construction of a fence “extending 15 miles northwest of the Laredo, Texas, port of entry to the Brownsville, Texas, port of entry”, did not specify whether that segment should be built following the river bank or in a different location or how close the fence should be to the river bank.

26 Current legislation appears also to reduce the number of miles of the fence by approximately 150 miles. This calculation is based on U.S. Customs and Border Patrol’s estimate that the fence mandated in the Secure Fence Act of 2006 would require 850 miles of physical barriers. The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 only requires the construction of reinforced fencing along not less than 700 miles of the southwest border. Source: Congressional Research Service, Report for Congress: Barriers along the U.S. International Border.” Updated January 8, 2008, page 2. Other sources suggest that the Secure Fence Act would only have required 700 miles of fencing. It is simply impossible to tell, without expert mapping, which estimate is correct since the Secure Fence Act did not give a total mileage number or even the mileage included in each of the segments of the border it identified for placement of the wall.
Statements made by Representative Chris Van Hollen during debates in the U.S. House of Representatives demonstrate Congress’ lack of: 1) knowledge about the rationale behind the location of the fence, and 2) technical expertise to make location decisions. His statement suggests that Congress does not know why certain precise locations were targeted, and not others: 27

I want to make my position on this issue clear. I support the construction of a fence to better secure our border...However, this bill simply doesn't provide for a fence. In a typical example of congressional overreaching and micromanagement, the bill specifies exactly how such a fence will be built and the precise location of each segment of the fence. We are neither engineers nor construction managers nor do we know the best alignment of such a fence. We should simply direct the experts to construct a fence that accomplishes the objective of preventing illegal immigration and allow it to be built in the most cost-effective manner.

Representative Bryan Conoway presented a similar argument to his colleagues in the House, demonstrating that Congress was unqualified to make decisions about the location of the border fence: 28

The first step is to thoroughly analyze what is needed along all of our borders to meet our goal. At a minimum, the Border Patrol should be asked to provide us with what they think in their professional judgment is needed to do their job.

The bill set the amount of fencing for the southern border at 700 miles without properly consulting the Border Patrol, who knows best where a fence is needed. A proper analysis of the problem may show that we actually need 1,000 miles or it may show us that only 500 miles is needed to secure the border.

The bill designates specifically where the fencing is to be built in Texas. The communities where the fence is mandated to be constructed should have some input into this bill before the law was passed. Also, most of the border between Texas and Mexico is private property. We should have known what impact that will have on the cost of constructing the fence as well as how much of the property might have to be taken via eminent domain proceedings.

Senator John Kerry made similar arguments to the Senate: 29

---

The Secretary of Homeland Security has not asked for the amount of fencing provided for in this bill. Although the bill does not authorize a specific amount of fencing, it does dictate exactly where the fencing should be put up. Some people believe the bill authorizes 730 miles of fencing, but Customs and Border Protection, however, estimates that it will require 849 miles of fencing to get the job done.

These statements by Congressmen Van Hollen, Conoway, and Kerry are representative of arguments presented by many other members of Congress and clearly indicate that Congress was fundamentally uninformed with regard to the location and even the proposed length of the border fence. It appears that Congress did not ask for or receive basic and vital information from DHS that would inform its decisions about the fence locations specified in the 2006 legislation. Furthermore, Representative Conoway’s testimony reiterates the failure of Congress and DHS to consult with local communities or to incorporate resident concerns into the decision-making process.

Further indicating the arbitrary nature of the location of the southern border fence, legislators and public officials have asked why the U.S. government will secure the southern border but not the northern border between the U.S. and Canada. As Representative Phil Gingrey stated in 2006: “If we are really concerned about terrorists, we ought to be much more concerned about our northern border, where there are many more miles of unprotected border without camera sensors, without fencing.”

Congressional records indicate that location decisions have also been based on budgetary concerns without proper regard either for the effectiveness of the locations or for the property rights of border residents. Many members of Congress raised concerns over the dearth of funding available for the border fence project while others pointed out that decisions regarding the location of the fence were being made based on the project’s budget. These legislators’ concerns point to a process that consisted of weighing generally permissible national security objectives against budgetary allocations and political concerns without due consideration and balancing of the rights of border residents.

In addition to the arbitrary determinations made by the Secure Fence Act of 2006, dramatic changes to U.S. legislation produced by the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 raise important questions as to the rationale behind the locations planned for the border fence. While the rationale for the original locations designated in the Secure Fence Act of 2006 was vague or nonexistent, the later legislation’s failure to mention any specific areas at all to be fenced or to provide any but the most general criteria for determining which areas should be fenced – “where fencing would be most practical and effective”—calls into question the validity of the current mandate that no less than 700 miles of fencing be constructed.

The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 no longer mandates that DHS build fencing in any particular location along the Texas/Mexico border. The repeal of the previous mandate, absolutely requiring 70 miles of fencing in specific areas of the Rio Grande Valley and designating 30 miles of construction in the Rio Grande Valley as a priority to be completed by the end of 2008, indicates the arbitrary nature of the original legislation. Presumably, border security objectives for the southern border have not changed substantially in the 14 months between the Act of 2006 and the Act of 2008; nor has the security situation at the border changed fundamentally. Again, it appears clear that the original legislation was based less on valid and coherent intelligence indicating essential locations for the fence, and more on other factors such as political expedience and budgetary considerations.

Despite these legislatives changes, DHS is forging forward to build the wall in essentially the same areas listed in the Secure Fence Act of 2006 regardless of the new legislation which allow for more individual and collective consultation and consideration.

The Planning and Construction Make Arbitrary Distinctions

In various public statements, DHS has provided glimpses into the rationale for the specific locations of the segments of wall, including: “The approach [DHS] take[s] to managing the borders [is] driven by the landscape, the flow [of illegal pedestrian traffic], the particular challenges there are in any one of the locations.” While statements from DHS provide some insight into the rationale employed by DHS in determining the location of the border fence, the government’s explanations are undeniably vague and do not justify the condemnation of specific plots of land held by private property owners. One conclusion that can be drawn from the void left by these unanswered questions is that decisions regarding the location of the fence are arbitrary and do not take into account all relevant factors such as the degree of impact that the placement of the fence in certain areas will have on landowners in those areas.

For instance, DHS surveyed private property for construction planning purposes in El Calaboz, Texas, at the property of Dr. Eloisa Tamez. The Working Group visited the North and South sides of Dr. Tamez’s property, which are bisected by a levee. On the levee, the Working Group witnessed measuring poles placed there by DHS, which indicate that the border fence will be constructed on the levee. This fence will cut off Dr. Tamez’s access to the South side of her property. In essence, Dr. Tamez will lose important rights to her land, which has been in her family for centuries. Yet, DHS has not made clear what characteristics of her property make it an important location for a fence to protect national security.

31 An accompanying paper demonstrates that there are marked and statistically significant differences in the demographics of people affected by the proposed fence in Cameron County, Texas. See J. Wilson, et al., An Analysis of Demographic Disparities Associated with the Proposed US-Mexico Border Fence in Cameron County, Texas.
The fence will run across the entirety of Dr. Tamez’s property in El Calaboz. However, just 6.7 miles southeast, the fence will stop abruptly before reaching the Western property line of the River Bend Resort and Country Club, a popular winter retreat. The fence will renew again just East of the property line. Unlike Dr. Tamez, patrons of the resort will have unfettered access to the river. If the fence had followed the levee into this property, as it will on Dr. Tamez’s property, it would have completely cut off the resort from the golf course that it owns. As it is, the country club, golf course, and vacation rental properties, will be unaffected by the fence. (See Appendix 2 for a map of the planned border fence in this area).

Recent media reports indicate that similar distinctions are being made in other areas, and that the planning and construction of the border fence is being implemented according to arbitrary distinctions. The following examples of arbitrary distinctions with regard to the planning and construction of the fence are cited by recent media reports and verified by the Working Group:

- In Granjeno, Texas, DHS originally planned to build an 18-foot high fence or wall through the property belonging to Daniel Garza—74-year-old retiree born and raised in Granjeno. There were reportedly no plans to build the fence through the next-door property belonging to Dallas billionaire Ray L. Hunt and his relatives. Instead that property has been designated for large scale profitable development and agriculture undisturbed by the construction of the fence. There was no explanation from the United States as to why security concerns disappear on Mr. Hunt’s properties. Mr. Hunt is reportedly a close friend of President George W. Bush, and recently donated $35 million to Southern Methodist University to help build President Bush’s presidential library. In 2001, President Bush made him a member of the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, where Hunt received a security clearance and access to classified intelligence.

- Original maps for locations for the fence would have had the fence running through an important local university campus, the University of Texas at Brownsville. Yet, there has been no indication that illegal immigration through campus is common and it is, in fact, unlikely that it would be. The University of Texas Brownsville and Texas Southmost College (UTB/TSC)

---

33 Fortunately, it now appears that the land of small landowners in El Granjeno will not be ceased, as the county has made a deal with the Federal Government to combine construction of the wall with repairs to an already existing levee.

34 The Working Group interviewed residents of Granjeno, Texas who provided information on the Hunt properties. Residents stated that Hunt Plantation Company (of the Hunt Family, which also owns Hunt Oil Company) owns large acreage of monoculture agriculture, which borders Granjeno to the north and northeast. The Hunt Family also owns Sharyland, the large housing development recently constructed between Granjeno and McAllen, Texas. The land on which Sharyland is located was formerly a plantation area owned by Hunt Co. According to Granjeno resident, Gloria Garza, all agriculture in the area is the property of Hunt Co.

have become vocal opponents of the border fence and have called the placement of the border fence “arbitrary and capricious.”\textsuperscript{36} In fact, through negotiations with DHS, UTB has been able to change the location and reduce the extension of the fence through its campus, making clear that the original plan for the fences in this area had little rationale.

- Chad Foster, Mayor of Eagle Pass, Texas, and Chair of the Texas Border Coalition has stated: “I puzzled a while over why the fence would bypass the industrial park and go through the city park.” He was reportedly utterly unsuccessful in finding “any logical answers from Homeland Security as to why certain areas in [Eagle Pass] ha\[ve\] been targeted for fencing over other areas.”\textsuperscript{37}

These stories point to the disproportionately negative impact that the fence will have on certain individuals and communities, and the difficulty that residents have had in getting answers to the question: \textit{What is the rationale behind the location of the fence on this land?} This unanswered question is especially problematic in those instances in which sections of the fence skip properties belonging to individuals and businesses with more political and/or economic power than most residents in the area. Furthermore, even though the locations discussed above cannot yet be verified with complete certainty, that residents cannot verify these locations is yet another indication of the utter failure on the part of DHS to sufficiently inform affected residents or explain the location of the border fence and its rationale.

Finally, in a statement to the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary, Secretary Chertoff stated: “Of course, it makes little sense to secure the long stretches of border between our official ports of entry if we continue to have possible gaps in border security at the ports of entry.”\textsuperscript{38} Yet, in the same way, it makes little sense to construct a border fence through private property belonging to individual residents and skip neighboring properties, such as those belonging to Hudson Bend and Ray Hunt. The distinctions made between such properties constitute blatantly unequal treatment of border residents.

\textbf{The Specific Location of the Border Fence is Not Clearly Justified and Less-Intrusive Measures Exist for Obtaining Operational Control of the Border}

Because construction of the wall on the Texas-Mexico border, as planned, involves the taking of property and also treats property owners differently from one another and therefore unequally, the United States government must justify the decision to construct

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
the wall as planned and must also demonstrate that it is implementing the least restrictive means to achieve its goals in doing so. Yet, the United States has continually changed the justifications both for the construction of the fence in general and for the specific locations for fencing, thus making it impossible to establish a rational link between the deprivation or limitation of property rights and equal protection and the measures being adopted by the government. According to the Secure Fence Act of 2006, the purpose of the fence is to “achieve and maintain operational control over the entire international land and maritime borders of the United States”. “Operational control” is defined as “the prevention of all unlawful entries into the United States, including entries by terrorists, other unlawful aliens, instruments of terrorism, narcotics, and other contraband”39. In different statements by U.S. officials, all these purposes – prevention of entrance of terrorists and instruments of terrorism, undocumented migrants, drug trafficking and contraband—were used to justified either the construction of the fence in general or its specific or proposed location. Whenever one of those justifications has been challenged, the U.S. authorities have elected one or more of the other reasons as justification for the taking of private property. It is impossible to know if the border fence that cuts through private property has a reasonable relationship to the objective of operational control of the border.

Since 2001, the U.S. has consistently invoked national security objectives to justify a number of human rights restrictions. In contrast, international human rights law holds that restrictions of rights must be proportionate to the State’s ultimate objective, and national security objectives do not give States free reign to restrict rights in unreasonable ways. In sum, the U.S. has not made the case that the border fence accomplishes a legitimate purpose for the State.

As mentioned earlier, various human rights bodies hold that, if various options are available to achieve an objective, the one that “least restricts the right protected must be selected.”40 Similarly, in order to justify any form of discrimination, the State must demonstrate that its objectives cannot be satisfied any other way than through discriminatory means.41

In 2007 and early 2008, DHS approached border property owners and demanded that they “voluntarily” execute a six-month right-of-way to their properties for site assessment and survey. These waivers permit DHS to move structures and vegetation, store vehicles and equipment, and bore holes in property.42 Property owners executed these six-month waivers but were not informed that they had the right to arrive at a fixed price for this use of their land.43 In other words, these waivers were not signed knowingly. Those who

---

39 Secure Fence Act of 2006, section 2 (a) and (b).
41 Ibd.
42 Peter Schey, Civil Action No. 08-CV-0555, First Amended Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief (Class Action), page 3.
43 Congress has dictated that DHS negotiate with border property owners to reach a fixed price for the property before seeking condemnation of the land. These provisions require that Secretary Chertoff clearly
refused to sign the waivers were sued for possession of their land, which has been
granted. DHS has apparently now completed the site evaluation stage and moved on to
the process of permanently taking private property for the construction of the fence. In
the spring of 2008, DHS began to make financial offers to purchase land (in the range of
$4,000) and by May 2008, the government had begun suing private property owners to
obtain land from those who do not wish to sell voluntarily at the offered price or at all.

Forced taking of land to allow the construction of a border fence that runs through private
property is not the least restrictive, least onerous means of achieving the national security
and immigration control goals of the government. Multiple legislation, press releases,
policy briefings, and statements by DHS recognize the availability of less intrusive
measures for securing the southern border of the United States. Those that are officially
recognized and employed by DHS include the following: unattended ground sensors,
truck-mounted mobile surveillance systems, remote video surveillance systems,
unmanned aerial systems, and fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft to detect, classify, track and
respond to illegal border crossings.44

Before passing the Consolidate Appropriations Act of 2006, Congress seriously debated
several alternative bills that did not include a border fence. Alternative legislation, such
as the “Thompson Substitute”45 focused on reforming immigration laws and procedures.
None of these alternative measures would have required the arbitrary and discriminatory
restriction of the right to property on the border. Additionally, proposed legislation
mandates other measures including the development and implementation of improved
satellite communications and other technologies to ensure clear and secure two-way
communication capabilities among Border Patrol agents and between all border security
agencies of the Department of State, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies.46 As
Senator Leahy stated in a Senate proceeding, “In a country on the cutting-edge of
technology, with a history of legendary ingenuity, and driven by innovators of the highest
caliber, we can do better: we can secure our borders through human innovation,
technology, and vigilance.”47 In fact, many of these alternatives might be better at
meeting the government’s stated goals, because they would allow direct contact between
Border Patrol officials and those attempting to cross the border, thereby allowing for
better categorization of border crossers and for physical apprehension where necessary.

44 See the following for details on alternative options: United States Government Accountability Office,
Testimony before the Subcommittees on Management, Investigations, and Oversight, and Border, Maritime
and Global Counterterrorism, Committee on Homeland Security, House of Representatives, Secure Border
45 The “Thompson Substitute” was an amendment to the Secure Border Fence Act of 2006, proposed by
Mississippi Congressman Bernie Thompson in September, 2006.
Recent negotiations between DHS and the University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College (UTB/TSC) are a powerful demonstration of the availability of less-intrusive measures for realizing national security objectives. In the early months of 2008, DHS surveyed the property of UTB/TSC and informed the university that a segment of fencing would be constructed through university property. University officials strongly contested this plan, insisting that DHS alter the location of the fence. After a prolonged battle with UTB/TSC, DHS sued the university. A Brownsville federal judge dismissed the suit, after ensuring that DHS would renegotiate the location of the fence. Accordingly, a new agreement between DHS and UTB/TSC stipulates among other things:

- DHS will work with the University to jointly assess alternatives to a physical barrier.
- DHS has agreed that, should damage to University property occur, it will make repairs or offer an appropriate fair market value settlement.
- DHS has been authorized to conduct studies, including environmental assessments, and to consult with the University regarding alternatives to a physical barrier.
- DHS will consider the University's unique status as an institution of higher education and will take care to minimize impact on its environment and culture.
- DHS will conduct investigations to minimize the impact of any tactical infrastructure on commerce and the quality of life for the communities and residents located near the University.
- DHS has agreed not to clear land, mow grass or otherwise alter the physical landscape of University property without the University's consent.
- DHS will coordinate all entry to the campus and give prior notice of all activities on campus to campus police.

(See Appendix 1 for text of the agreement and a map showing the original and the revised proposed location of the fence).

Under pressure that it perhaps did not expect, DHS has demonstrated a willingness to seriously engage UTB/TSC in further discussions over the location of the fence, while other property owners and residents are consistently ignored by the United States government. The agreement outlined above makes significant alterations to the original approach used by DHS in dealing with the property in question, demonstrating the unnecessary expansiveness of the original approach.

---

49 The agreement, negotiated between DHS officials and attorneys with the University of Texas System and Texas Southmost College, was presented at a scheduled hearing on March 19 in U.S. District Court in Brownsville.
State Restrictions on the Right to Property are Not Proportional

U.S. immigration law authorizes the Department of Homeland Security to contract for and buy any interest in land adjacent to or in the vicinity of the international land border when the Secretary deems the land essential to control and guard the border against any violation of immigration law. It also authorizes the Secretary to commence condemnation proceedings if a reasonable purchase price can not be agreed upon. This is the mechanism that the United States government is employing to obtain the land across which it will build its border wall.

Taking segments or the entirety of a property owner’s land to build a fence across it, or severing portions of an individual’s land with a fence is a severe restriction on the right to property of residents on the Texas/Mexico border. It is not proportional to the government’s proposed national security and immigration control goals because the U.S. government has not considered and therefore not adopted the least restrictive means. Yet, the government is choosing to take privately held land to attain its goals.

Even during its initial surveying process to consider the exact coordinates for the fence, DHS has demonstrated a serious lack of proportionality. DHS has offered residents $100 in exchange for unlimited access to their property for a six-month time period. This compensation is entirely insufficient, and the requirements imposed by the six-month period are unreasonable, especially given the paltry compensation. In essence, by demanding unlimited access for a six-month period with nominal compensation, DHS is already attempting to establish control over these properties. The compensation available to property owners for right-of-access to their land is disproportionate to:

- The potential damages to private property
- The opportunity cost of using that land in other ways during the six-month time period
- The mental stress placed on land owners by the presence of CBP agents occupying their land and
- The quasi-possession of properties by DHS.

It is not surprising that the decisions regarding construction of the fence are contrary to property rights since DHS has failed to consult with property owners and others along the Texas/Mexico border regarding the best procedure that would still meet the government’s goals. Secretary Chertoff has failed to comply with the consultation requirement of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008, which mandates that DHS consult with property owners, cities, and other stakeholders in order to minimize the impact on the environment, culture, commerce, and quality of life for the communities and residents.

51 Unlike prior fencing projects that were primarily located on federal land, approximately 54 percent of the planned fence in the U.S./Mexico border is scheduled to be constructed on private property See Government Accountability Office, Report GAO-08-508T, Secure Border Initiative: Observations on the Importance of Applying Lessons Learned to Future Projects, February 27, 2008, at 15.
located near the sites at which activities relating to the border fence may occur. This Act is in keeping with international law in that it allows for a method of interaction between the State and residents that would produce the least intrusive measures for obtaining the State’s objectives. In this case, proper consultations might have led to a decision to use methods other than physical fencing requiring the taking of land to control part of the border. In other cases, proper consultation might have led to better locations for the fence that would cause the least degree of interruption in the property owners’ use of their land. However, DHS failed to follow this process.

In addition, DHS has not made known to property owners the process by which the government will fix the price of their land. Particularly, the government has not issued rules, guidelines, instructions, directives, or policies regarding how to fixing the price of residents’ properties.

In fact, even the construction of the fence does not require the seizure of land as the government is proposing. In Hidalgo County, federal and local authorities reached an agreement that would largely eliminate the need to take land for the fence. The plan will modify levees along the Rio Grande with an 18-foot sheer face on the river side. Yet, DHS has not explored similar plans elsewhere.

The Burden Rests on the United States Government to Show it has Adopted the Least Restrictive Means and the Government has not Met that Burden

The burden is not on citizens to demonstrate that the construction of a border fence is an unreasonable and unnecessary measure to protect national security; the burden is on the government to show that it has adopted the least restrictive means of meeting a legitimate governmental objective.

The U.S. government has not provided sufficient evidence to support its position that the fence is necessary and that its planned locations are the most appropriate. As demonstrated in prior sections of this briefing paper, it is extremely difficult for persons and organizations outside the government and not privy to government intelligence to determine: 1) the reasoning behind the placement of the border fence, and 2) whether the

---

52 The Working Group interviewed El Calaboz, Texas residents Hidalia and Guadalupe Benavides. The family seeks to rescind the contract they signed to give access to DHS to their property, because Mrs. Benavides argues that the agreement she was asked to sign by DHS only allowed access to DHS survey machinery, and it said nothing of negotiating a price for the sale of the right to use her property (temporary easement). She stated she does not remember what language (English or Spanish) the agreement was in, and that DHS told her orally that it was an agreement only to leave machines on her property. Mrs. Benavides stated that she does not know how to read either language (“poquito”), nor does her husband. She also stated that she was never offered money for the temporary easement, and that one day DHS came to offer money to purchase her property. The Working Group witnessed and photographed requests by DHS that offer $4,100 to purchase the Benavides property. No severance damage was offered by DHS in its offer to purchase the property. The Benavides family can trace the land back to the turn of the 19th Century.

53 Peter Schey, Civil Action No. 08-CV-0555, First Amended Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief (Class Action), page 4.
border fence will be the most effective means of protecting national security. The information provided by the U.S. government is both limited and vague.

Though the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 requires Secretary Chertoff to consult with affected residents, DHS has repeatedly failed to do so. This lack of communication is indicative of a general pattern of behavior. The State has consistently failed to produce the rationale for and justification of the location of the border fence. For this reason, the Texas Border Coalition, an organization of mayors, county commissioners and economists, filed a federal lawsuit in May arguing that the Department of Homeland Security failed to conduct required negotiations with property owners and local authorities in planning construction of the barrier in Texas.

The following example demonstrates the lack of proper consultation by DHS. In December of 2007, DHS held a town meeting in Brownsville allegedly to comply with the legislative requirement to conduct proper consultation with affected communities. At the town meeting, community participants were forced to assemble at the Events Center where government officials simply entered community participant’s comments into a computerized system. Government officials did not provide residents a forum or time to make public comments, to exchange information between DHS and the community or the opportunity to ask questions directly. Professor Juliet Garcia, President of UTB/TSC, stated to the Working Group that “the town meeting was guarded by heavily armed guards from DHS and Border Patrol. There were also plainclothes Border Patrol officers at the meeting”. Dr. Garcia felt that there was such a lack of freedom for the community to make public comments that she and other community members held a second town meeting that same night across the street in a field. Other participants told the Working Group that the atmosphere was intimidating, orchestrated and not conducive to meaningful community input. One student described the meeting as “not a friendly place and very uncomfortable.”

The Working Group conducted interviews with UTB/TSC President, Dr. Juliet Garcia, and UTB/TSC professor Jude Benavidez. These interviews reveal the State’s failure to provide affected communities, including UTB/TSC with information regarding the border fence. Though DHS was required to inform residents about plans for the border fence in Brownsville, Dr. Garcia first learned about the location of the border wall on the university campus when a UTB/TSC official attended a public hearing held by DHS in June or July 2007. No prior notice had been given and it was not until this hearing that the university realized the fence would cut through its campus. At the hearing, it became apparent that DHS representatives were using outdated maps of the campus in planning

54 For example, Representative Hinojosa referred to meetings between DHS and the residents of Laredo, Texas in 2006 as “sham hearings that only allowed testimony from one side of the issue and are being used to justify this bill.” Library of Congress Congressional Record, “Personal Explanation, House of Representatives,” September 14, 2006, page H6583.
56 Interview with Professor Juliet Garcia, President of UTB, on May 2, 2008.
57 Interview with faculty and students at UTB on May 2. 2008.
58 Interview May 02, 2008.
the location of the wall; DHS was not aware that UTB/TSC had expanded its campus substantially, in the direction of the river. Therefore, DHS had severely underestimated the amount of land that would be cut off from the main campus by their planned border fence. Not only did DHS fail to make the plans for the fence public in a timely manner, it failed to seek out and obtain critical information about the impact of the chosen fence location.

Not only has DHS provided little information about or proof of the effectiveness of the fence and the rationale behind its location, it appears that this information is a moving target. In a March 2008 press conference, Secretary Chertoff stated: “Well, 670 miles should be done by the end of this year. We will probably build some additional fencing beyond that. I can’t tell you what an exact number is. I suspect that the physical fencing will—if there’s going to be more than the 670 [miles], whatever that number is, it will probably be done in the following year.”

Essentially, the United States is abusing its power to keep national security information confidential. The State is either purposefully withholding information on the exact locations of the border fence and the rationale behind these locations, or it has not yet determined the exact location of the border fence. In the first case, the government is abusing its privileged position, presumably in order to quell opposition on the part of property owners, such as the current litigation, Civil Action No: 8-CV-0555. If the second case is true, the State’s argument that border fence locations are chosen based on local intelligence and other rational criteria for effectiveness is undermined, as it would appear that this information is either imprecise or unavailable.

Conclusion

In the process of planning and constructing the border fence in the Texas/Mexico border and particularly in the Rio Grande Valley, the United States government is violating residents’ right to property. Additionally, the government is conducting the border fence


60 Civil Action No: 8-CV-0555 is an action brought by attorneys from the Center from Human Rights and Constitutional Law: Peter A. Schey, Carlos Holguin, and Dawn Schock, and attorneys from the South Texas Civil Rights Project: James Harrington, Abner Burnett, and Corinna Spencer-Scheurick. The civil action is brought on behalf of plaintiffs Eloisa Garcia Tamez, Benito J. Garcia, Idalia Benavidez, Eduardo Benavidez. The plaintiffs are private land owners in the Texas Rio Grade Valley who are affected by, and opposing the border fence. The defendants are Secretary Michael Chertoff and Acting Executive Director of Asset Management for U.S. Customs and Border Patrol, Robert F. Janson. The civil action claims that: defendant Chertoff and those working as his agents have disregarded the laws of the U.S. in pushing forward to plan to build at least 70 miles of border wall in the Rio Grande Valley; six-month right-of-access waivers signed by several of the plaintiffs are entirely unreasonable and were signed without plaintiffs being informed of their legal rights; DHS has not properly consulted with affected communities; DHS is no longer required to construct fencing in the Texas Rio Grande Valley; and DHS has failed to make known its rules and policies relating to the process of negotiating for residents’ property rights. The plaintiffs seek to certify and class and the issuance of temporary and permanent injunctive and declaratory relief to require Secretary Chertoff to act in full compliance with federal laws regarding the construction of the border fence.
planning and construction process in ways that violate the principles of equal protection and non-discrimination as understood by international human rights law.

Although the U.S. government has the right, according to international law, to subordinate the use of private property for reasons of public utility and social interest—including national security and the control of immigration—it has not done so in a way that comports with international human rights law.

By planning for the construction of a border wall across land owned by persons living along the Texas/Mexico border, the U.S. government is violating the right to property and the right to non-discrimination because the restrictions on the right to property imposed in this case:

- are not proportional to the State’s objectives
- defy the principle of necessity because they are arbitrary
- are discriminatory and
- are not proportional given that other less restrictive measures are available.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
BROWNSVILLE DIVISION

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )
Plaintiff, )

v. ) Civil Action No. 9-08-66

37.52 ACRES OF LAND, more or less, )
situate in CAMERON COUNTY, STATE )
OF TEXAS, and TEXAS SOUTHMOST )
COLLEGE DISTRICT, ET AL. )

ORDER OF DISMISSAL

On this day, the Court considered Plaintiff's Motion for Order for Immediate Delivery of Possession (Docket No. 4) and ORDERS as follows:

1. This Order is without prejudice to Defendants' rights to later assert statutory and/or constitutional challenges to the condemnation of any property in which Defendants have an interest.

2. Plaintiff's employees and contractors shall have the right to enter upon the property described in Exhibit "C" to Plaintiff's Declaration of Taking (Docket No. 2) for the purpose of assessing methods of securing operational control of the border through the use of tactical infrastructure. Separate and apart from this eminent domain proceeding, Plaintiff, acting through the Department of Homeland Security, will jointly assess with Defendants alternatives to a physical barrier. Plaintiff's studies may include environmental assessments and property surveys, including the right to temporarily store, move and remove necessary equipment and supplies, survey, stake out, appraise, bore and take soil and/or water samples, and perform any other such work which may be necessary and incidental to Plaintiff's assessment, subject to the limitations described in this Order. This Order specifically authorizes Plaintiff to conduct such studies as are required to consult with Defendants. However, this order would not require a written report.

3. In conducting its studies, Plaintiff will consider Defendants' unique status as an institution of higher education. Specifically, pursuant to 8 U.S.C. § 1103, Note, Pub. L. 110-161, Div. E., Title V § 504(e), Plaintiff will conduct such investigations as will permit it to consult
4. Recognizing that the property is part of a university campus, Plaintiff will take all reasonable action to promote safety and minimize any impact on the educational activities thereon.

5. Plaintiff is granted access to the property for six months.

6. The rights granted herein include the right of ingress and egress on other lands of the Defendants not described in this Order, provided such ingress and egress is necessary to access the property and is not otherwise conveniently available to Plaintiff. Plaintiff shall give Defendants prior notice of all activities on the property and shall coordinate entry to the property with Defendants and Defendants’ police department.

7. All tools, equipment, and other property taken upon or placed upon the land by Plaintiff shall remain the property of Plaintiff and may be removed by the Plaintiff at any time up to the expiration of Plaintiff’s right of access.

8. If any action of the Plaintiff’s employees or agents damage real property, Plaintiff will, at its option, either repair such damage or make an appropriate settlement with the Defendants. In no event shall such repair or settlement exceed the fair market value of the fee interest of the real property at the time immediately preceding such damage. Plaintiff’s liability for damage may not exceed appropriations available for such payment. The provisions of this Order are without prejudice to any rights the Defendants may have to make a claim under applicable laws for any other damages. To the extent possible, the Government shall use contractors that have appropriate liability insurance.

9. Plaintiff will not clear land, mow grass, or otherwise alter the physical landscape of the property without Defendants’ consent.

10. The Clerk is ordered to close this case on the docket. However, the Court retains jurisdiction to resolve interpretations of this Order, or any claims for damages under paragraph 8.

Signed this [ ] day of [ ] 2008.
Appendix 2: Map of the Border Fence Skipping River Bend Resort
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ABSTRACT/SUMMARY

Introduction
The United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) plans to install a fence along the U.S.-Mexico border by late December 2008. While much attention has been drawn to the environmental, social and political issues surrounding the fence, analysis of demographic data on the populations that will be directly affected has been limited. This paper utilizes geographic information systems (GIS) and U.S. Census Bureau data with the objective of understanding the underlying demographics in areas along the proposed Rio Grande Valley section of the border fence located in Cameron County, Texas.

Data and Methods
Demographic measures of income, education, ethnicity, citizenship status and language for Cameron County census block groups were obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau and associated with corresponding census blocks in the path of the proposed fence. GIS was utilized for mapping the sections of the proposed fence based on imagery from DHS Environmental Impact Statements. The proposed fence is not a continuous barrier: lengths of open space (gaps) exist along each section of fence. For the purposes of analysis, each individual census block was classified into one of two categories: either ‘fence’ or ‘gap’. Census blocks designated as ‘fence’ are those that are fully bisected by the proposed fence, adjacent to the fence, with some portion of the fence entering the boundary of the block, or on the Mexican side of the proposed fence. Blocks designated ‘gap’ are approximated based on spaces between segments of the proposed fence. Two-tailed independent samples t-tests were performed on multiple demographic factors to test for statistically significant disparities in demographics between the blocks designated ‘gap’ and ‘fence’.

Results
A total of 17 demographic factors in 242 census block areas designated either ‘fence’ or ‘gap’ were tested for disparities. Fourteen of seventeen factors were found to have statistically significant (p < 0.05) differences in means between gap and fence designations. All income factors were higher in gaps as compared to fence-designated block estimates. Household income in gap-designated areas was $3,141 higher than fence-designated areas in 2000 and $3,833 higher in 2007. For race and ethnicity factors, gap-designated areas were on average significantly less Hispanic (90.72% vs. 94.13%, p < 0.01), less Hispanic Indian (0.34% vs. 0.49%, p < 0.01), and less Spanish Speaking (87.92% vs. 91.40%, p < 0.01). Census blocks designated ‘gaps’ contained a lower percentage of foreign-born naturalized citizens (8.99% vs. 11.17%, p < 0.01) and foreign-born non-U.S. citizens (18.29% vs. 20.73%, p < 0.01). Households in gap areas were also smaller (3.86 persons vs. 3.96 persons, p = 0.144) and older (28.7 yrs. vs. 26.7 yrs, p = 0.000).

Discussion
These results indicate that there are marked and statistically significant disparities in the demographics between groups directly affected and not affected by the proposed U.S.-Mexico border fence in Cameron County, Texas. The authors urge caution in the wider interpretation of these results until a larger sample size can be extracted from a wider study area along the U.S.-Mexico border. However, based on these preliminary results, special consideration to demographic disparities is warranted and should be integrated into the DHS planning and decision-making process with reference to the U.S.-Mexico Border fence.
INTRODUCTION

Under the authority of the Secure Border Fence Act of 2006 and the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008, the United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) intends to construct 700 miles (1155 km) of barrier along the U.S.-Mexico border (U.S. Congress 2006; 2008). DHS reports that 302 miles of fencing has been constructed as of March 2008 and that it is ‘well on its way to constructing a total of 670\(^1\) miles of fencing by the end of 2008’. (DHS, 2008a). In late May 2008, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers issued to contractors an invitation to bid on construction of the fence in Texas. (Gamboa, 2008).

The stated purpose of the border fence is to increase border security and to prevent illegal cross-border activity near points of entry (DHS, 2007; DHS, 2008b). One of the key aspects of the fence is the fact that it is not a continuous barrier. In the Texas Rio Grande Valley Sector alone, there are 21 discreet sections of the fence ranging from 1 mile to 13 miles in length (DHS, 2007). DHS has not publically disclosed the rationale or decision-making process for its choice as to precisely where the fence will and will not be installed. A number of local landowners and local organizations have commented anecdotally on the seemingly arbitrary nature of fence and questioned the rationale behind placement of the open, or ‘gap’, locations along the border (del Bosque, 2008; Dulitzky and Nedderman, 2008). There may be socio-economic disparities inherent in the designation of fenced and gap areas. These disparities have yet to be systematically quantified and evaluated.

The Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas, though remote geographically, is at the center of the debate and controversy surrounding the proposed fence (e.g., see Blumenthal, 2008). Of special note is the area of the fence planned in Cameron County, Texas. Cameron County is the eastern-most point of the proposed fence and contains a sizable population living near or on the proposed route. Brownsville, Texas is the county seat for Cameron County and the home of the University of Texas at Brownsville/Texas Southmost College (UTB/TSC). In early 2008, DHS surveyed the UTB/TSC campus and informed university officials that a segment of fence would be constructed through campus, isolating the golf course, historical sites, and a satellite campus on the Mexican side of the fence. When University officials contested the action, DHS brought a civil suit against UTB/TSC (UTB/TSC, 2008). Although DHS and the University parties eventually reached a settlement agreement, approximately 60 cases against private landowners are currently pending in court.\(^2\) The focus of the work presented here is exclusively on Cameron County due to the time-sensitivity and critical nature of the situation in Brownsville and the immediately surrounding area.

In this paper, we aim to: (i) understand the underlying demographics along the path of the proposed fence utilizing spatial and statistical analysis; and (ii) discuss how resulting data might inform claims that the construction of the border wall discriminates against certain, protected populations (e.g. ethnic minorities, low-income groups and under-educated groups). In the first section we outline the data and methods of analysis, followed by results of the analysis and finally, a discussion of the results, their wider implications, limitations of the study, and future work to be considered.

---

\(^1\)DHS defines a ‘barrier’ as consisting both of solid fencing and semi-porous ‘vehicle barriers’. The proportion of the 670 miles of barrier which is made up of both fencing and vehicle barriers is unclear.

\(^2\) The Working Group on Human Rights and the Border Wall based at the University of Texas School Of Law has compiled a list of complaints brought by the U.S. Government against private landowners. The number of open cases adjusts weekly due to settlements and new actions filed. As of June 1, 2008 the Working Group was tracking 60 cases in which the government has sought temporary access.
DATA and METHODS

Study area
The study area for this research is the U.S.-Mexico border in Cameron County, Texas. Cameron County is the southernmost county in the state of Texas, consisting of 387,000 persons that are predominantly of Hispanic ethnicity (86%) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006). Cameron County and the adjoining county to the north, Hidalgo County, are the two poorest counties in the United States in terms of percentage of the population living below the poverty line (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006).

Border fence route data
The map of the proposed route for the border fence in Cameron County was based on maps published as part of the November 2007 DHS Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Rio Grande Valley Sector. There have been several routes proposed by the DHS over the course of the last 18 months. In the latest EIS, both the initial ‘Route A’ and the proposed revisions – ‘Route B’ – are discussed. The route utilized in this study was ‘Route B’ – what DHS refers to as the ‘preferred alternative’ (DHS, 2007: ES-4). The EIS also includes an alternative that ‘the proposed tactical infrastructure [fence] would not be built,’ but that alternative does not currently seem to be under serious consideration given DHS’s waiver of environmental regulations and its insistence on having much of the fence built by the end of 2008.

Demographic data
The demographic data utilized in this study was at the census block group level. A block group is the smallest unit of aggregation for which full demographic data are tabulated. The block group data was available through the ESRI Community Info (People) database which includes projections to 2007 on a limited number of factors. Census block boundaries were obtained from the Office of the Texas State Demographer (Texas State Demographer, 2008).

Spatial analysis and block designation
The EIS on the Rio Grande Valley Sector released by DHS in November 2007 contained detailed maps of the proposed routes of the border fence. It was made available in Adobe's Portable Document Format (PDF) on compact discs, along with the hard copy versions. PDF's containing map pages within Cameron County's geographic extent were converted into 300 dot per inch .TIFF image files to retain image quality, and then were imported into the GIS and digitized using the lat/lon grid lines as anchor points. A one-mile section of the fence was ground-proofed using a sub-meter Trimble GPS loaded with the digitized map and was found to be precise to ± 3m. For sections designated as ‘gaps’ in the fence, an anticipated path between the two inside end points of the fence was entered into the GIS. Environmental Systems Research Institute’s (ESRI) ArcGIS 9.2 and associated extensions were utilized for all GIS analyses with the 1983 North American Datum (NAD) Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 14N coordinate system projection for all layers.

As stated in the November 2007 EIS, there are several alternative routes. Under route options ‘A’ and ‘B’ of the draft border fence paths, the total impact buffer zone would be 60 feet, or 30 feet on either side of the proposed fence (DHS, 2007). Based on this information, a buffer of 30’ was created on either side of the fence in the GIS. We used a buffer of 60’ as this was a conservative measure (one fence design specification alternative discussed in the EIS called for 130’ between two separate layers of fencing) (DHS, 2007:11). This 60-foot wide buffer was used to evaluate areas affected by the fence as this is the minimum area of land required to install the fence and patrol roads on either side of the fence. In Cameron County, census block groups were first identified by overlaying the digitized map of the fence (as described above) over the border area census blocks obtained from ESRI.

The process for defining which census blocks were affected and categorized as ‘fence’ or ‘gap’ was as follows. Census blocks received a ‘fence’ designation if they met any of the following conditions:
if the census block was bisected entirely by the proposed fence and buffer-zone;
if the census block was partially bisected by the proposed fence and buffer-zone;
if the census block was between the fence and the Rio Grande river;

Gap-designated blocks were defined by first extrapolating a reasonable path between inside sections of the border fence route. Census blocks that were intersected by or isolated on the Mexican side based on this ‘reasonable path’ were designated as ‘gaps’. A spatial join was performed in the GIS between the fence buffer and the individual census blocks, then each individual block was examined for quality control purposes.

Figure 1. Study area and proposed fence sections with estimated path of gaps in Cameron County, Texas.

Demographic aggregation
Data on the range of factors of interest in this study was not available at the census block level. The U.S. Census bureau only collects information on a limited number of factors at the block level. In order to have sufficient statistical power for such a small area as one county, it was necessary to estimate block data based on census block groups. A census block group consists of approximately 50 blocks. Demographic factors for individual blocks were derived from census block groups under the assumption that block groups are demographically homogenous. Accordingly, every block in a census block group was assigned the same values and this data was used in the analysis of individual gap/fence-designated blocks.

Statistical analysis
Data was exported from GIS to a format suitable for data preparation and analysis. For population data and for each of the demographic variables under study, descriptive statistics for the block groups were calculated, including sample size (n), median, mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation. For the purposes of determining statistically significant differences between mean values for gap and fence blocks, an independent samples t-test was performed, with the grouping variable designated as ‘gap’ or ‘fence’ and respective demographic factors designated as the test variables. For data preparation and descriptive statistical analyses, Excel 2007 was utilized and SPSS v.15 was utilized for t-tests.
RESULTS

A total of 242 census blocks in 14 block groups were determined to be subject to analysis (Figure 2). Seventy (70) blocks within six block groups were designated ‘gap’ and 172 blocks within eight block groups were designated ‘fence’. Summary statistics for demographic factors are presented in Table 1. The total population of the 14 block groups was 24,434 with an average population of 1,745 and populations within individual block groups ranging from 470 to 3,754.

Figure 2. Census block designation (gap and fence) and location of fence and fence gaps.

Descriptive Statistics

17 demographic factors in the 14 census block groups are summarized in Table 1. Median household income increased from $23,617 in 2000 to $27,822 in 2007. The mean percent Hispanic population was 94% (Cameron County average = 86%). Less than 1% of the population in the 14 block groups identified themselves to the census as Native American Indian residents (mean = 0.76%). Sixty-four percent of the population was U.S. native-born citizens, while 21% were foreign-born non-U.S. citizens and 12% were naturalized citizens. Median household size was 4.1 persons and median age declined from 27.4 yrs in 2000 to 26.1 in 2007.
Table 1. Summary statistics for census block groups. Figures are based on census block groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n*</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>24,434</td>
<td>1,615.5</td>
<td>1,745.3</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td>906.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Education and Income**

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median Household Income (2000)</td>
<td>$23,617</td>
<td>$24,281</td>
<td>$18,418</td>
<td>$31,094</td>
<td>$4,348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Household Income (2007)</td>
<td>$27,822</td>
<td>$28,602</td>
<td>$22,022</td>
<td>$36,575</td>
<td>$5,149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Capita Income</td>
<td>$7,192</td>
<td>$7,814</td>
<td>$5,182</td>
<td>$12,202</td>
<td>$2,076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of 25+ Pop. with High School Diploma</td>
<td>2,187</td>
<td>18.09%</td>
<td>18.14%</td>
<td>9.10%</td>
<td>29.60%</td>
<td>5.12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Race, Ethnicity and Language**

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent Hispanic Population</td>
<td>23,261</td>
<td>94.18%</td>
<td>94.33%</td>
<td>82.93%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>6.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent American Indian</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
<td>0.31%</td>
<td>1.59%</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Hispanic American Indian in Combination</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.40%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>1.52%</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Hispanic Indian Alone or in Combination</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>0.62%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>1.59%</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent White in any combination</td>
<td>2,187</td>
<td>18.09%</td>
<td>18.14%</td>
<td>9.10%</td>
<td>29.60%</td>
<td>5.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent 5+ Population that Speaks Spanish</td>
<td>24,419</td>
<td>91.98%</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
<td>81.52%</td>
<td>99.08%</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity Index*</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Citizenship**

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent Foreign-Born and Not a Citizen</td>
<td>5,382</td>
<td>21.44%</td>
<td>22.18%</td>
<td>10.80%</td>
<td>32.61%</td>
<td>5.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Foreign-Born/Naturalized Citizen</td>
<td>2,837</td>
<td>11.62%</td>
<td>11.53%</td>
<td>5.09%</td>
<td>17.07%</td>
<td>3.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Native/Born in the U.S.</td>
<td>15,844</td>
<td>64.12%</td>
<td>64.60%</td>
<td>52.95%</td>
<td>84.11%</td>
<td>7.29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other Factors**

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Household Size</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Age (2000)</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Age (2007)</td>
<td>26.100</td>
<td>27.007</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For population and percentage values, n is the base population for that particular variable which is used to calculate proportions. A total of 14 U.S. Census block groups will be affected by the fence, consisting of six designated ‘gap’ and eight designated ‘fence’. Within these 14 block groups, there were 242 blocks affected, consisting of 70 designated ‘gap’ and 172 designated ‘fence’. Data for individual census blocks were derived from census block groups under the assumption that block groups are demographically homogenous.

The ‘Diversity Index’ is a measure developed by ESRI that summarizes racial and ethnic diversity. The index ranges from 0 (no diversity) to 100 (complete diversity). The diversity index for the United States on average in 2000 was 54.6 (ESRI, 2006).

**Fence vs. gap analysis**

Of the 17 demographic factors tested, 14 showed a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference in means between gap and fence-designated areas (Table 2). This level of statistical significance (0.05 or lower) is the standard acceptable level in peer-reviewed academic journal for most statistical examinations. Income factors were higher overall in the gaps areas as compared to fence-designated blocks. In 2000, the mean of the median household incomes between in gap areas was 13.4% higher than in fence areas ($26,512 vs. $23,371, p < 0.01). This disparity in mean of median household incomes between gap and fence designations increased in 2007 to 13.9% ($31,316 vs. $27,483, p < 0.01). Per capita income was also found to be higher in gap areas ($8,453 vs. $8,013, p = 0.095).

For race and ethnicity factors, gap-designated areas were on average significantly less Hispanic (90.72% vs. 94.13%, p < 0.01), less Spanish-speaking (87.92% vs. 91.40%, p < 0.01) and less Hispanic Indian (0.34% vs. 0.49%, p < 0.01). Overall, American Indian identification was lower in gap areas (0.57% vs. 0.64%) but the differences were not deemed to be statistically significant given the small sample size (n = 182).
For citizenship demographic factors, it was found that census blocks designated gaps contained a lower percentage of foreign born non-U.S. citizens (18.29% vs. 20.73%, \( p < 0.01 \)), a lower percentage of foreign born naturalized citizens (8.99% vs. 11.17%, \( p < 0.01 \)), and a higher percentage of native-born U.S. citizens (71.7% vs. 66.8%, \( p < 0.01 \)).

Other factors in the analysis included households size, which was smaller in gap areas (3.86 persons vs. 3.96 persons, \( p = 0.144 \)) and older (28.7 yrs. vs. 26.7 yrs, \( p = 0.000 \)). Median age was higher in gap areas for both 2000 (28.7 vs. 26.7, \( p < 0.01 \)) and 2007 (29.6 vs. 27.6, \( p < 0.01 \)).

Table 2. Disparities in mean values, t-values and statistical significance for demographic factors in ‘gap’ and ‘fence’ designated census blocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic factors†</th>
<th>Gap*</th>
<th>Fence**</th>
<th>( t^{***} )</th>
<th>( p^‡ )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education and Income</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Household Income (2000)</td>
<td>$26,512</td>
<td>$23,371</td>
<td>4.501</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Household Income (2007)</td>
<td>$31,316</td>
<td>$27,483</td>
<td>4.358</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Capita Income</td>
<td>$8,453</td>
<td>$8,013</td>
<td>1.676</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of 25+ Population with High School Diploma</td>
<td>21.44%</td>
<td>17.29%</td>
<td>6.039</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race, Ethnicity and Language</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Hispanic Population</td>
<td>90.72%</td>
<td>94.13%</td>
<td>-4.612</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent American Indian</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
<td>-1.358</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Hispanic American Indian and Other</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
<td>-2.354</td>
<td><strong>0.019</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Hispanic Indian</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>-2.723</td>
<td><strong>0.007</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent White and Other</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
<td>0.77%</td>
<td>-2.815</td>
<td><strong>0.005</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent 5+ Population that Speaks Spanish</td>
<td>87.92%</td>
<td>91.40%</td>
<td>-5.693</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity Index†</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>4.219</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citizenship and origin</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Foreign-Born and Not a U.S. Citizen</td>
<td>18.29%</td>
<td>20.73%</td>
<td>-3.512</td>
<td><strong>0.001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Foreign-Born/Naturalized U.S. Citizen</td>
<td>8.99%</td>
<td>11.17%</td>
<td>-6.039</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Native/Born in the U.S.</td>
<td>71.69%</td>
<td>66.82%</td>
<td>4.948</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Household Size</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>-1.465</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Age (2000)</td>
<td>28.68</td>
<td>26.74</td>
<td>3.652</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Age (2007)</td>
<td>29.60</td>
<td>27.57</td>
<td>3.721</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†All values are for 2000 Census unless otherwise indicated;  
* there were 70 blocks designated ‘gap’  
** there were 172 blocks designated ‘fence’  
*** degrees of freedom = 240 for all tests  
‡Bolded figures indicate a statistically significant difference in means to the 0.05 level.  
#The ‘Diversity Index’ is a measure developed by ESRI that summarizes racial and ethnic diversity. The index ranges from 0 (no diversity) to 100 (complete diversity). The diversity index for the United States on average in 2000 was 54.6 (ESRI, 2006).
DISCUSSION

The results presented in this paper indicate that the construction of a border barrier and the necessary taking of property associated with it would have substantial disproportional impacts based on ethnicity, income and citizenship status in Cameron County, Texas. Our comparison of the areas planned to be fenced along the border with those areas where ‘gaps’ in the fence are planned suggests disproportionate impact on individuals with lower income and education, Hispanic ethnicity and non-U.S. citizenship status in Cameron County, Texas. A primary implication of this work is that the impact of the fence and its current placement should be examined more carefully to mitigate the effects on marginalized groups. In this final section we discuss the implications of our findings, opportunities for improvement in the study, and further work.

There exists no evidence to date that DHS has made an attempt to mitigate the impact on these marginalized and underrepresented groups. While DHS appears not to have studied the disparities between fence and gap areas, it has acknowledged that the general placement of the fence along the Mexican border ensures that poor Hispanic immigrant families are those who would most likely to be affected by its construction. This concern was included in the EIS prepared for the area discussed here, but has not been further addressed by the U.S. government. We discuss the EIS below both because it highlights the government’s awareness of disparities and because the government’s own data supports some of our independently reached conclusions. In addition to the disparities in demographics that were not addressed sufficiently, there is also little evidence that the DHS did not address additional environmental factors not included in the EIS (see Taylor and Eriksson, 2008), land rights issues (Dulirzky and Nedderman, 2008) and indigenous rights (Hurwitz and Guzman, 2008).

Part three of the DHS November 2007 methodology for evaluating potential environmental justice impacts states that DHS shall ‘assess whether there are potential significant adverse effects on minority and low-income populations that would be disproportionately high and adverse’ (DHS, 2007: 3-66). In an attempt to conduct this assessment, factors of interest were aggregated at the county and census tract level by DHS for the Rio Grande Valley sector of the fence. Census tracts are a larger unit of aggregation that census blocks or census block groups, roughly four times the size of the census block groups utilized in this paper for demographic data. For comparison purposes between those affected and not affected by the fence, EIS designates areas as either ‘included in the project area’ or ‘areas not included’. Income disparities were not reported in the EIS below the county level of aggregation, but race/ethnicity factors taken into account by the EIS are displayed in Table 3.
Table 3. Environmental justice factors at the census tract level reported in the Department of Homeland Security Environmental Impact Statement (DHS, 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographic Area by Census Tract</th>
<th>Percentage of Total Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White and not Hispanic or Latino (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron County</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Census Tracts Included in Project 3</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Census Tracts Not Included in Project 3</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that there are limitations to our study. The census data utilized presents both temporal and spatial challenges. In temporal terms, census data here was based on the last full census which was undertaken in 2000. There have been shifts in underlying population demographics over the past eight years, but a comparison between 2000 figures and estimates from 2007 points to the fact disparities are relatively consistent and perhaps understated. Between 2000 and 2007 the difference in median household income between gap-designated areas and affected areas (fence) increased from $3,141 to $3,833 (see Table 2). This suggests that disparities between 2000 and 2007 may have increased for other factors as well. From a spatial perspective, there is an issue with the aggregation of census block groups into census blocks. Openshaw defined this issue as the modifiable area unit problem (MAUP) which, in brief, deals with the variation which can occur when data from one scale of areal units is aggregated into more or less areal units, as is the case here (Openshaw, 1984). As the data for the range of relevant demographic factors for this study are not available from the U.S. Census Bureau, we assumed homogenous distribution throughout census block groups and aggregated into census blocks. By dividing the 14 block groups into blocks we obtained 242 individual blocks in the path of the fence which could then be coded ‘gap’ or ‘fence’. This effectively parcelled up percentages of each block group into designations that could then be analyzed. Although the level of demographic variation within census block groups is unclear due to lack of data at the block level, the EIS issued by DHS in November 2007 states that:

‘[the selected] census tracts have demographic characteristics similar to those of the persons living at or near the proposed construction activities. In some cases, the population in the census tract closest to the project area would seem to be lower in income than the population in the same census tract farther away from the river’ (DHS, 2007).

Thus, DHS’s own census track analysis reinforces both that the assumption of homogeneity is reasonable and that DHS is aware that lower income individuals are generally most likely to be affected by the fence.

---

The DHS methodology for determining how census tract areas are coded as ‘included in the project area’ and ‘not included’ was not specified in the EIS. It is therefore difficult to judge whether the areas designated by the EIS as ‘Census Tracts Not Included in the Project Area’ are referring to ‘gaps’ in the fence as designated in this paper or if they refer to entire areas outside the fence and gaps in the fence. Based on the fact that all 14 block groups in our analysis contained at least some portion of proposed fence, the EIS is most likely referring to census tracts outside the area of the fence or away from the actual path of the fence in Cameron County.
The results presented in this paper suggest several opportunities for future work. First, the study area should be increased to include all Texas sections of the proposed and existing fence along the U.S.-Mexico border and the aggregation level should be reduced to the block level for demographic measures that are available (race and ethnicity only). This would address the concern over aggregation of certain factors from the block group to the census block level. Another point of future analysis might include community-level surveys of how the fence is impacting socio-cultural factors in urban and rural areas affected by the fence. A 2004 study by the General Accounting Office noted that while illegal migrant apprehensions in urban areas such as San Diego and El Paso decreased by a combined 64% since 1993, apprehensions on land managed by the Department of the Interior (DOI) in rural areas increased dramatically (GAO, 2004). A more thorough analysis of environmental impacts of the proposed fence would also be valuable, especially given Secretary Chertoff’s waiver of federal environmental laws over certain portions of the proposed fence (DHS, 2008b). As noted above, there have been several revisions to the route of the proposed fence. It would be informative to analyze how these shifts in the location of the proposed fence have altered not only the environmental impacts but also the populations affected by those impacts. Finally, under circumstances that a barrier actually is constructed along the proposed path, it would be beneficial and necessary to track the impacts on populations and the environment over time.

In conclusion, the results presented here, while made under certain necessary assumptions, support the premise that there is a substantial and statistically significant disparity in socio-economic demographic factors between those living in the path of the proposed fence and those living in the gaps. This disparity merits further and immediate examination.
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INTRODUCTION

The United States government asserts that construction of the border wall between Texas and Mexico would affect wildlife and aquatic resources by conferring only “short- and long-term negligible to moderate adverse and minor beneficial impacts.” This assertion is inaccurate, according to ecologists and wildlife biologists and information contained in the government’s own preliminary environmental documents. To the contrary, the detrimental effect of the border wall on wildlife and the environment in Texas will be significant. The serious deleterious effects of the border wall have been documented by scientific research, review of historical evidence, and expert opinion. In contrast, the data relied upon to formulate the government’s conclusion of “negligible to moderate adverse and minor beneficial impacts” is almost non-existent. Furthermore, in its environmental reviews the government failed to adequately consider the proposed border wall’s indirect or cumulative effects, the effects to wildlife and conservation lands, and meaningful alternatives that could minimize environmental damage.

INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC LEGAL FRAMEWORK

In the United States, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that federal agencies conduct analyses of the environmental effects of “major Federal actions” that “significantly affect the quality of the human environment.” NEPA requires that agencies prepare environmental impact statements (EIS) to document the environmental effects and analyze alternatives to the Federal action (including “no action”). The EIS must meet certain statutory criteria. In addition to an analysis of alternatives, NEPA requires an EIS to include (1) a description of the environmental impacts of the proposed action, (2) any unavoidable adverse environmental impacts, (3) the relationship between short term uses of the environment and maintenance of long term ecological productivity, (4) an analysis of secondary and cumulative impacts, and (5) a description of any “irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources” that would be involved in the proposed action, should it be implemented.

In addition to NEPA, the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) requires that federal agencies consult with the Secretary of the Interior when a proposed agency action “may affect” a plant or animal that has been listed as “threatened” or “endangered” pursuant to the law. The consultation process requires that the agency document the effects of the proposed action on the species and their habitats, ensure that the action will not “jeopardize the continued existence” of the species, and implement measures designed to minimize the impact of the proposed action on the species.

In April 2008, Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff exercised his authority under federal immigration law to waive all applicable environmental statutes that may apply to the

---

4 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C).
5 Id.
6 Id.
8 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b).
construction of the border wall, including NEPA and the ESA. In doing so, he authorized a stark departure from the normal protocol of taking account of environmental issues in situations in which a government project will have clear and far reaching environmental impacts. The procedural protections provided by NEPA and the ESA were rendered toothless by the waiver.

In addition to U.S. laws that are intended to protect the environment, both for its own sake and for the benefit of people who rely on wildlife and other natural resources, international law requires that natural resources be protected. For example, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights concluded in a report involving the Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District of Belize that environmental damage caused in that case by logging impacted the property rights of the Mayan people. In this case, environmental resources, and the people who rely on them, will suffer as a result of the U.S. government’s decision to build the wall without a thorough analysis or mitigation of its environmental impacts.

Insufficiency of Government Analysis

Prior to issuing the waiver of environmental laws, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) had prepared a draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) and a draft environmental assessment (EA) for certain segments of the wall. The DEIS and EA were inadequate. It is likely that, had the waiver not been issued by DHS, environmental and indigenous groups would have challenged the sufficiency of the NEPA environmental review. Essentially, the environmental studies commissioned by DHS appeared to be designed to support a predetermined decision: construct the border fencing regardless of any cost to the natural environment or the people who depend on it.

Several U.S. environmental organizations commented on the draft environmental documents earlier this year. Following is a description of some of the most serious inadequacies that were identified by the organizations in their comments. First, the DEIS and EA inadequately addressed the wall’s effects on wildlife and ecology, basing conclusions on unacceptably short studies outside normal migratory and breeding seasons. Second, no analyses on the impacts of wetlands were included. Third, the EA did not mention potential impacts to threatened and endangered species, despite the fact that affected project areas are home to numerous bird and mammalian species that depend on the impacted areas for water, food, cover, and migration. The project areas covered by the Rio Grande Valley DEIS are home to several endangered or threatened species, yet the DEIS contained only a
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9 The waiver authority is found in section 102 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1103.
12 An EA was prepared for the El Paso segment and a draft EIS (DEIS) was prepared for another segment in the Rio Grande Valley.
13 The El Paso EA bases its conclusion on two single day surveys which were conducted outside migratory and breeding seasons, while the Rio Grande Valley DEIS’s conclusions are based on a 6-day biological study also conducted outside the breeding season.
cursory analysis of the effects of construction on these species. Finally, the DEIS and EA failed to address the impacts of artificial night lighting on migratory birds or other animals.

One of the most significant flaws in the DEIS is the inadequate discussion of alternatives. As mentioned above, NEPA requires that an EIS contain a discussion of the “alternatives to the proposed action.” This analysis of alternatives is “the heart” of the NEPA process, and is intended to provide a “clear basis for choice among options by the decision maker and the public.” An agency’s failure to consider reasonable alternatives is fatal to its NEPA analysis of a proposed action. However, before the analysis of alternatives is even reached, an agency must first specify the “purpose and need to which the agency is responding in proposing the alternatives included in the proposed action.” A project’s stated goal will dictate the range of “reasonable” alternatives and an agency cannot define its objectives in “unreasonably narrow terms.” By logical and legal extension, then, every time an agency prepares an EIS, it must answer three questions in the following order:

1. What is the purpose of the proposed project (the major federal action)?
2. Given that purpose, what are the reasonable alternatives to that project?
3. To what extent should the agency explore each particular reasonable alternative?

Instead of articulating a purpose that reflects the national goal of improving border security, and then addressing different avenues by which to achieve that goal, DHS instead defined border wall construction itself as the goal: The “purpose of the Proposed Action is to increase border security... through the construction, operation, and maintenance of tactical infrastructure in the form of fences, roads, and supporting technological and tactical assets.” By so drastically narrowing the scope of the project’s purpose, DHS restricted the range of alternatives considered to an extent that U.S. courts have not allowed.

In addition to inadequate treatment of alternatives, DHS failed to consider indirect effects such as immigration diversion and interference with land management practices that would result from the border wall’s construction. Agencies are required to assess foreseeable, indirect effects of their actions: “Reasonable forecasting and speculation is implicit in NEPA, and we must reject any attempt by agencies to skirt their responsibilities under NEPA by labeling any and all discussion of future environmental
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17 40 C.F.R. 1502.14; Citizens for a Better Henderson v. Hodel, 768 F.2d 1051, 1057 (9th Cir. 1985) (EIS must consider “every” reasonable alternative).
18 See Idaho Conservation League v. Mumma, 956 F.2d 1508, 1519-20 (9th Cir. 1992) (The existence of a viable, but unexamined alternative renders an environmental impact statement “inadequate.”).
20 City of Carmel by the Sea v. DOT, 95 F.3d 892 (9th Cir. 1996).
21 Id. at 903.
23 See Carmel by the Sea, 123 F.3d at 1155.
effects as crystal ball inquiry.” DHS has over a decade of experience with the phenomenon of shifting migration, where increased enforcement efforts in one zone predictably lead to increased illegal immigration and subsequent increased enforcement efforts within adjoining areas. These indirect effects, and the environmental impacts that will accompany them, are nonetheless overlooked by DHS in its environmental analyses.

Finally, the EA and DEIS also failed to adequately consider cumulative effects. Cumulative effects are defined in NEPA regulations as “the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non Federal) or person undertakes such other actions.” Failure to conduct a detailed cumulative effects analysis discredits DHS’ position, as “[g]eneral statements about ‘possible’ effects and ‘some risk’ do not constitute a ‘hard look’ absent a justification regarding why more definitive information could not be provided.” The environmental analyses commissioned by DHS produced only ambiguous generalities with no effort to provide specific details of likely cumulative effects.

**Direct Wildlife & Ecological Impacts**

The direct effects of border wall construction and maintenance will be significant and detrimental to past, present, and future conservation efforts. The fence is slated to traverse important ecological areas, including (but not limited to) the Lower Rio Grande Valley National Wildlife Refuge and The Sabal Palm Audubon Center and Sanctuary. The Nature Conservancy also owns property in the region, which is managed as wildlife sanctuary. This section will examine some of the direct impacts on those regions that will likely result from the construction and maintenance of the border wall.

**Movement & Habitat Fragmentation**

The Lower Rio Grande Valley in general, including protected areas like the Wildlife Refuge and the Sabal Palm Audubon Center, is home to a vast array of wildlife and plant diversity, including endangered and threatened species. Many of the rare species are found on both sides of the border; their ranges are not restricted to one country or the other. The refuges’ primary wildlife conservation strategy has been to link habitat patches that are isolated due to intense agriculture, urbanization, and other factors, in order to create and maintain a more continuous wildlife corridor for the species that migrate and move among habitat areas. This goal of habitat connection in south Texas has been a guiding management practice since 1979, and the federal government has spent over $80 million in taxpayer money to support piecemeal aggregation of the refuge which today exceeds 90,000 acres. Various government and private agencies in Texas and Mexico have entered into agreements or memoranda of understanding (MOUs) over the years to establish international wildlife corridors and

23 40 C.F.R. §1508.7.
24 Neighbors of Cuddy Mountain v. U.S. Forest Service, 137 F.3d 1372, 1379-80 (9th Cir. 1998).
protected areas. These MOUs resulted from many years of collaboration and negotiation on both sides and are imminently threatened by the proposed border wall construction along the Rio Grande River.

Construction of the proposed border wall will degrade and fragment over 500 acres of land, of which over 400 serve as wildlife habitat. Destruction and/or alteration of this habitat will impose additional stress on wildlife in a region that has already been cleared of 95% of its native vegetation. Major wildlife impacts from border wall construction include at least the following: increased road mortality along access and patrol roads, loss of habitat cover and connectivity, altered wildlife behavior and range due to high intensity lightning/construction/operational noise, and the interruption of mating activities necessary to sustain wildlife populations over time. These effects are significant and irreversible, and fly in the face of DHS’s conclusion that the construction of a border fence “would not significantly increase impediments” to wildlife movement and migration in its vicinity.

The wall segments described in the Rio Grande Valley DEIS could imperil the recovery of endangered species in the project area including the ocelot and jaguarondi. The ocelot and jaguarondi are tropical species at the northern limit of their natural habitat range. The barrier that would be created by the border wall would almost certainly expedite the disappearance of these species from the U.S. and could essentially nullify decades of cost- and labor-intensive planning, restoration, and recovery efforts. Habitat connectivity has been shown to be extremely critical in the outer range of a species distribution, where resources are typically smaller, more isolated, and lower in quality. Border wall construction and maintenance will further isolate resource patches and prevent critical dispersal events from occurring.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) draft ocelot recovery plan, which has not yet been released for public review, confirms the serious implications of border security construction activities such as lighting, fencing, road construction, and human activity, which are among critical threats that will collectively determine the endangered ocelot’s chances at recovering in the U.S. Specifically, habitat loss and travel corridors necessary for ocelot population maintenance will be severely compromised by the border wall. Recovery of the ocelot in the U.S. will be more challenging if the population is genetically and demographically isolated from the much larger Mexican population.

An extensive body of scientific research supports the major impacts of habitat fragmentation. The movement ability of a given species is a key factor in determining its distribution, abundance, extinction/recovery, and gene flow. Restoring populations of threatened and endangered species (such as the ocelot) requires management approaches that enhance – or, at least, maintain – habitat

\[26\] Id. note 3 at 5.
\[27\] Id. at 9.
\[30\] Id.
connectivity. Impermeable border walls will certainly block and/or limit cross border dispersal events between resource patches to the detriment of wildlife populations. For example, mule deer depend upon seasonal migration and will be prevented from easily accessing resources by the construction of the border fence. While they may be able to circumvent the wall, to do so will require them to re-learn how to access these resources and expend greatly more energy to do so. If they are unable to circumvent the wall, population loss will result. The negative effects of impermeable walls on wildlife movement have been documented in other countries: a security fence build along the India-Pakistan border has altered wildlife movements and resulted in increased human-wildlife conflict.\textsuperscript{32}

**Impacts to Other Threatened and Endangered Species**

The construction of the border wall will deleteriously affect other endangered species, in addition to the ocelot and jaguarondi. Five endangered species are known to exist in the El Paso area, including the Northern aplomado falcon, Southwestern willow flycatcher, and Mexican wolf. Moderate and highly suitable habitat for the endangered falcon exists both to the immediate north and south of the project area, and while the species was not detected during surveys for the proposed project, currently unoccupied habitat could easily become occupied as the species recovers and expands its range into suitable habitats adjacent to the project corridor. The Northern aplomado falcon has been sighted a mere 35-40 miles from the project corridor, which in terms of highly mobile raptors is quite close.\textsuperscript{33}

Additionally, the Mexican gray wolf, the most endangered mammal in North America, is currently the subject of intense reintroduction efforts in Arizona and New Mexico. As this population expands, more reintroduction sites will be utilized. Several sites along the U.S.-Mexico border show promise, and scientists believe it is essential that protected wolf habitat areas include functional corridors for wolf populations in border regions. Border fencing is contradictory to maintaining these transboundary connections, and will have long term negative effects on Mexican wolves’ ability to move between suitable habitat in the U.S. and Mexico.

**Artificial Night Lighting**

Part of the proposed border fence infrastructure calls for miles of high intensity artificial lighting, which has been shown to have detrimental effects on migratory birds: light towers have been documented to cause “tower kills” when large concentrations of birds become confused by the lights and fatally collide with the structures or each other.\textsuperscript{34} However, not much is known about night lighting impacts on other animals such as mammals. Even if animals, as suggested by one ecologist, “choose to move away from” the lights, this avoidance effect itself would be significant to species in the lighted area, especially nocturnal animals.


\textsuperscript{33} Id. at 12.

Indirect Effects on Wildlife and Ecology

NEPA defines indirect effects as those effects that “are caused by action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.”\(^{35}\) Significant indirect effects of border wall construction will include diversion of immigration flow and impairment of land management practices such as prescribed burns and other wildfire strategies.

Shifting Immigration Patterns

Since the early 1990’s, which marked the beginning of the Border Patrol’s implementation of its deterrence strategy, fence construction and associated infrastructure development of roads, lighting systems, remote camps, and other enforcement efforts have had clear indirect “ripple effects” on other areas of the border by shifting—but not decreasing – illegal immigration activities. The shifting effects caused by enforcement efforts, as well as their environmental effects, have been extensively documented: A 2004 study noted that while illegal migrant apprehensions in urban areas such as San Diego and El Paso decreased by a combined 64% since 1993, apprehensions on land managed by the Department of the Interior (DOI) increased dramatically.\(^{36}\) Between 1997 and 2000, the number of undocumented migrants apprehended on DOI lands exploded from 512 to over 113,000, while the National Park Service estimates that 200,000 undocumented migrants entered Arizona’s Organ Pipe National Monument alone in 2001.\(^{37}\)

Construction of the border wall in proposed areas will undoubtedly result in this same pattern of diverting illegal immigration through more isolated pathways, potentially affecting the wildlife and ecology in those areas in ways they would not have been affected otherwise. In its draft ocelot recovery plan (supra), FWS anticipates the effects of shifting migrants into more remote and sensitive areas as an important factor affecting the recovery of this endangered species: “One result of increased [enforcement efforts] on traditionally used points of entry by undocumented immigrants is to push potential immigration into the most inaccessible zones where impacts on the ocelot and other species may be high.”\(^{38}\)

Interference with Land Management Practices

The proposed construction of border fencing will alter normal habitat and wetland management on refuge lands. If the border wall is constructed as proposed, as many as 40,000 acres of federally maintained land could end up inaccessible to U.S. land managers. Federal land managers will be prevented or hindered from performing tasks necessary to control invasive plants and respond to the 300+ wildfires per year on refuge land. Prescribed burns, an important tool in wildfire management, will be severely obstructed if fire crews are bound on one side by the Rio Grande River and the other by an impenetrable wall. The Sabal Palm Audubon Center could end up entirely on the other side of the
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fence, raising a host of practical and serious questions related to insurance, access to local government services, and entitlement to U.S. federal funds.

Incompatibility with Bi-national Conservation Efforts

The Mexican government has stated its opposition to the border wall on many grounds, including the fact that it will have negative impacts on the ecosystems along the border that both countries are trying to manage and protect. In a communiqué issued by the Mexican government in June 2007, for example, the government stated, “Mexico has emphasized the negative impact that [the wall] will have on ecosystems on the border, particularly in relation to migratory species.”

In May 2007, the Mexican Secretariat of Environment and Natural Resources convened a scientific workshop that included 55 experts and academics from the U.S. and Mexico to discuss the environmental impact of construction of the border wall. The papers were collected in the publication A Barrier to Our Shared Environment. The Border Fence between the United States and Mexico. The papers in the book documented the threat that the border fence represents for the viability of species and ecosystems. Some of the papers also addressed the fact that construction of the border wall represents a regression in bilateral diplomacy and runs counter to efforts to conduct productive binational dialogues between the governments of the United States and Mexico to avoid foreseeable damages to the border ecosystems.

Environmental Damage Impact on Humans

The damage to wildlife, wildlife habitats, and border ecosystems that will likely result from construction and maintenance of the border wall will impact people, too. The indigenous people who live along the border depend on the natural environment for their sustenance and survival, as well as for ritual purposes. The impacts on these peoples are described in a separate paper. Other residents of the region enjoy access to the national wildlife refuge and other sanctuaries in order to observe wildlife and the natural environment. The species that historically populated the border region, many of which are rare and in decline today, are part of the natural heritage of Americans and Mexicans. The citizens of both countries will be poorer if this natural heritage is lost.

CONCLUSION

The construction of the border wall will have significant impacts on humans, wildlife, and the environment. U.S. law – the National Environmental Policy Act and the Endangered Species Act, specifically – mandates that federal agencies document the impacts of proposed federal actions on the

40 Available at: http://www.ine.gob.mx/publicaciones/consultaPublicacion.html?id_pub=519.
41 Id.
human environment and minimize impacts to threatened and endangered species. In this case, DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff has waived U.S. federal and state environmental laws applicable to the border wall. As a result, there will be no meaningful government review of the impacts of the wall on the environment and the people who live in the border region. The result will be the loss of rare species and our bi-national natural heritage.
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Introduction

The Secure Border Fence Act of 2006 and the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008 mandate the construction of 700 miles of reinforced fencing on the Southwest border of the United States. As of March 2008, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) reported that it had completed close to 170 miles of pedestrian fencing. CBP reports that it is “well on its way to constructing” 370 miles of pedestrian fencing by the end of 2008. Much, if not all, of the fencing scheduled to be completed in 2008 is planned along the Texas-Mexico border. More than 100 miles of fencing is slated to be constructed on the Texas-Mexico border by December 31st, 2008, with about 50 miles being planned for the Rio Grande Valley.

The border fence is scheduled to roughly follow, in most places, the southernmost levee built during the 1930s and under jurisdiction of the International Border and Water Commission (IBWC), the bi-national commission that presides over the Rio Grande River as an international boundary. The levee crosses, and the border fence is scheduled to cross, through or near four areas of indigenous peoples in the border region: the Lipan Apache in the southern Rio Grande Valley; the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas southeast of Rosita South and outside of Eagle Pass, Texas; the Jumano community in Redford, southeast of Presidio, Texas; and the Tigua people southeast of El Paso, Texas. In 2008, the Secretary of the US Department of Homeland Security, Michael Chertoff, signed a Multistate Waiver of federal environmental and related legislation. However, once the Multistate Waiver was signed, the Army Corps of Engineers did not undertake a new EIA reflecting how bypassing this legislation would impact plans for the construction of the border fence. Instead, they replaced the EIA of 2006 with “Environmental Stewardship Plans” (ESPs) for each fence section, in order “to continue to protect valuable natural and cultural resources” and to “develop appropriate best management practices (BMPs) to avoid or minimize adverse impacts.” The scheduled locations of the border fence in relation to indigenous people and their lands are assumed to remain largely unchanged, since DHS has retained its December 31st, 2008 date for construction of fencing in Texas and the waivers issued to allow expedited construction apply to many of the previously identified areas.
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2 Calculation made by the authors from DHS pronouncements, including: www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/press_border_waivers_08-2177_All_Segments_Project_Area-Final_v2_040108.pdf
3 Ibid. It is worth noting that the fence will, in most places, not be built on top of the levee or between the levee and the river and so will leave additional land, including both the levy and any land between the fence and the levy, outside of the reach of property owners, essentially on the Mexico side of the border.
4 The 2008 Environmental Stewardship Plans are available at the Army Corps of Engineers border fence website: http://www.borderfenceplanning.com/
Through planning for and construction of the fence, the United States government is affecting traditional indigenous lands in the path of or near scheduled fencing. Private properties, which the U.S. government seeks to take for the purpose of surveying and construction, are owned by citizens with deep historical claims to their land. Dr. Eloisa Tamez, a life-long resident of El Calaboz, Texas in the Rio Grande Valley is one such property owner. Dr. Tamez is Lipan Apache and the owner of a small piece of property that has been in her family since the mid-1700s. The land originally came into her family as a result of a land grant from the Spanish crown, and the family’s ownership has since been confirmed by successive governments and treaties dictating land ownership along what is now the Texas/Mexico border. The proposed wall will bisect her land, leaving the majority of her property on the south side of the barrier inaccessible. Other private property owners, some of whom also have indigenous heritage, are being affected in similar ways.

Similarly, the federal government’s planned fence construction will affect traditional lands of the Kickapoo Tribe and the Tigua people and will cut these indigenous communities off from important ceremonial and religious sites and the Rio Grande River. The unique trans-border nature of the indigenous peoples on the Texas-Mexico border, whose traditional lands are located in both Texas and Mexico, will be greatly and negatively impacted by a border wall.

In the process of planning and constructing the border fence along the Texas/Mexico border, the United States government is violating the rights of indigenous peoples by damaging their relationships to land and natural resources, as well as religious and cultural sites, along the border. Additionally, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), CBP, and the Army Corps of Engineers are conducting the border fence planning and construction process in ways that violate the rights of self-determination and non-discrimination of these indigenous communities as understood by international human rights law.

This briefing paper examines these violations. The central points of this paper are:

- The United States government is violating the indigenous peoples’ right to recognition of juridical personality and civil rights protected in Article XVII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (the American Declaration) by failing to recognize the legal personality of the indigenous people of the Texas-Mexico border.
- The United States government is violating the right to property as supported by Article XXIII of the American Declaration by taking indigenous-owned lands and not establishing free, prior, and informed consent with indigenous communities of
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5 The Working Group has interviewed and consulted with Dr. Eloisa Tamez and her daughter Margo Tamez on this briefing paper.
the Texas-Mexico border prior to surveying lands and planning, designing and constructing the fence, as supported by ILO Convention 169.

- Indigenous communities of the Texas-Mexico border have the right to legal protections and remedies as supported by Article XVIII of the American Declaration. These rights are also not being respected.
- The United States government is violating the right of indigenous people to enforce treaties and agreements with the government that the communities entered into in the past, as supported by Article 37(1) of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
- The United States government will impede access and cause irreparable harm to natural resources deemed significant to the survival, development, religion and continuation of the ways of life of indigenous people of the Texas-Mexico border, as supported by Article XXIII of the American Declaration.

**International Human Rights Law as it Applies to the Border Fence’s Impact on Indigenous Rights**

The rights of indigenous people are widely supported in U.S. domestic and international law. These norms may be applied to the violations of indigenous peoples’ rights by the U.S. government in respect to the exploration and construction of the border fence on the Texas-Mexico border.

The American Declaration constitutes a source of international legal obligation for all member states of the Organization of American States, including the U.S. According to the jurisprudence of the inter-American human rights system, the provisions of its governing instruments, including the American Declaration, should be interpreted and applied in light of developments in the field of international human rights law since those instruments were first composed and with due regard to other relevant rules of international law applicable to member states against which complaints of human rights violations are properly lodged. In particular, the organs of the inter-American system have previously held that developments in the corpus of international human rights law relevant to interpreting and applying the American Declaration may be drawn from the provisions of other prevailing international and regional human rights instruments. These other instruments include the American Convention on Human Rights, which may generally be considered to represent an authoritative expression of the fundamental principles set forth in the American Declaration. Pertinent developments have also been
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7 See, I/A Comm. H.R. Report No. 52/01, Case 12.243, Juan Raul Garza (United States), Annual Report of the IACHR 2000, paras. 88, 89 (confirming that while the Commission clearly does not apply the American Convention in relation to member states that have yet to ratify that treaty, the Convention’s provisions may well be relevant in informing an interpretation of the principles of the Declaration).
drawn from the provisions of other multilateral treaties adopted inside and outside of the framework of the inter-American system, including for example the Geneva Conventions of 1949, the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations and, of particular pertinence to the present case, International Labour Organisation Convention N° 169 concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries and other instruments concerning the rights of indigenous peoples. This paper thus references the provisions of the American Declaration as well as other international human rights norms in analyzing the actions of the United States in developing and constructing the Texas-Mexico border wall.

In several cases and reports, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (the Commission) and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (the Court) have held that members of indigenous and tribal communities require special measures that guarantee the full exercise of their rights, particularly with regards to their enjoyment of the land, in order to safeguard their physical and cultural survival.

By not recognizing the legal status of indigenous people along the Texas-Mexico border as such, especially as regards the Lipan Apache of the Coastal Bend Region and South Rio Grande Valley, the U.S. government is violating indigenous peoples’ right to recognition of juridical personality and the right to enjoy civil rights as supported by Article XVII of the American Declaration: “Every person has the right to be recognized everywhere as a person having rights and obligations, and to enjoy the basic civil rights.” In the case of Saramaka People v. Suriname, the Court held that the acknowledgement of the clan’s communal juridical personality is one of the “special measures” owed to indigenous and tribal groups in order to ensure they can use their land according to their own traditions.

By not obtaining the Free, Prior, and Informed Consent (FPIC) of indigenous peoples on the Texas-Mexico border before commencing the exploration and construction of the border fence, the U.S. government is further violating indigenous peoples’ right to property and judicial protection. The government is also violating the provisions of International Labor Organization Convention No. 169 which provides: “States must consult people living on the land before doing exploration or exploitation of the land.” In the case of Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District v. Belize, the Commission established that the state must obtain fully informed consent from the indigenous community before beginning a project and the community must know the consequences and processes of the project.

---

By planning to construct sections of the border fence on private property owned by indigenous community members and by impacting lands on which indigenous peoples depend for natural, cultural, and spiritual resources, the U.S. government is violating indigenous peoples’ right to property as provided by Article XXIII of the American Declaration: “Every person has a right to own such private property as meets the essential needs of decent living and helps to maintain the dignity of the individual and of the home.” In the cases of Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay and Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua, the Court held that close ties between a clan and its land must be secured as property rights. The right to property is also supported in Article 26 of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples:

Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.

The U.S. government’s actions also violate indigenous peoples’ right to judicial protection, as supported by Article XVIII of the American Declaration, which provides:

Every person may resort to the courts to ensure respect for his legal rights. There should likewise be available to him a simple, brief procedure whereby the courts will protect him from acts of authority that, to his prejudice, violate any fundamental constitutional rights.

In the case of Indigenous Community Yakye Axa v. Paraguay, the Court held that states must grant effective protection to indigenous people that takes into account their economic and social characteristics, as well as their situation of special vulnerability, their customary law, values and customs, and states must establish an effective means for guaranteeing clans their right to communal property with due process guarantees.

By constructing the wall on private and traditional lands of indigenous peoples on the Texas-Mexico border and by cutting off access to the Rio Grande River and other important sites as well as creating barriers to free crossing of the border, the U.S. government is violating the right of indigenous communities to enforce previous treaties and agreements that they have entered into in the past, as supported by Article 37 of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples:

---

Indigenous peoples have the right to the recognition, observance and enforcement of treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements concluded with States or their successors and to have States honour and respect such treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements.  

These treaties and agreements that have not been respected include, for example: The Colonial del Nuevo Santander Treaty (signed on March 15, 1791 with the Spanish Colonial Government); The Alcaldes de las Villas de la Provincia Treaty (signed on August 17, 1822 with the Spanish Colonial Government); The Live Oak Point Treaty (signed on January 8, 1838 with the Republic of Texas Government); and The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (signed on February 2, 1848 between the United States and Mexico). These various treaties guarantee protection of the civil and human rights, including rights to respect for traditional lands, of indigenous communities in Texas. They bind the United States, until abrogated, either as signatory or as successor to the governments originally signing the treaties. An additional agreement is codified at 25 United States Code § 1300b-13(d), which outlines the “Border Crossing, Living and Working Rights of the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas” providing:

Notwithstanding the Immigration and Nationality Act, all members of the Band [the Kickapoo] shall be entitled to freely pass and repass the borders of the United States and to live and work in the United States.

The United States government is violating the right to recognition of juridical personality and civil rights in failing to recognize the legal personality of indigenous peoples of the Texas-Mexico border and respect their rights to property and legal protection.

Lipan Apache of South Texas

The border fence is scheduled to cross through the community of Ranchería El Calaboz, which has residents who are descendants of Lipan Apache. The Lipan Apache of South Texas are descended from the original Ndé buffalo hunters who call themselves the Cúelcahén Ndé or “People of the Tall Grass” or Ndé, which means “the people” and the Spanish colonizers later referred to Ndé as Apache who migrated from the southern plains before European contact. Mounted Ndé buffalo hunters settled in West Texas and were called Apache by Spaniard settlers. The Lipan Apaches of the Coastal

17 Ibid.; see also Sandra L. Myres, The Lipan Apaches in Indian Tribes of Texas at 129-145 (1971).
Bend Region, which included most of south Rio Grande Valley, settled in the area after many battles with Spaniards and Spaniard-indigenous alliances. After battling Indian raids by Spanish and United States militaries, as well as Texas Rangers, the Lipan Apache often took defensive refuge on rancherías created by Spanish land grants.\textsuperscript{19} Over the years, significant mixing between the Lipan Apache and Spanish colonizers took place.\textsuperscript{20} Such miscegenation with Spaniard colonizers is evident in the genealogy of the Cuelga de Castro line, a chief of the Lipan Apache. Further historical accounts, genealogies, and testimonies have recorded the adoption of Hispanic names and language by Lipan Apache.\textsuperscript{21} Thus, currently many families may properly claim both Hispanic and Lipan Apache heritage.\textsuperscript{22}

The Native American Cultural Affiliation Overview, written for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Galveston District by Karen Gardener in 2001, describes the ethno-history and legal status of the Lipan Apache in United States federal law. However, in its assessments made in connection with the construction of a border fence, the U.S. Army Corps does not recognize the living members of the Lipan Apache band of South Texas, due to their shared heritage with Mexican-American communities living in the Rio Grande Valley.

This briefing paper argues that members of the mixed Lipan Apache and Mexican-American communities of the Rio Grande Valley area practice cultural relationships to the land and natural resources that are sufficiently similar to Lipan Apache traditions and practices and to indigenous practices in general as underlined in international law such that they can uphold a claim that construction of a border fence through their lands, resulting in government taking of their property and loss of access to traditional lands, violates international human rights. This paper also argues that the Army Corps environmental assessment for the border fence performed previous to the waiver of applicable laws by DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff on April 1st, 2008 makes the Lipan Apache identity of property owners in the Lower Rio Grande Valley and Coastal Bend region invisible. By not recognizing the Lipan Apache identity of property owners in the Rio Grande Valley in the areas slated for border fence construction, the U.S. government violates the right to recognition of juridical personality and civil rights and the right to property as supported by Articles XVII and XXIII of the American Declaration.

\textsuperscript{19} Maestas, Enrique Gilbert-Michael (2003) “Culture and History of Native Peoples of South Texas,” Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin; Armando C. Alonzo, Tejano Legacy: Rancheros and Settlers in South Texas, 1734-1900 at 51 (describing skirmishes between Lipan Apaches and Spanish settlers).
\textsuperscript{20} Maestas, Enrique Gilbert-Michael (2003) “Culture and History of Native Peoples of South Texas,” Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin; Armando C. Alonzo, Tejano Legacy: Rancheros and Settlers in South Texas, 1734-1900 at 54-55.
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{22} See generally Martha Menchaca, Recovering History, Constructing Race: The Indian, Black, and White Roots of Mexican Americans (2001).
The Native American Cultural Affiliation Overview of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers acknowledges the identity of the Lipan Apache and describes them as a federally unrecognized indigenous group that has associated itself with the Mescalero Apache to advance land claims:

The land claims were brought before the Indian Claims Commission by the Apache Tribe of the Mescalero Reservation on behalf of the Lipan Apache Tribe and the Mescalero Apache Tribe against the United States of America (Docket No. 22-0, for the taking of ancestral lands belonging to them. This claim was settled in a Findings of Fact on Compromise Settlement heard before the Indian Claims Commission, with a decision rendered on February 19, 1976. This claim was resolved in favor of the Indians, based on the conclusion that the United States removed the title of the Lipan Apache to their aboriginal lands in Texas on 1 November 1856 and from the Mescalero Apache on 27 May 1873, without payment of any form of compensation.

The Lipan Apache applied for federal recognition in 1999 and their juridical personality has not yet been recognized by the U.S. government. While Lipan Apache land claims have remained legally associated with the Mescalero Apache in the eyes of the U.S. government, individual property owners outside of Mescalero Apache lands also claim Lipan Apache heritage, exercising their right to self-determination as recognized by Articles XVII and XXIII of the American Declaration and Article 3 of the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of the United Nations.23

Anthropologist Enrique Maestas, himself Lipan Apache and an expert scholar on the history of South Texas indigenous people’s ethno history, links current border families with Spanish surnames that self-identify as Lipan Apache to the pedestrian buffalo hunters known as Cúelcahén Ndé. He argues that the historical lands of the Cúelcahén Ndé people were constituted by the region between the Pecos River and Rio Grande River and most of the Costal Bend Region, but was porous to interaction and mixing with Spanish colonizers, and the result was the transformation of the social spaces of the Cúelcahén Ndé into rancherías, settlements, and buffalo hunting territory.24

One such ranchería is the Ranchería El Calaboz, owned by Dr. Eloisa Tamez. The legal title of Ranchería El Calaboz dates to the original San Pedro de Carricitos Land Grant from Spain that benefited the Tamez family.25 Dr. Tamez’s daughter, Dr. Margo

23 Article 3 of the UN Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples states: “Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.”
25 Texas General Land Office, Guide to Spanish and Mexican Land Grants in South Texas #336 (1998) (identifying the land grant of San Pedro de Carricitos); Florence Johnson Scott, Historical Heritage of the
Tamez, has identified her family as Lipan Apache. In a presentation about their lands, Margo gave a statement regarding her family’s Lipan Apache heritage:

I am born on my mother’s side for the £ebaiyé t’nde’ hi’ke nnee’ gową goshjaa ha’áná’ idlíí (Lipan and Chiricahua People of the “Jail Village”/El Calaboz), and on my maternal grandmother’s side for the Euskara and T’nde’(Basque-Lipan People), and on my fathers’ side I am from the Suma’ nde’ hi’ke nnee’ gową goshjaa ni’gosdzáń lichíí (Jumano and Chiricahua Red Earth Mud People).26

The Federal Land Trust to the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas of Nacimiento, Mexico, and Eagle Pass, Texas

The border fence is scheduled to separate traditional lands pertaining to the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas on the Mexico and Texas sides of the Rio Grande River. The fence will also cross through and disturb or destroy traditional sites of the Kickapoo along the Rio Grande River and will impede access to the Rio Grande River and free crossing across the border by the Kickapoo.

The Kickapoo Tribe of Texas is the proprietor of a Federal Indian Land Trust located between the Rio Grande River and the town of Rosita South, near Eagle Pass, Texas. The land trust was regularized into law in the year 1983.

The Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas descends from the original Kickapoo (Kiikaapoa) of the Great Lakes region.27 The Kickapoo were forced to migrate and relocate south of the Great Lakes through subsequent conflicts with French colonials and then American Indian Removal Policy during the 18th century. Rebellions led by Pontiac and Tecumseh were unsuccessful in abating white settlers and served to split the Kickapoo into Kansas Kickapoo, Oklahoma Kickapoo, and the Texas-Mexico border region Kickapoo.28 Violence against Kickapoo in Texas led some of this last band to flee to Mexico and to Indian Country (Oklahoma). President Sam Houston of the Republic of Texas attempted to settle Kickapoo on the Texas-Mexico border through a peace agreement with no results, and the Kickapoo united with Mexican guerillas to fight American colonizers in Texas. The Texas Republic administration of Mirabeau Lamar then embarked on a vigorous Indian removal campaign. The Mexican government,

---

however, awarded the Kickapoo land grants southwest from the border in El Nacimiento, Coahuila, for their service in battling the U.S. and Texan militaries.  

Subsequent migrations and relocations moved the Kickapoo back and forth between El Nacimiento and Indian Territory in Oklahoma. Over time, the Kickapoo of El Nacimiento gathered in camps near the Texas border. The Kickapoo did not legally hold title to land in Texas until 1985, but because they have traditionally camped near the international bridge between Piedras Negras, Coahuila, and Eagle Pass, Texas, they have “long been identified with this state.” The US government, in 1983, granted the Texas Band of Oklahoma Kickapoo a federal land grant southeast of Eagle Pass, Texas. The band then claimed official tribal status separate from the Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma, as the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas, as stated in their tribal constitution. 

As a result of their continual migration and relocation, the Kickapoo have sustained a semi-nomadic lifestyle between Texas and Mexico. According to the Texas State Historical Association Handbook of Texas, “the group, which numbers between 625 and 650, spends the major portion of the year in El Nacimiento—about 130 miles southwest of Eagle Pass, Texas—but still lives a semi-nomadic life that has been adapted to modern economic conditions. In middle to late May most of the residents of Nacimiento divide into family-based bands and set out across Texas and other western states to work as migrant agricultural laborers. By late October or early November the bands make their way back to Nacimiento, where they pass the winter hunting, planting crops, raising cattle, and participating in religious ceremonies.”

Because the tribe’s traditional lands lie along both sides of the Rio Grande River near Eagle Pass, the construction of the border wall will irrevocably divide their territory. The tribe’s migratory and cross-border nature is recognized by 25 United States Code §1300b-13(d) which gives the tribe the right to pass and repass the Texas-Mexico border at will. Currently, the CBP impermissibly asks the Kickapoo to cross at the official Port of Entry in Eagle Pass showing their tribal ID cards, but the tribal members generally ignore this requirement and cross freely as they have traditionally done. If the border fence crosses through this area, it would impede the Kickapoo from passing and repassing freely as is their right.

By failing to acknowledge and give proper consideration to the juridical tribal personality of both the Lipan Apache and the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas, and through its insistence in taking land for the exploration and the construction of the border wall, the United States government is violating articles XVIII and XXIII of the American Declaration, as well as 25 United States Code §1300b-13(d).

---

29 Ibid
31 Texas State Historical Association, Handbook of Texas Online.
The border wall is also projected to be built on traditional lands of the sovereign Tigua Tribe, impacting their nearby reservation. The Tigua (Ysleta del Sur)\textsuperscript{33} Pueblo Indians of El Paso County originally lived south of modern Albuquerque, New Mexico along the Rio Grande River before coming to Texas.\textsuperscript{34} The Tigua ancestral home, Gran Quivera, was started about 800 A.D. north of El Paso in the Manzano Mountains, southeast of modern Albuquerque.\textsuperscript{35} With an increase of Spanish missions and settlements throughout the 1600s, disease and slavery killed many of the Tigua of Gran Quivera. By 1675, after years of drought and after the Pueblo Revolt in New Mexico, the Tigua population continued to dwindle, and as a result they resettled and began farming along the Rio Grande River near modern El Paso. Gran Quivera was left abandoned, yet the ruins remain and are currently protected by the National Park Service.\textsuperscript{36}

In the late 17\textsuperscript{th} century, the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo, 12 miles east of modern El Paso, was founded by the Tigua Pueblo Indians who had moved from New Mexico. The collective possession of the Pueblo was confirmed by the Spanish crown in a land grant which the Spanish and Mexican authorities acknowledged in documents dated 1751, 1825, 1839, and 1841. Under Mexican rule (1821-1848), the Tigua were recognized as an Indian group with an Indian settlement, and they continued to have rights to their traditional lands. The grant to the Tigua, comprised of 36 square miles, was not respected after 1848 when Mexico ceded New Mexico and West Texas to the United States, despite assurance by the United States that the land rights of former Mexican citizens (Spanish/Mexican grants) now found in territory of the United States would be honored. The Ysleta del Sur Pueblo was deprived of almost all of their land grants as a result of a series of incorporation acts passed by the Texas Legislature. By these acts the land grants were partitioned into individual tracts and conveyed to new applicants. According to a recent federal study, the Texas Legislature illegally incorporated the town of Ysleta in 1871. The unlawful incorporation included not only the immediate area of the former Ysleta Pueblo, but the entire Ysleta Grant.\textsuperscript{37} Thereafter, many tribal members were forced to leave and relocate to small plots north of the pueblo.\textsuperscript{38}

In 1987, the Tigua Tribe was finally fully recognized by the federal government of the United States.\textsuperscript{39} The Ysleta del Sur Pueblo still exists today with a tribal

\begin{itemize}
  \item\textsuperscript{33} The tribal community of The Ysleta del Sur Pueblo is known as the “Tigua” tribe.
  \item\textsuperscript{34} Randy Lee Eickhoff, Exiled: The Tigua Indians of Ysleta del Sur at 19 (1996).
  \item\textsuperscript{35} Ibid., 57-58.
  \item\textsuperscript{39} Randy Lee Eickhoff, Exiled: The Tigua Indians of Ysleta del Sur at 204-05; see also Pub.L.No. 90-287 (April 12, 1968). 
\end{itemize}
enrollment of over sixteen-hundred people. In April 2008, the Tribal Census Department reported the tribal member make-up as follows: 47% male, 54% females, 24% under the age of 17, 7% between 18 and 21 years old, 56% between the ages of 22 and 55, and 14% age 55 or older.\textsuperscript{40}

The combined reservation lands of the Tribe include two housing communities and several tracts of land.\textsuperscript{41} According to the tribal council, for almost 40 years the tribe has owned and operated a diverse set of tribal enterprises and corporations that provide employment for its members and the El Paso community. The common goal of the tribal businesses is to advance the tribe toward self-determination and self-governance.\textsuperscript{42} The Tribal Council (the Council) of the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo is the traditional governing body of the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo exercising all inherent governmental power, fiscal authority and tribal sovereignty as recognized in the August 18, 1987 Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Restoration Act.\textsuperscript{43}

A recent federal study conducted by Charles R. Cutter and Hana Samek Norton, two historians hired by the U.S. Department of Interior with expertise in Spanish colonial relations with American Indian peoples, confirmed the important historical relationship between the Tigua and the land and river in the El Paso area. As a result of this study, the U.S. government signed an agreement with the tribe in January 2007 stipulating its responsibility to help the Tigua develop the tribe's potential land and water rights claims "and to take actions consistent with those rights."\textsuperscript{44} Yet, construction of the border fence sections planned for the El Paso area will sever Tigua traditional lands along the Rio Grande River and will impede access to traditional sites along an extensive stretch of the river that have been used by the community for 300 years.\textsuperscript{45}

By failing to give proper consideration to the juridical tribal personality of the Tigua (Ysleta del Sur) in planning and constructing the border wall in areas where the Tigua have traditionally held land and by cutting off access for the Tigua to the Rio Grande River and to traditional sites, the United States government is violating Articles XVIII and XXIII of the American Declaration.

\textsuperscript{41} See Figure 2.
\textsuperscript{45} See County of El Paso, et al. v. Chertoff, et al., Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, No. EPO8CA0196, filed in the United States District court of the Western District of Texas, El Paso Division (June 2, 2008), par. 29.
The United States government is violating the right of indigenous people to enforce past treaties and agreements.

The indigenous people affected by the planned border wall have certain rights protected by treaties and agreements that the United States must respect. These treaties and agreements include, for example: The Colonial del Nuevo Santander Treaty (signed on March 15, 1791 with the Spanish Colonial Government); The Alcaldes de las Villas de la Provincia Treaty (signed on August 17, 1822 with the Spanish Colonial Government); The Live Oak Point Treaty (signed on January 8, 1838 with the Republic of Texas Government); and The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (signed on February 2, 1848 between the United States and Mexico). These various treaties guarantee protection of the civil and human rights of indigenous communities in Texas, including the right to respect for traditional lands and property ownership. By taking property from indigenous landholders and by interfering with access to traditional lands, through construction of the border wall, the United States fails to respect its pre-existing obligations secured through treaties and other agreements.

Exploration and construction of the border wall also violates the right of the Texas Traditional Tribe of Kickapoo to enforce their unique right to pass and repass the international border utilizing only their tribal ID card, as stated in 25 United States Code § 1300b-13(d). Upon receiving legal recognition of juridical personality by the United States government in 1983, the Kickapoo were guaranteed the right to pass and repass due to their unique status as a transboundary indigenous people whose community members live in both Mexican and U.S. territory. Construction of the border fence violates this right by limiting the movement of tribal members on the U.S. side and movement of tribal members back and forth between Mexico and the U.S..

Exploration and construction of the border wall further violates the rights of the indigenous peoples of the Texas-Mexico border with regards to the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). In an effort to expedite the construction of the border wall, and without further explanations as to why the waivers were necessary, Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff announced April 1, 2008 that NAGPRA (along with dozens of other federal laws) would be waived. NAGPRA, a federal law passed in 1990, creates a legal process for federal agencies and institutions that receive federal funding to return American Indian human remains and cultural items to their respective tribes or lineal descendants. The waivers apply to approximately 470 miles of land in a stretch of area from California through Texas.

---

46 The Tigua, the City of El Paso, the County of El Paso and several environmental groups have filed suit challenging the REAL ID Act, which grants Chertoff his waiver power. The groups contend that the REAL ID Act’s waiver provision unconstitutionally allows the DHS secretary unilaterally to repeal laws.
48 According to Indian Country Today, Sherry Hutt, the national NAGPRA program manager, was not previously informed about the waiver.
which include Texas-Mexico border indigenous peoples’ historical grave sites and other culturally significant lands, such as ceremonial sites. In an interview with the Working Group, the Ysleta del Sur lieutenant governor, Carlos Hisa, explained that historical Tigua grave sites will likely be impacted by the border wall.49 Eric Anico of the Kickapoo Tribe similarly notes that the border wall will affect burial grounds and other ceremonial sites.50 The blanket waiver by DHS violates the government’s obligation to respect its prior commitments, leaving certain indigenous peoples along the Texas-Mexico border, including the Tigua, without the ability to secure the human and cultural remains of their tribes and lineal descendants.

The U.S. government is violating indigenous peoples’ right to enforce treaties and agreements, which are binding on the United States. The right to enforce such treaties and agreements is supported by Article 37 of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The United States is therefore in violation of its obligations under international law.

The United States government is taking actions that will cause irreparable harm and limit access to natural resources deemed significant to the survival, development, and continuation of the ways of life of indigenous people of Texas.

Historical and Current Land Use of the Lipan Apache

The Working Group interviewed Dr. Eloisa Tamez about the historical and current uses of her land.51 Dr. Tamez stated that her family has maintained cultural uses of their land as Lipan Apache since the 1700s, when her ancestors were granted a Spanish land title. Dr. Tamez stated that her grandfather used to plant seasonal crops on the south side of her property past the levee; he would go all the way to the river to get water for irrigation. She stated that her grandmother would harvest golondrina plant from the south side of the property to treat the eyes of Dr. Tamez’s grandfather when the sulfur powder he utilized to control pests irritated his vision.

Enrique Maestas corroborates historical and current uses of land and natural resources typical of Mexican American communities in South Texas as inheritances of Lipan Apache customs and traditions. He writes:

Concrete cultural practices that affiliate Mexican American cultural practices...with Texas Indians are hunting and gathering for food and medicines in south Texas, preparation of corn tortillas and tamales, planting corn, beans, squash, and chiles, oral and incarnate traditions reproducing an Indigenous identity based on the land and water. This

49 Phone interview with Carlos Hisa conducted by Michelle Guzman in April 2008.
50 See written testimony of Eric Anico, member of the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas (Oct. 13, 2008).
51 Working Group interview with Dr. Eloisa Tamez on her property, May 2, 2008.
identity is reaffirmed in Native American ceremonial observance in south Texas. These Native American traditions are incorporated into ceremony through practices such as Native American oratory ritual, which guarantees each person the opportunity to speak and express themselves. Purification lodges, Native American dance societies, and the religious use of peyote are practices culturally affiliated with prehistoric, colonial, and modern Texas Indians. Often, and especially for newcomers, a testimony of their Native ancestry is part of this oratory. Women often prepare Native American food, such as corn, deer, and wild fruits using Native American technologies used by Texas Indians in missions. Therefore, cultural traditions reproduced in Mexican American families provide a Native American identity and Native American cultural foundations and supports for Native American ceremonial observance.52

Dr. Tamez has a close connection to her land and to the Rio Grande River that it borders—a connection which developed from family and community traditions, including indigenous uses. She has stated that the river is “spiritual” for her.53 She has also stated that she maintains spiritual uses of her land including on the south side of her property past the levee, the access to which would be severed by the border fence.54 Among these uses of her land, she currently has let the south side of the property go wild and is not planting crops, in order to give habitat for the ocelots and chachalacas (wild chicken) that are commonly seen on the south side of her property. She stated that jaguarandi also cross over the river from Mexico to mate. Her traditions in this regard are reflected in broader community traditions; Dr. Tamez explained to us that the city of Harlingen every year celebrates the ocelot with an ocelot fest.

General Council Chairman of the Lipan Apache Band, Daniel Castro Romero, Jr., has similarly referenced the importance of ongoing traditional uses of Lipan Apache and border lands and the connections between the indigenous community and the environment, which will be impacted by the border wall, saying:

Our people are so closely tied to the environment that the wall has a huge impact. Our lifestyle is to look out and see the river and the wildlife and to enjoy them as a religious experience, but now we will look out and see the wall. Our religion is taking care of Mother Earth. The wall infringes on our religious beliefs and way of life in other ways, too. It will devastate the peyote fields that we still use for religious purposes; they are some of the few remaining fields.55

52 Maestas p. 518; see also Sandra L. Myres, The Lipan Apaches in Indian Tribes of Texas at 131.
53 Comments by Dr. Eloisa Tamez, made at Abriendo Brecha conference at University of Texas at Austin, February 21, 2008.
54 Working Group interview with Dr. Eloisa Tamez on her property, May 2, 2008.
55 Phone interview conducted by Denise Gilman with Daniel Castro Romero Jr., June 9, 2008.
Historical and Current Land Use of the Texas Traditional Tribe of Kickapoo

The Kickapoo are one of the more traditional tribes of the border region and possibly in all of the United States.\(^{56}\) They largely maintain land use practices from the past. Such practices include construction of wickiups, the traditional housing made of mats of cattails and fronds. The Kickapoo raise the same crops in Mexico and Texas as they have always raised, including squash, beans, potatoes, pumpkin, corn, sweet potatoes, and wheat and oats, and still hunt game including deer, bear, and squirrel, the meat of which is preserved as jerky.\(^ {57}\) They regularly practice traditions at the banks of the Rio Grande River, such as gathering material for ceremonial use, offering prayers and tobacco, and visiting burial sites near the river, practices which are repeated several times a year.\(^ {58}\)

The Kickapoo have historical ties to land on both sides of the Rio Grande River. In Mexico, their traditional lands are in Nacimiento, Mexico. The Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas consider land both north and south of the international border as their traditional hunting and ceremonial grounds.

Historical and Current Land Use of the Tigua (Ysleta del Sur) of El Paso County

The Tigua Indians of Ysleta del Sur Pueblo historically raised wheat, corn, grapes, cattle and horses. They traded these products, as well as hand made pottery, baskets, and rope throughout the region - north to New Mexico and south to Chihuahua, Mexico. They hunted throughout the Hueco Mountains, east to the Guadalupe Mountains, and south to Sierra Blancas. In the spring, Tigua hunters ventured east across the Pecos River into the plains to hunt buffalo. Tigua families also traveled with horses and ox carts 80-miles east the Guadalupe Salt Beds where they gathered salt for its sacred properties, to trade and to preserve and enrich their food.\(^ {59}\) The Tigua continue to farm the same land along the Rio Grande River and engage in other traditional uses of their land and the Rio Grande River.\(^ {60}\)

Additionally, the land of the Tigua and its natural resources continue to play a significant role in traditional ceremonial events. The Ysleta del Sur lieutenant governor, Carlos Hisa, explained to the Working Group that while the proposed border wall sections will not directly cut through Tigua reservation lands, the sections will directly impact land with extreme historical and religious significance for the Tigua.\(^ {61}\) Although

---

\(^{56}\) Carolyn Mitchell Burnet, The First Texans, at 131.
\(^{57}\) [http://www.texasindians.com/kickapoo.htm](http://www.texasindians.com/kickapoo.htm)
\(^{58}\) See written testimony of Eric Anico, member of the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas (Oct. 13, 2008).
\(^{60}\) See, e.g., Randy Lee Eickhoff, Exiled: The Tigua Indians of Ysleta del Sur at 110.
\(^{61}\) Phone interview conducted by Michelle Guzman with Carlos Hisa in April 2008
Hisa would not disclose the exact location of these lands, nor their use, as to maintain what little privacy the tribe has left concerning these issues, he did acknowledge that the tribe is attempting to communicate with DHS in an effort to protect these significant areas. Furthermore, Tigua tribal members’ access to sections of the Rio Grande River will be cut off by the border fence. This separation from the river will interfere with or completely halt important religious and social traditions of the tribe. The river is where the tribe celebrates the beginning of a new calendar year each year, where it inducts elected tribal officials, and where it has conducted naming ceremonies for centuries. These ceremonies are significant to the survival, development, and continuation of the ways of life of the Tiguas.62

Elected representatives have recognized the unique and highly meaningful customs, uses and traditions of the Tigua. U.S. Representative Silvestre Reyes, D-Texas, signed onto a legal brief filed with the U.S. Supreme Court challenging the waivers of environmental and American Indian religious protection laws. Representative Reyes also met with Tigua tribal Governor Frank Paiz and has continued to urge DHS to respect the Tiguas’ ceremonial customs. However, to date, DHS has not agreed to withdraw from its plan to build a fence that will negatively impact traditional Tigua lands and the tribe’s use of those lands.

Construction of the border wall by the United States government will not only result in direct impacts on indigenous lands and the separation of families from other portions of their lands, it will cause significant harm to the wildlife, waterways and other natural resources so important to the lifestyle and religious observance of the indigenous communities living in Texas. A separate briefing paper more fully explores the significant environmental impacts of the border wall.63 Exploration and construction of the border fence violates indigenous peoples’ rights to access and use of natural resources they deem important for their survival, religion and ways of life, as supported by Article XXIII of the American Declaration, and Article 26(2) of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

**The United States government did not establish free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) with indigenous communities prior to exploration activities.**

DHS did not consult with indigenous people before beginning its survey project in preparation for construction of the border wall, and in some cases, residents were not even informed that a fence would be built on or near their lands. DHS has not “effectively” consulted with the affected communities about the planning and construction of a border fence. This failure to consult violates the interpretations of the Inter-American Court in accordance with ILO Convention 169, which understand that consent must be freely given, prior to the undertaking of a project, and according to
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62 Ibid.; see also Randy Lee Eickhoff, Exiled: The Tigua Indians of Ysleta del Sur at 123-150.
63 Lindsay Eriksson & Melinda Taylor, The Environmental Impacts of the Border Wall Between Texas and Mexico.
tribal customs and procedures. Informed consent means accepting and disseminating information, and constant communication between parties in good faith and in culturally appropriate ways. The failure to consult properly also violates Section 564 of the Omnibus Appropriations Bill for 2008, which required DHS to consult with affected property owners, Indian tribes, and local governments regarding construction of the border wall in order to minimize the impact on the environment, culture, commerce, and quality of life in areas considered for the border fence. The legislation also required DHS to perform an analysis on the “possible unintended effects on communities.”

The Working Group gathered testimonies from Ranchería El Calaboz and Granjeno, two traditional Lipan Apache areas impacted by the exploration and planned construction of the border wall. In these testimonies, the violation of FPIC by the U.S. government is evident. For example, Dr. Eloisa Tamez has stated that Army Corps are surveying the south side of her property, but she does not know what they are doing. She asserts that the government does not have her consent to place a fence on her private property and has not offered her any choices regarding the fence. Hidalia and Guadalupe Benavides describe how the government communicated with them about their property through written documents in English, although they do not read well in any language, particularly English. They have attempted to ask questions of the government regarding the manner in which they would be able to reach the side of their property that would fall on the south side of the wall and have not received any clear response. A government official urged them to sign a document offering to purchase their property saying, “If you don’t sign, the government’s going to build the wall anyway,” and telling her that she did not want to “scare” her, “but if you don’t sign, you will be sued; what will you do then?” Gloria Garza described how government officials have repeatedly pressured her to sign paperwork giving the government rights to her property, stating that all they needed was “just a signature.” At one point, a government official asked for his papers back when it became clear the Garza family was not going to sign. Despite Gloria Garza’s refusal to provide permission, surveying has occurred on the levee on the Garza family property.

A similar lack of consultation took place in relation to the Tigua Tribe. As stated in the El Paso Times, El Paso County Commissioner Veronica Escobar noted that federal officials have not done enough communicating with border residents in the El Paso area, and are moving forward with a costly plan that will not stop the flow of undocumented workers or drug and human traffickers into the United States. "We want to be consulted,"

64 Interviews conducted by the Working Group with Dr. Eloisa Tamez, Hidalia and Guadalupe Benavides and Gloria Garza, May 2-3, 2008; see also Leah Nedderman, Ariel Dultzky & Denise Gilman, Violations on the Part of the United States Government of the Right to Property and Non-Discrimination Held by Residents of the Texas Rio Grande Valley, at 19-20 (describing a lack of meaningful consultation at the government forums set up for this purpose and other failings in the government’s notification of affected parties).
she said. "We want to have a voice, and we want meaningful solutions." Also, in a 4-1 vote, the El Paso County Commissioners Court announced Tuesday, May 28 that it was planning to join two lawsuits challenging the border fence construction. County Attorney José Rodríguez said, “[W]hat the lawsuits seeks is to require the federal government to follow procedures and due process, and to observe the constitutional rights individuals and the community have in these matters.

The lack of consultation with the Kickapoo Tribe is similarly evident. The U.S. government’s formal assessment of the impact of the border wall mentions the Kickapoo only once, in relation to municipal water systems. The failure to include information about the impacts of the border wall on the Kickapoo is notable and evidences a lack of concern and consultation with the Kickapoo, given the proximity of the border wall to the Kickapoo reservation, the transnational characteristics of the tribe and the tribe’s traditional connection to the Rio Grande River.

**Conclusion**

Exploration, planning and construction activities conducted by DHS, the U.S. Border Patrol, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to further the U.S. government’s plan to construct wall segments along the U.S.-Mexico border have violated the rights of indigenous peoples in Texas. Such rights are recognized in international and domestic law as inviolable and therefore must be protected for the members of the Lipan Apache, Kickapoo, and Tigua (Ysleta del Sur) tribes located on the Texas-Mexico border. These rights include:

- The right to recognition of juridical personality and civil rights protected in Article XVII of the American Declaration;
- The right to property as supported by Article XXIII of the American Declaration and to be properly consulted prior to surveying lands and planning, designing and constructing the fence, as supported by ILO Convention 169;
- The right to legal protections and remedies as supported by Article XVIII of the American Declaration;
- The right of indigenous people to enforce treaties and agreements with the government that the communities entered into in the past, as supported by Article 37(1) of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples;
- And the right to natural resources deemed significant to the survival, development, and continuation of the ways of life of indigenous people of the Texas-Mexico border, as supported by Article XXIII of the American Declaration.
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According to the evidence gathered, the Working Group on Human Rights and the Border Wall concludes that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights should initiate an investigation into the violation of the above-mentioned rights on behalf of the United States government towards the members of the Lipan Apache, Kickapoo, and Tigua (Ysleta del Sur) peoples. Although possible violations of the rights of members of the Jumano Apache tribe have not been included in this briefing paper, the Working Group also recommends that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights consider the situation of the community of Jumano Apache in and near Redford, Texas, outside of Presidio. Similar violations of indigenous rights are reported to be occurring in this community.
Figure 1. Border Wall Location Splitting Private Property of Indigenous Landowners in Ranchería El Calaboz, TX
Figure 2. Border Wall Location in Reference to Ysleta Mission and Land Trust